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WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / January 10, 2019 
Men’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant 
  
METTS ROUNDS OUT INCOMING CLASS WITH DAVIS MONEY 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Men’s Golf head coach Chan Metts announced the addition of Davis 
Money to the Hilltopper family on Friday. 
  
Hailing from Louisville, Ky., Money received the 2019 Justin Thomas Grant. The grant provides financial 
assistance to Kentucky junior golfers that demonstrate the potential to play collegiate golf, enabling 
them to play a more robust national junior schedule.  
  
Money recorded 10 top-five individual finishes in 2018-19 in addition to contributing to 10 team 
tournament wins with Trinity High School in the last year. He was a member of the 2019 Regional Team 
Champion and All-State Team Champion. The Bluegrass native was also a nominee for Midway Athlete 
of the Year in 2019. 
  
“Davis has had a great high school and junior career here in Kentucky,” said Metts on the addition. “Any 
time we have the opportunity to keep good local players in state we obviously want to do that.  Davis is 
a hard worker on the course and in the classroom and will be a great addition to The Hill.” 
  
Money joins an incoming freshman class of Connery Meyer, Mark Brown and Aaron Pha. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / February 1, 2020 
Men’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant 
  
HILLTOPPERS TEE UP SPRING SEASON IN GEORGIA 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Men’s Golf starts its spring season on Sunday with the Georgia Southern 
Individual Collegiate. The two-day event features 17 teams at the par-72, 6,900-yard Georgia Southern 
University Course in Statesboro, Ga. 
  
Six Hilltoppers will travel to the Peach State to compete in the Collegiate including Tom Bevington, Caleb 
O’Toole, Jack Poole, Chase Landrum, Dawson McDaniel and Luke Fuller. 
  
Including WKU’s six competitors, 67 individuals will play for the title. The field features golfers from 
eight Golfstat Top 100 teams including No. 26 ETSU, No. 28 Tennessee, No. 33 Liberty, No. 40 USF, No. 
41 UAB, No. 53 Alabama, No. 58 Ohio State and host No. 92 Georgia Southern. 
  
On Sunday, the competitors will play two rounds of continuous play. The Collegiate will wrap up on 
Monday with its final round, to total three rounds at the event. 
  
WKU enters the spring season with two top-five team finishes and one individual title in the fall. The 
Hilltoppers tied for third at Middle Tennessee’s Intercollegiate at The Grove while finishing fifth at their 
last event of the season, Kennesaw State’s Pinetree Intercollegiate. 
  
Redshirt senior Linus Lo led the squad after winning WKU’s fall opener at the Graeme McDowell 
Invitational. He finished in the top-25 at each of WKU’s five events and currently holds a season stroke 
average of 70.7. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / February 2, 2020 
Men’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant 
  
FULLER, O’TOOLE LEAD TOPS AFTER FIRST DAY OF INDIVIDUAL COLLEGIATE 
  
STATESBORO, Ga. – WKU’s Luke Fuller and Caleb O’Toole lead the squad at Georgia Southern’s 
Individual Collegiate through the first two rounds. The six Hilltoppers competing will finish play with the 
final round on Monday morning at the par-72, 6,900-yard Georgia Southern University Golf Course. 
  
O’Toole and Fuller had the best and second-best first round scores for the Red and White, with a 73 and 
74, respectively. Fuller followed his 2-over score with a 76 while O’Toole shot a 77 in the second round. 
Both Hilltoppers are tied for 23rd with a score of 150. They’re just two shots out of the top 20. 
  
Three WKU golfers are tied at 44th with 36-hole totals of 159. Redshirt sophomore Dawson McDaniel 
recorded WKU’s best second-round score at 3-over 75 after shooting an 84 in the first round. Junior Jack 
Poole improved his first to second round scores by three strokes, firing an 81 followed by a 78. Senior 
Tom Bevington shot 4-over 76 in the first round and 11-over 83 in the second. 
  
Junior Chase Landrum notched a pair of 82s on the day for a two-round total of 164. Landrum is 
currently tied for 60th headed into the final round. 
  
Tennessee’s Chase Roswall and Virginia’s Andrew Orischak lead the individual field at 4-under 140. 
  
Results – First and Second Round 
  
T23. Luke Fuller – 74, 76 – 150 
T23. Caleb O’Toole – 73, 77 – 150 
T44. Dawson McDaniel – 84, 75 – 159 
T44. Jack Poole – 81, 78 – 159 
T44. Tom Bevington – 76, 83 – 159 
T60. Chase Landrum – 82, 82 – 164 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / February 3, 2020 
Men’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant 
  
TWO HILLTOPPERS FINISH IN TOP 25 AT GEORGIA SOUTHERN 
  
STATESBORO, Ga. – WKU golfers Luke Fuller and Caleb O’Toole continued to lead the Hilltoppers in the 
final round of the Georgia Southern Individual Collegiate. The pair finished tied for 25th at the par-72, 
6,876-yard Georgia Southern University Golf Course. 
  
For the second consecutive day, Fuller and O’Toole led the WKU individuals, each firing a final-round 3-
over 75 for a 54-hole total of 225. This is the first time either Fuller or O’Toole have finished in the top-
25 this season, and the sixth consecutive event WKU has had at least one top-25 finisher. 
  
Redshirt sophomore Dawson McDaniel finished with WKU’s best final round score at 2-over 74. 
McDaniel improved his scores each round, tying for 39th with a two-day total of 233. 
  
Finishing one stroke behind McDaniel was Tom Bevington. The senior recorded WKU’s third 3-over 75 of 
the day to tie for 41st at a total of 234. Junior Jack Poole fired a final-round 82 to finish in 54th. 
  
Junior Chase Landrum finished out the event with an 8-over 80 to shoot a 52-hole score of 244. 
  
WKU is back in action for its first team event of the spring season on Monday, Feb. 10. The squad will 
travel to Mobile, Ala., for the Mobile Sports Authority Intercollegiate hosted by South Alabama. 
  
Results – Final 
T25. Luke Fuller – 74, 76, 75 – 225 
T25. Caleb O’Toole – 73, 77, 75 – 225 
T39. Dawson McDaniel – 84, 75, 74 – 233 
T41. Tom Bevington – 76, 83, 75 – 234 
54. Jack Poole – 81, 78, 82 – 241 
T58. Chase Landrum – 82, 82, 80 – 244 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / February 5, 2020 
Men’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant 
  
Action shots of Fuller and O’Toole attached. 
  
FULLER, O’TOOLE EARN C-USA CO-GOLFER OF THE WEEK HONORS 
  
DALLAS – After posting top-25 performances at the Georgia Southern Individual Collegiate, WKU 
freshman Luke Fuller and junior Caleb O’Toole earned Conference USA Co-Golfers of the Week 
presented by Top of the World Headwear, the conference announced Wednesday. 
  
In the first round of the event, Alabama native O’Toole fired WKU’s best round of the event at 1-over 73. 
He followed it up in the next two rounds with a 77 and 75 for an 8-over, 54-hole score of 225. The top-
25 finish was O’Toole’s best of the season. 
  
Bluegrass native Fuller has competed in just three events for the Tops in his freshman season. He 
recorded consistent scores of 74, 76 and 75 to tie with O’Toole at 25th with a score of 225. Fuller 
notched career-bests in finish, 18, 36 and 54-hole totals. 
  
The field featured 67 individuals including golfers from eight Golfstat Top 100 teams. There were 
competitors from No. 26 ETSU, No. 28 Tennessee, No. 33 Liberty, No. 40 USF, No. 41 UAB, No. 53 
Alabama, No. 58 Ohio State and host No. 92 Georgia Southern. 
  
Fuller and O’Toole’s Co-Golfer of the Week awards are the second and third of the kind to be won by a 
Hilltopper golfer this year, following Linus Lo’s honor on Sept. 25. 
  
With their performance, Fuller and O’Toole earned spots in the lineup for the Hilltopper’s next outing at 




WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / February 9, 2020 
Men’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant 
  
Preview video with head coach Chan Metts: goto.ps/39kMiA0 
  
WKU HEADS FOR FIRST TEAM TOURNAMENT OF SPRING 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Men’s Golf will head to Mobile, Ala., for its first team event of the spring 
season at the Mobile Sports Authority Intercollegiate. The two-day, 54-hole competition will be held at 
the par-72, 7,212-yard Magnolia Grove Crossings Course. 
  
The event has been a constant on the Hilltoppers’ schedule, having competed in the field in five of the 
last six seasons. In the last two seasons, WKU has finished third out of 15 or more squads and at the 
2019 Intercollegiate, WKU’s own Stuart Eason finished tied for fourth with a 6-under score. 
  
“Linus (Lo) and Tom (Bevington) have played this course before, multiple times, actually,” said head 
coach Chan Metts of the seniors’ experiences. “Chase (Landrum), Luke (Fuller) and Caleb (O’Toole), this 
will be their first time there, so obviously, whenever that’s the case, the practice round becomes 
extremely important.” 
  
After getting the feel of the course with a practice round on Sunday, play will begin on Monday at 8 a.m. 
CT with a shotgun start and continuous play of 36 holes. Tee times for the final round will begin at 8 a.m. 
CT on Tuesday. 
  
There are 14 teams in the field, half of them being ranked in the Golfstat Top-100, including No. 15 
Louisville, No. 41 UAB, No. 50 Illinois, No. 60 Florida State, No. 67 Illinois State, No. 98 Denver and host 
No. 100 South Alabama. 
  
WKU used its first outing of the season at the Georgia Southern Individual Collegiate as qualifying for its 
first team tournament in Mobile. 
  
“We took six guys and had four players playing for two spots and two guys just trying to get some reps 
and get ready for Mobile,” said Metts of the trip. “Caleb and Luke played really well and won those two 
spots, so they’re going to fill out our five, along with Linus, Tom and Chase.” 
  
Along with earning the final two spots in WKU’s lineup for the Intercollegiate, O’Toole and Fuller earned 
Conference USA Co-Golfer of the Week honors with their top-25 finishes. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / February 10, 2020 
Men’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant 
  
LO, O’TOOLE LEAD HILLTOPPERS AT MOBILE SPORTS AUTHORITY INTERCOLLEGIATE 
  
MOBILE, Ala. – WKU Golf improved by eight shots as a team from the first to second rounds at the 
Mobile Sports Authority Intercollegiate on Monday. The team combined for an 8-over first round 296 
followed by an even-par 288 for a 36-hole total of 8-over 584. The Hilltoppers are currently tied at 13th 
headed into the final round. 
  
On Monday, redshirt senior Linus Lo and junior Caleb O’Toole led the way for WKU at the par-72, 7,212-
yard Magnolia Grove Crossings Course. Lo shot one of the Hilltoppers’ best first round scores with a 1-
over 73. He shot another 73 in the second round to total 2-over 146. 
  
Alabama native O’Toole fired the team’s best score of the day with a 2-under 70 in the second round. 
His 4-over 76 in the opening 18 holes ties him with Lo at 146 on the day and tied for 49th on the 
leaderboard. 
  
Junior Chase Landrum falls in line right behind Lo and O’Toole with a 36-hole total of 3-over 147. 
Landrum shot 1-over 73 and 2-over 74 to tie for 56th. 
  
In his fourth tournament for WKU, freshman Luke Fuller made a seven-stroke improvement from the 
first to second round, shooting 1-under 71 in the latter 18 holes. It was his first under-par score of the 
season and he is tied for 65th. Senior Tom Bevington carded a 2-over 74 and 4-over 76 to sit tied for 
69th going into the second day. 
  
The final round of the Intercollegiate will begin at 8 a.m. CT on Tuesday with a two-tee tee time start. 
  
Results – First and Second Round 
T49. Linus Lo – 73, 73 – 146 
T49. Caleb O’Toole – 76, 70 – 146 
T56. Chase Landrum – 73, 74 – 147 
T65. Luke Fuller – 78, 71 – 149 
T69. Tom Bevington – 74, 76 – 150 
  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / February 11, 2020 
Men’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant 
  
Final results attached. 
  
WKU WRAPS UP MOBILE SPORTS AUTHORITY INTERCOLLEGIATE 
  
MOBILE, Ala. – Hilltopper Golf finished the 54-hole Mobile Sports Authority Intercollegiate on Tuesday 
afternoon. The squad finished 14th amongst a field of seven Golfstat Top-100 teams, carding a final 
round 9-over 297 and 54-hole, 17-over total of 881. 
  
“I am very pleased with the fight our guys showed this week,” said head coach Chan Metts on the 
team’s perseverance. “We did not have our best stuff and it showed on the course. However, our guys 
grind harder than any team I’ve been around, and that’s something we take a lot of pride in.” 
  
Redshirt senior Linus Lo fired the team’s best round of the day with an even score at the par-72, 7,212-
yard Magnolia Grove Crossings Course. Lo finished tied for 47th with a 2-over total of 218. 
  
Tying for 51st overall was WKU’s Chase Landrum. The junior shot a final-round, 1-over 73 to finish at 4-
over 220 for the event. Fellow junior Caleb O’Toole carded a 4-over 76 on Tuesday to turn in a 6-over 
222 at the Intercollegiate. 
  
Freshman Luke Fuller followed up his second-round 71 with a 4-over 76 to finish 70th with a score of 
225. Senior Tom Bevington tied for 75th after shooting a 7-over 79 in the final round. 
  
The Intercollegiate marked WKU’s first event with new volunteer assistant coach and former Hilltopper, 
John Mullendore. 
  
“It was awesome having Coach Mully with us this week,” said Metts on the coach. “He has an infectious 
energy that our guys feed off of and he fit in seamlessly in the event. We look forward to having him on 
the road with us again soon.” 
  
In the team competition, No. 60 Florida State won the Intercollegiate with a 28-under score of 836. No. 
41 John Pak of Florida State won the individual title with a 54-hole score of 15-under 201. 
  
WKU’s next outing is the Tiger Invitational hosted by Auburn in Opelika, Ala., March 8-10. 
  
“We had several areas where we were weak in this event, but we have several weeks to rebuild and 
improve before we head to Auburn next month,” Metts said. “I am looking forward to a lot of 
competitive practices in that time. Our best golf is in front of us.” 
  
Results – Final 
  
T47. Linus Lo – 73, 73, 72 – 218 
T51. Chase Landrum – 73, 74, 73 – 220 
T59. Caleb O’Toole – 76, 70, 76 – 222 
70. Luke Fuller – 78, 71, 76 – 225 
T75. Tom Bevington – 74, 76, 79 – 229 
020 
 
1 2 3   Team Scores  
T2  2  1   Florida State  278  281  277       836  -28 
T2  3  2   Illinois 278  284  275       837  -27 
5  T4  3   Louisville 280  283  275       838  -26 
1  T4  T4   UAB 276  287  279       842  -22 
4  1  T4   Texas State 279  274  289       842  -22 
9  T7  T6   Southern Mississippi 289  285  286       860  -4 
7  9  T6   South Alabama 284  295  281       860  -4 
6  T7  8   Louisiana 283  291  288       862  -2 
T10  6  T9   Wofford College 290  280  295       865  +1 
13  12  T9   Illinois State  294  287  284       865  +1 
T10  T10  T11   Denver 290  290  287       867  +3 
8  T10  T11   Richmond 288  292  287       867  +3 
12  T13  13   Chattanooga 293  291  294       878  +14 
14  T13  14   Western Kentucky 296  288  297       881  +17 
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
Mobile Sports Authority Inter.
Magnolia Grove Crossings Golf Course
Mobile, AL
RTG Magnolia Grove Men 
Dates: Feb 10 - Feb 11 
 
Start Finish   Player Team Scores  
2 1   John Pak  Florida State  66   69  66       201  -15   
4 T2   Logan Lockwood  Texas State  69   68  70       207  -9   
1 T2   Calvin Ross  Texas State  67   65  75       207  -9   
T5 T4   John Murphy  Louisville  69   70  69       208  -8   
3 T4   Dalton Hankamer  Texas State  70   66  72       208  -8   
T10 T4   John Snoddy  UAB  68   72  68       208  -8   
T5 T4   Giovanni Tadiotto  Illinois  69   70  69       208  -8   
T28 T8   Matthias Schmid  Louisville  75   68  66       209  -7   
T14 T8   Jamie Li  Florida State  71   70  68       209  -7   
T10 T8   Michael Feagles  Illinois  69   71  69       209  -7   
T10 T11   Trevor Johnson  Louisville  68   72  70       210  -6   
T21 T11   Dawson Atkinson  South Alabama  70   72  68       210  -6   
T21 T11   Noah Gillard  Illinois  70   72  68       210  -6   
T5 T11   Khavish Varadan  UAB  67   72  71       210  -6   
T14 T15   Tommy Kuhl *  Illinois  69   72  70       211  -5   
T21 T15   Jerry Ji  Illinois  71   71  69       211  -5   
T14 T15   David Perkins  Illinois State  69   72  70       211  -5   
T21 18   Jiri Zuska  Louisville  69   73  70       212  -4   
T34 T19   Brice Wilkinson  Southern Mississippi  72   72  69       213  -3   
T34 T19   Jack Tolson  Louisiana  69   75  69       213  -3   
T5 T19   Devin Morley *  Louisville  73   66  74       213  -3   
T14 T19   Ryan Marter  Wofford College  71   70  72       213  -3   
T34 T19   Adrien Dumont de Chassart  Illinois  70   74  69       213  -3   
T34 T19   William Walker, III  UAB  73   71  69       213  -3   
T14 T19   Murray Naysmith  UAB  68   73  72       213  -3   
T14 T19   Calvin Sierota  Florida State  69   72  72       213  -3   
T28 T27   Walker Kesterson  Southern Mississippi  72   71  71       214  -2   
T14 T27   Robbie Latter  Southern Mississippi  72   69  73       214  -2   
T10 T27   Hudson Dubinski  Louisiana  71   69  74       214  -2   
T21 T27   Carson Griggs  Denver  68   74  72       214  -2   
T34 T27   Ben Cooper  Richmond  77   67  70       214  -2   
T28 T27   Lou Baker  Richmond  69   74  71       214  -2   
T34 T33   Matthew Copeland  Wofford College  74   70  71       215  -1   
T42 T33   Jordan Plunkett *  South Alabama  74   71  70       215  -1   
T42 T33   A.J. Lintunen  Chattanooga  73   72  70       215  -1   
T34 T33   Will Porter  Chattanooga  73   71  71       215  -1   
T42 T33   Joel Durnford  Illinois State  76   69  70       215  -1   
T21 T38   Jacob LeCroy *  South Alabama  67   75  74       216  E   
T59 T38   Mathias Lorentzen  South Alabama  70   78  68       216  E   
T48 T40   Rasmus Karlsson  South Alabama  72   74  71       217  +1   
T28 T40   Yannick Schuetz  South Alabama  72   71  74       217  +1   
T48 T40   Bjorn Gudjonsson *  Louisiana  77   69  71       217  +1   
T34 T40   Jun Ho Won  Denver  73   71  73       217  +1   
T48 T40   Ben Reichert  UAB  74   72  71       217  +1   
T21 T40   Cole Anderson  Florida State  72   70  75       217  +1 
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
Mobile Sports Authority Inter.
Magnolia Grove Crossings Golf Course
Mobile, AL
RTG Magnolia Grove Men 
Dates: Feb 10 - Feb 11 
 
Start Finish   Player Team Scores  
T42 T40   Felix van Dijk  Illinois State  73   72  72       217  +1   
T48 T47   Michael Childress  Richmond  70   76  72       218  +2   
T48 T47   Linus Lo  Western Kentucky  73   73  72       218  +2   
T42 T49   Charlie Flynn  Louisiana  76   69  74       219  +3   
T5 T49   Brendan O'Reilly *  Illinois  69   70  80       219  +3   
T48 T51   Connor Jones  Denver  76   70  74       220  +4   
T28 T51   Carlos Garre  Wofford College  74   69  77       220  +4   
T55 T51   Chase Landrum  Western Kentucky  73   74  73       220  +4   
T28 T51   Moritz Lammel  Chattanooga  72   71  77       220  +4   
T59 T55   Joey Kirkland  Southern Mississippi  75   73  73       221  +5   
T64 T55   Keegan DeLange  Louisville  74   75  72       221  +5   
T68 T55   John Sand  Denver  75   75  71       221  +5   
T55 T55   Michael Baker  Richmond  72   75  74       221  +5   
T71 T59   Peter Hinnant  Louisiana  73   78  71       222  +6   
T59 T59   Bryan Baumgarten *  Illinois  80   68  74       222  +6   
T71 T59   Cal McCoy  Denver  74   77  71       222  +6   
T42 T59   Matthew Larkin  Wofford College  71   74  77       222  +6   
T59 T59   Matt Lorenz  Southern Mississippi  73   75  74       222  +6   
T55 T59   Andrew O'Brien *  Illinois State  76   71  75       222  +6   
T59 T59   Ben Swaffield  Texas State  73   75  74       222  +6   
T48 T59   Caleb O'Toole  Western Kentucky  76   70  76       222  +6   
T55 67   Evan White *  Texas State  78   69  76       223  +7   
T64 T68   Walker Simas  Wofford College  78   71  75       224  +8   
T64 T68   Hunter Hammett  Louisiana  70   79  75       224  +8   
T64 70   Luke Fuller  Western Kentucky  78   71  76       225  +9   
T74 71   Alberto Martinez  Florida State  83   72  71       226  +10   
T68 72   Joe Hodgson  Illinois State  76   74  77       227  +11   
T74 T73   Trace Martin  Texas State  75   80  73       228  +12   
73 T73   Dominic Jones  Chattanooga  75   77  76       228  +12   
T68 T75   Tom Bevington  Western Kentucky  74   76  79       229  +13   
78 T75   Dan Anfield  Illinois State  79   78  72       229  +13   
T74 77   Carter Cook  Richmond  77   78  76       231  +15   
T74 78   Leon Bader  Chattanooga  75   80  77       232  +16   
79 79   Spencer Arnold  South Alabama  81   78  75       234  +18   
80 -    Fletcher Wunderlich *  Florida State  A  A  75       -     -      
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
Mobile Sports Authority Inter.
Magnolia Grove Crossings Golf Course
Mobile, AL
RTG Magnolia Grove Men 
Dates: Feb 10 - Feb 11 
Mobile Sports Authority Inter.
Magnolia Grove Crossings Golf Course
Mobile, AL
RTG Magnolia Grove Men 
Dates: Feb 10 - Feb 11 
 
Pos. Team/Player (seed) Rd 1 Rd 2 Rd 3 Total
1 Florida State 278 281 277 836
1 John Pak (2) 66 69 66 201
T8 Jamie Li (3) 71 70 68 209
T19 Calvin Sierota (4) 69 72 72 213
T40 Cole Anderson (1) 72 70 75 217
71 Alberto Martinez (5) 83 72 71 226
2 Illinois 278 284 275 837
T4 Giovanni Tadiotto (3) 69 70 69 208
T8 Michael Feagles (1) 69 71 69 209
T11 Noah Gillard (4) 70 72 68 210
T15 Jerry Ji (2) 71 71 69 211
T19 Adrien Dumont de Chassart (5) 70 74 69 213
3 Louisville 280 283 275 838
T4 John Murphy (5) 69 70 69 208
T8 Matthias Schmid (1) 75 68 66 209
T11 Trevor Johnson (4) 68 72 70 210
18 Jiri Zuska (3) 69 73 70 212
T55 Keegan DeLange (2) 74 75 72 221
T4 UAB 276 287 279 842
T4 John Snoddy (5) 68 72 68 208
T11 Khavish Varadan (4) 67 72 71 210
T19 William Walker, III (1) 73 71 69 213
T19 Murray Naysmith (2) 68 73 72 213
T40 Ben Reichert (3) 74 72 71 217
T4 Texas State 279 274 289 842
T2 Logan Lockwood (1) 69 68 70 207
T2 Calvin Ross (3) 67 65 75 207
T4 Dalton Hankamer (2) 70 66 72 208
T59 Ben Swaffield (4) 73 75 74 222
T73 Trace Martin (5) 75 80 73 228
T6 Southern Mississippi 289 285 286 860
T19 Brice Wilkinson (4) 72 72 69 213
T27 Walker Kesterson (2) 72 71 71 214
T27 Robbie Latter (3) 72 69 73 214
T55 Joey Kirkland (5) 75 73 73 221
T59 Matt Lorenz (1) 73 75 74 222
T6 South Alabama 284 295 281 860
T11 Dawson Atkinson (3) 70 72 68 210
T38 Mathias Lorentzen (4) 70 78 68 216
T40 Yannick Schuetz (1) 72 71 74 217
T40 Rasmus Karlsson (2) 72 74 71 217
79 Spencer Arnold (5) 81 78 75 234
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
Pos. Team/Player (seed) Rd 1 Rd 2 Rd 3 Total
8 Louisiana 283 291 288 862
T19 Jack Tolson (1) 69 75 69 213
T27 Hudson Dubinski (3) 71 69 74 214
T49 Charlie Flynn (2) 76 69 74 219
T59 Peter Hinnant (5) 73 78 71 222
T68 Hunter Hammett (4) 70 79 75 224
T9 Wofford College 290 280 295 865
T19 Ryan Marter (1) 71 70 72 213
T33 Matthew Copeland (5) 74 70 71 215
T51 Carlos Garre (2) 74 69 77 220
T59 Matthew Larkin (4) 71 74 77 222
T68 Walker Simas (3) 78 71 75 224
T9 Illinois State 294 287 284 865
T15 David Perkins (1) 69 72 70 211
T33 Joel Durnford (2) 76 69 70 215
T40 Felix van Dijk (3) 73 72 72 217
72 Joe Hodgson (5) 76 74 77 227
T75 Dan Anfield (4) 79 78 72 229
T11 Denver 290 290 287 867
T27 Carson Griggs (3) 68 74 72 214
T40 Jun Ho Won (2) 73 71 73 217
T51 Connor Jones (5) 76 70 74 220
T55 John Sand (4) 75 75 71 221
T59 Cal McCoy (1) 74 77 71 222
T11 Richmond 288 292 287 867
T27 Lou Baker (1) 69 74 71 214
T27 Ben Cooper (4) 77 67 70 214
T47 Michael Childress (3) 70 76 72 218
T55 Michael Baker (2) 72 75 74 221
77 Carter Cook (5) 77 78 76 231
13 Chattanooga 293 291 294 878
T33 Will Porter (2) 73 71 71 215
T33 A.J. Lintunen (3) 73 72 70 215
T51 Moritz Lammel (4) 72 71 77 220
T73 Dominic Jones (1) 75 77 76 228
78 Leon Bader (5) 75 80 77 232
14 Western Kentucky 296 288 297 881
T47 Linus Lo (1) 73 73 72 218
T51 Chase Landrum (3) 73 74 73 220
T59 Caleb O'Toole (4) 76 70 76 222
70 Luke Fuller (5) 78 71 76 225
T75 Tom Bevington (2) 74 76 79 229
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
Individuals 
 
Pos. Player (Team) Rd 1 Rd 2 Rd 3 Total
T15 Tommy Kuhl (Illinois) 69 72 70 211
T19 Devin Morley (Louisville) 73 66 74 213
T33 Jordan Plunkett (South Alabama) 74 71 70 215
T38 Jacob LeCroy (South Alabama) 67 75 74 216
T40 Bjorn Gudjonsson (Louisiana) 77 69 71 217
T49 Brendan O'Reilly (Illinois) 69 70 80 219
T59 Andrew O'Brien (Illinois State ) 76 71 75 222
T59 Bryan Baumgarten (Illinois) 80 68 74 222
67 Evan White (Texas State) 78 69 76 223
80 Fletcher Wunderlich (Florida State ) 0 0 75 75
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
Par 3 Scoring
T. Kuhl Illinois 2.58 -5 
H. Dubinski LA-LaFayet 2.83 -2 
D. Hankamer Texas St. 2.83 -2 
G. Tadiotto Illinois 2.83 -2 
C. Ross Texas St. 2.83 -2 
J. Murphy UL 2.83 -2 
C. Anderson FSU 2.83 -2 
K. Varadan UAB 2.83 -2 
B. Swaffield Texas St. 2.92 -1 
C. Jones Denver 2.92 -1 
M. Schmid UL 2.92 -1 
J. Li FSU 2.92 -1 
T. Johnson UL 2.92 -1 
E. White Texas St. 2.92 -1 
N. Gillard Illinois 2.92 -1 
D. Atkinson So Alabama 2.92 -1 
C. Flynn LA-LaFayet 2.92 -1 
J. Won Denver 2.92 -1 
J. Zuska UL 3.00 E 
J. LeCroy So Alabama 3.00 E 
F. van Dijk Ill. St. 3.00 E 
H. Hammett LA-LaFayet 3.00 E 
Par 4 Scoring
J. Pak FSU 3.73 -8 
L. Lockwood Texas St. 3.87 -4 
D. Perkins Ill. St. 3.90 -3 
K. Varadan UAB 3.93 -2 
L. Baker Richmond 3.97 -1 
W. Kesterson So. Miss. 3.97 -1 
M. Schmid UL 3.97 -1 
R. Marter Wofford 3.97 -1 
N. Gillard Illinois 3.97 -1 
M. Copeland Wofford 3.97 -1 
J. Plunkett So Alabama 3.97 -1 
D. Hankamer Texas St. 4.00 E 
J. LeCroy So Alabama 4.00 E 
B. Wilkinson So. Miss. 4.00 E 
J. Zuska UL 4.00 E 
B. Reichert UAB 4.00 E 
C. Ross Texas St. 4.00 E 
T. Johnson UL 4.00 E 
J. Li FSU 4.00 E 
B. Cooper Richmond 4.00 E 
A. Dumont de Chassa Illinois 4.03 +1 
A. Lintunen Chatt 4.03 +1 
Par 5 Scoring
J. Snoddy UAB 4.08 -11 
G. Tadiotto Illinois 4.25 -9 
J. Tolson LA-LaFayet 4.25 -9 
M. Feagles Illinois 4.33 -8 
J. Pak FSU 4.33 -8 
A. Dumont de Chassa Illinois 4.33 -8 
R. Latter So. Miss. 4.33 -8 
J. Ji Illinois 4.33 -8 
C. Griggs Denver 4.42 -7 
J. Murphy UL 4.42 -7 
C. Ross Texas St. 4.42 -7 
L. Lockwood Texas St. 4.50 -6 
J. Li FSU 4.50 -6 
Y. Schuetz So Alabama 4.50 -6 
W. Porter Chatt 4.50 -6 
B. Gudjonsson LA-LaFayet 4.50 -6 
M. Naysmith UAB 4.50 -6 
W. Walker, III UAB 4.50 -6 
C. Sierota FSU 4.50 -6 
D. Atkinson So Alabama 4.50 -6 
D. Hankamer Texas St. 4.50 -6 
J. Hodgson Ill. St. 4.50 -6 
Eagles 
M. Lorentzen So Alabama 4
B. Gudjonsson LA-LaFayet 2
A. Dumont de Chassart Illinois 2
D. Atkinson So Alabama 1
M. Naysmith UAB 1
M. Lorenz So. Miss. 1
C. Ross Texas St. 1
L. Lockwood Texas St. 1
J. Tolson LA-LaFayet 1
J. Snoddy UAB 1
J. Pak FSU 1
J. Sand Denver 1
C. Sierota FSU 1
C. Griggs Denver 1
B. Cooper Richmond 1
F. van Dijk Ill. St. 1
H. Hammett LA-LaFayet 1
Birdies 
G. Tadiotto Illinois 17
J. Pak FSU 17
C. Ross Texas St. 15
J. Plunkett So Alabama 15
K. Varadan UAB 14
C. Anderson FSU 14
L. Lockwood Texas St. 14
M. Feagles Illinois 14
T. Johnson UL 14
J. Snoddy UAB 14
J. Murphy UL 14
M. Schmid UL 13
J. Li FSU 13
H. Dubinski LA-LaFayet 13
N. Gillard Illinois 13
T. Kuhl Illinois 13
R. Latter So. Miss. 13
D. Atkinson So Alabama 12
J. Ji Illinois 12
J. Tolson LA-LaFayet 12
P. Hinnant LA-LaFayet 12
B. Baumgarten Illinois 12
Pars 
L. Lo W Kentucky 44
A. Lintunen Chatt 42
C. McCoy Denver 42
K. DeLange UL 41
W. Kesterson So. Miss. 40
M. Baker Richmond 40
D. Hankamer Texas St. 40
C. Garre Wofford 40
B. Swaffield Texas St. 40
J. Won Denver 39
W. Simas Wofford 39
R. Marter Wofford 39
C. Sierota FSU 39
J. Zuska UL 39
C. Landrum W Kentucky 38
B. O'Reilly Illinois 38
R. Karlsson So Alabama 38
D. Morley UL 37
D. Jones Chatt 37
B. Wilkinson So. Miss. 37
C. O'Toole W Kentucky 37
T. Martin Texas St. 36
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
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Mobile Sports Authority Inter.
Magnolia Grove Crossings Golf Course
Mobile, AL
RTG Magnolia Grove Men 
Dates: Feb 10 - Feb 11 
Average score per round
Round Course Average Score Complete Rounds
1 RTG Magnolia Grove Men 72.58 79
2 RTG Magnolia Grove Men 72.25 79
3 RTG Magnolia Grove Men 72.25 80
 
Total Average Scores
RTG Magnolia Grove Men 72.36 238
 
Magnolia Grove Crossings Golf Course: RTG Magnolia Grove Men
Round 3
hole par yards doubleeagle eagle birdie par bogey 
double
bogey other 
1 4 422     4 55 19 2   
2 3 185     2 65 13     
3 4 385     14 63 3     
4 5 540   1 35 41 3     
5 4 430     9 53 15 3   
6 5 528   2 32 39 5 2   
7 4 412     4 56 17 3   
8 3 219     7 59 14     
9 4 406     17 46 15 2   
10 4 417     9 50 19 2   
11 4 398     10 56 11 2 1 
12 4 421     13 50 15 2   
13 5 559   2 33 34 10 1   
14 3 195     5 55 15 5   
15 4 423     11 44 22 3   
16 5 596   6 36 31 6 1   
17 3 226     7 60 13     
18 4 450     4 58 16 2   
Round 3
hole par yards averagerelative to par 
14 3 195 +0.25 
1 4 422 +0.24 
7 4 412 +0.24 
15 4 423 +0.21 
18 4 450 +0.20 
10 4 417 +0.17 
5 4 430 +0.15 
2 3 185 +0.14 
11 4 398 +0.10 
8 3 219 +0.09 
12 4 421 +0.08 
17 3 226 +0.08 
9 4 406 +0.03 
3 4 385 -0.14 
13 5 559 -0.31 
6 5 528 -0.34 
4 5 540 -0.42 
16 5 596 -0.50 
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
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Mobile Sports Authority Inter.
Magnolia Grove Crossings Golf Course
Mobile, AL
RTG Magnolia Grove Men 
Dates: Feb 10 - Feb 11 
Round 1
hole par yards averagerelative to par 
18 4 450 +0.47 
14 3 195 +0.20 
9 4 406 +0.19 
10 4 417 +0.16 
11 4 398 +0.14 
12 4 421 +0.13 
2 3 185 +0.13 
17 3 226 +0.09 
7 4 412 +0.09 
13 5 559 +0.04 
1 4 422 +0.03 
8 3 219 -0.01 
15 4 423 -0.01 
5 4 430 -0.03 
3 4 385 -0.15 
16 5 596 -0.15 
6 5 528 -0.25 
4 5 540 -0.47 
Round 2
hole par yards averagerelative to par 
5 4 430 +0.35 
7 4 412 +0.30 
14 3 195 +0.28 
15 4 423 +0.24 
9 4 406 +0.13 
11 4 398 +0.09 
10 4 417 +0.08 
12 4 421 +0.04 
2 3 185 +0.04 
18 4 450 +0.03 
1 4 422 -0.04 
8 3 219 -0.04 
16 5 596 -0.06 
17 3 226 -0.08 
3 4 385 -0.11 
13 5 559 -0.20 
4 5 540 -0.28 
6 5 528 -0.51 
Round 3
hole par yards averagerelative to par 
14 3 195 +0.25 
7 4 412 +0.24 
1 4 422 +0.24 
15 4 423 +0.21 
18 4 450 +0.20 
10 4 417 +0.17 
5 4 430 +0.15 
2 3 185 +0.14 
11 4 398 +0.10 
8 3 219 +0.09 
12 4 421 +0.08 
17 3 226 +0.08 
9 4 406 +0.03 
3 4 385 -0.14 
13 5 559 -0.31 
6 5 528 -0.34 
4 5 540 -0.42 
16 5 596 -0.50 
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
Mobile Sports Authority Inter.
Magnolia Grove Crossings Golf Course
Mobile, AL
RTG Magnolia Grove Men 
Dates: Feb 10 - Feb 11 
All rounds
hole par yards doubleeagle eagle birdie par bogey 
double
bogey other 
1 4 422     30 165 39 3 1 
2 3 185     19 178 39 2   
3 4 385   1 50 168 18 1   
4 5 540   4 99 123 11   1 
5 4 430     28 157 40 13   
6 5 528   6 105 102 20 5   
7 4 412     20 157 54 5 2 
8 3 219     32 172 33 1   
9 4 406     35 146 52 5   
10 4 417     25 160 49 3 1 
11 4 398     23 174 34 6 1 
12 4 421     33 158 42 5   
13 5 559   2 73 126 35 2   
14 3 195     20 159 41 17 1 
15 4 423   1 35 141 52 7 2 
16 5 596   8 79 124 19 6 2 
17 3 226     28 176 33 1   
18 4 450     22 152 52 11 1 
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
Mobile Sports Authority Inter.
Magnolia Grove Crossings Golf Course
Mobile, AL
RTG Magnolia Grove Men 
Dates: Feb 10 - Feb 11 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / February 12, 2020 
WKU Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant 
PHILLIP HATCHETT GOLF FACILITY DEDICATION 
WKU Men’s and Women’s Golf will be dedicating the new indoor golf facility to the late Phillip Hatchett 
on Friday, February 21, at 4 p.m. CT. 
Phillip Hatchett was a standout on the WKU’s men’s golf team from 1980-82 and went on to coach the 
squad from 2010-2018. Hatchett passed away in a bicycling accident in June 2018. An indoor golf facility 
was a consistent portion of Hatchett’s dream for the golf programs throughout his time as the head 
coach. 
At the event, Director of Athletics Todd Stewart, head coach Adam Gary, head coach Chan Metts and 
select student-athletes will make remarks followed by a short ribbon-cutting ceremony. 
Both coaches and select student-athletes will be made available for interviews following the ceremony. 
If you have any questions about the facility or the event, please reach out to myself or Associate Athletic 
Director, Zach Greenwell.  
WHERE: Phillip Hatchett Golf Facility, WKU South Campus, 654 Campbell Lane 
WHEN: Friday, February 21, 4 p.m. CT 
WHO: Lady Topper head coach Adam Gary, Hilltopper head coach Chan Metts and select student-
athletes 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, February 16, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant 
  
Preview video with head coach Adam Gary: https://goto.ps/39DiMW5 
  
LADY TOPPERS TRAVEL TO FLORIDA FOR SPRING OPENER 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Women’s Golf is headed south to the Sunshine State for its opening event 
of the spring. The Lady Toppers are set to compete in the Amelia Island Collegiate hosted by Jacksonville 
University in Fernandina Beach, Fla. 
  
“It’s a good field, it should be a good test and a great way for us to start the spring season,” said head 
coach Adam Gary on the opener. 
  
The 54-hole event will be played at the par-72, 6,029-yard Amelia National Golf Club on Monday and 
Tuesday. A 7 a.m. CT shotgun will start the first round on Monday, leading into a second round with 
continuous play. Tuesday’s final 18 holes will be a 7:30 a.m. CT shotgun start. 
  
WKU is No. 92 on Golfstat’s Top-100 rankings headed into the event. The squad is one of 16 teams in the 
field, outranked only by No. 91 North Florida. 
  
Five Lady Toppers are slated to compete for the Red and White including Megan Clarke, Mary Joiner, 
Olivia Reed, Abigail Smee and Sarah Arnold. Senior Bailey Tyree will be competing as an individual. 
  
“We didn’t play well at this tournament last year, but I think we learned a lot.,” said Gary on the event. 
“We’ve got some experience at the course because we didn’t graduate anyone last year, so everyone 
should be familiar with it. The only one that I think hasn’t played it is Sarah (Arnold), the freshman on 
the team, so they can help her during the practice round.” 
  
In their last event of the fall season, the Lady Toppers took home the team title at the Little Rock 
Women’s Golf Classic, notching Gary’s seventh team win at the helm of the program. Joiner finished 
fourth and Clarke finished sixth at the event, and Joiner currently leads the squad in season stroke 
average at 73.4. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, February 17, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant 
  
LADY TOPPER JUNIORS IN TOP 10 AT AMELIA ISLAND COLLEGIATE 
  
FERNANDINA BEACH, Fla. – WKU Women’s Golf held strong in its first event of the season as the Lady 
Toppers sit in fourth after two rounds of the Amelia Island Collegiate hosted by Jacksonville. WKU shot 
an 8-over 296 in the opening round followed by a 7-over 295 in the second 18 holes to be 15-over on 
the day. 
Juniors Megan Clarke and Olivia Reed fired some of WKU’s best rounds of the event, leading the Red 
and White in 36-hole totals at the par-72, 6,029-yard Amelia National Golf Club. Clarke shot a first-round 
74 and followed it with a 2-under 70 to tie for fifth in the opening day. She finished her final four holes 
with two birdies and sits two shots out of the top three. 
  
Reed carded WKU’s best first round at even-par 72. She shot a 1-over 73 in the second round, finishing 
at 1-over 145 for the day. She is one shot back from the top five as she is tied for seventh on the 
individual leaderboard. 
  
Freshman Sarah Arnold made a five-shot improvement from the first to second rounds, shooting 77 and 
72 for a 36-hole total of 5-over 149. Arnold is just one shot out of the top 25 in the standings. 
  
Rounding out the Lady Topper lineup were seniors Abigail Smee and Mary Joiner. Smee shot a first-
round 75 and second-round 80 while Joiner notched a 75 and 82 on the first day of the Collegiate. 
  
Competing as one of five individuals at the event was senior Bailey Tyree. The Lady Topper leads those 
five, currently tied for 52nd after carding a pair of 77s. 
  
WKU will get back on the course on Tuesday morning with a final round shotgun start beginning at 7:30 
a.m. CT. 
  
Results – First and second round 
T5. Megan Clarke – 74, 70 – 144 
T7. Olivia Reed – 72, 73 – 145 
T29. Sarah Arnold – 77, 72 – 149 
T52. Bailey Tyree* – 77, 77 – 154 
T56. Abigail Smee – 75, 80 – 155 
T64. Mary Joiner – 75, 82 – 157 
*denotes competing as individual 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, February 18, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant  
 
REED FINISHES IN TOP 10, WKU HOLDS ON TO FOURTH AT AMELIA ISLAND 
 
FERNANDINA BEACH, Fla. – WKU Women’s Golf finished with its best round of the event, shooting 4-
over 292 on the final round and placing fourth at the Amelia Island Collegiate on Tuesday with a 54-hole, 
19-over score of 883. 
 
“I’m proud of the team’s play this week,” said head coach Adam Gary on the spring opening 
performance. “We have only been able to play three rounds of golf before this event so I’m pleased with 
the outcome.”  
 
WKU finished as the top team outside of Florida, coming in behind FGCU, North Florida and Stetson, at 
the par-72, 6,029-yard Amelia National Golf Club. 
 
For the second time in 2019-20, junior Olivia Reed turned in WKU’s best finish at an event, tying for sixth 
at Amelia Island. Reed shot the Lady Toppers’ best round of the day at 2-under 70 to finish 1-under over 
the 54 holes.  
 
“I’m glad to see Olivia starting strong,” Gary said on the junior. “I’m really excited to see how the whole 
team progresses this spring.” 
 
Fellow junior Megan Clarke was the second Lady Topper to finish in the top 15, tying for 12th after a 
final-round, 2-over 74. Clarke recorded a 2-over 218 score for the event, her second best of the season.  
 
Freshman Sarah Arnold carded a 6-over 78 in the final round and earned an 11-over, 54-hole total of 
227. She tied for 47th on the individual leaderboard.  
 
The three seniors fired a trio of 74s in the Collegiate’s final round. Abigail Smee tied for 53rd at 13-over 
for the event while Mary Joiner tied for 59th at 15-over. Bailey Tyree competed as an individual and 
finished T50 at 12-over at the Collegiate.  
 
WKU Women’s Golf is set to host a home dual match against Louisville on Feb. 29 at The Club at Olde 
Stone before embarking on a 10-day spring break road trip consisting of two events, the UNF Collegiate 
and its very own Spring Break Shootout.  
 
Results – Final 
T6. Olivia Reed – 72, 73, 70 – 215  
T12. Megan Clarke – 74, 70, 74 – 218  
T47. Sarah Arnold – 77, 72, 78 – 227  
T50. Bailey Tyree* – 77, 77, 74 – 228  
T53. Abigail Smee – 75, 80, 74 – 229  
T59. Mary Joiner – 75, 82, 74 – 231  
*denotes competing as individual  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, February 20, 2020 
WKU Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant 
  
PHILLIP HATCHETT GOLF FACILITY DEDICATION 
WKU Men’s and Women’s Golf will be dedicating the new indoor golf facility to the late Phillip Hatchett 
on Friday, February 21, at 4 p.m. CT. 
Phillip Hatchett was a standout on the WKU’s men’s golf team from 1980-82 and went on to coach the 
squad from 2010-2018. Hatchett passed away in a bicycling accident in June 2018. An indoor golf facility 
was a consistent portion of Hatchett’s dream for the golf programs throughout his time as the head 
coach. 
At the event, Director of Athletics Todd Stewart, head coach Adam Gary, head coach Chan Metts and 
select student-athletes will make remarks followed by a short ribbon-cutting ceremony. 
Both coaches and select student-athletes will be made available for interviews following the ceremony. 
If you have any questions about the facility or the event, please reach out to myself or Associate Athletic 
Director, Zach Greenwell.  
WHERE: Phillip Hatchett Golf Facility, WKU South Campus, 654 Campbell Lane 
WHEN: Friday, February 21, 4 p.m. CT 
WHO: Lady Topper head coach Adam Gary, Hilltopper head coach Chan Metts and select student-
athletes 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, February 21, 2020 
WKU Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant 
  
Photos available upon request. 
  
WKU GOLF DEDICATES PHILLIP HATCHETT GOLF FACILITY 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Men’s and Women’s Golf dedicated their new indoor 4,000 square-foot practice facility to 
the late Hilltopper head coach Phillip Hatchett on Friday afternoon. 
  
After playing golf at WKU in the late 80s, Coach Hatchett took the reigns as the head coach of the men’s program in 
2010. As the game of golf grew in the collegiate landscape, building an indoor practice facility was a dream of Hatchett’s, 
and a long-term goal. When Hatchett passed away in June of 2018, dedicating the facility in his honor seemed only right. 
  
“It means a lot to have this building named after Phillip as I’ve known him since high school” said current women’s golf 
head coach Adam Gary. “Just the reputation, and obviously the history he had playing here, the community, everybody 
loved him. Having his name on the building will make sure that his legacy continues on and that golf is going to have a 
place in town and continue to grow. I know that’s what he would’ve wanted.” 
  
Standing on the edge of WKU’s South Campus, the new facility houses equipment and technology that will help WKU 
golfers develop for years to come. Each program has its own hitting bay, equipped with launch monitors. The systems 
replicate famous courses as a tracking device simulates the actual flight pattern of the ball. 
  
A light projection system floods a large putting green in the main room, tracing slope and break lines across the surface. 
The PuttView system found in the Phillip Hatchett Golf Facility is one of very few in the country belonging to collegiate 
programs. Off the putting green, there are more spaces for chipping and hitting, in addition to a club regripping station 
and a loft alignment machine, allowing for quality work and repair outside of the traditional golf course setting. 
  
“We have a place where we can get some quality work in, 12 months out of the year, regardless of the weather, 
regardless of the time of day” current men’s golf head coach Chan Metts said on the facility. “Even when the sun goes 
down, and we’re one of those rare daylight sports where we’re kind of dependent on sunshine to be able to play our 
sport, we can come get quality work in after that. It’s really big from a player development standpoint.” 
  
“Just as a whole, we can cover anything really,” Gary added. “No matter what the player needs, we’ve got an avenue for 
them to get better here, which is really important.” 
  
In addition to several player development elements, the facility holds a players’ lounge that the programs have already 
used for team meetings and activities. 
  
“The players take a lot of pride in the facility,” said Metts. “I think this gives them something to be proud of. This is 
something that proves it’s truly a privilege to be a part of an athletic team or athletic program. It just gives them that 
much more pride to be a part of the family that they are, and they take a lot of pride in that and they treat it with the 
respect that this place is due.” 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, February 28, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant 
  
LADY TOPPERS TAKE ON LOUISVILLE IN MATCH PLAY AT HOME 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – In its only true home event of the season, WKU Women’s Golf will take on 
Louisville in a dual, match play event on Saturday at The Club at Olde Stone. 
  
Seven matches are set to be played in the Saturday morning outing, each being one Lady Topper versus 
one Cardinal in a two-ball format. 
  
“I’m excited to be able to host the Battle of the Bluegrass,” said head coach Adam Gary on the event. 
“It’s nice to allow some local fans to see our seniors before they graduate. Louisville has a great team 
and will be fun to compete against. We’re looking forward to a great day.” 
  
With three seniors in total, including two hailing from the Commonwealth, the local match will be the 
third event WKU has played in the Bluegrass this season, after competing in Kentucky’s Bettie Lou Evans 
Invitational and Louisville’s Cardinal Cup in the fall. Mary Joiner is from Franklin, Ky., while Bailey Tyree 
hails from Benton, Ky. The third senior, Abigail Smee, is from Hull, England. 
  
The three seniors along with juniors Caroline Cavin, Olivia Reed and Megan Clarke and freshman Sarah 
Arnold will each play a match on Saturday to total seven matches in the event. 
  
The first tee time is scheduled for 10:45 a.m. CT and is subject to change with potential impending 
weather and frost. For updates on tee times, follow @WKUWomensGolf on Twitter and Instagram. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, February 28, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant 
  
GARY ANNOUNCES ADDITION OF TERI DOSS TO LADY TOPPER GOLF 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Women’s Golf head coach Adam Gary announced the addition of transfer 
Teri Doss to the Lady Topper roster on Friday. Doss will begin her WKU career in the fall of 2020 as a 
graduate transfer. 
  
“I’m really excited about adding Teri to the roster,” said Gary of the addition. “As a former state high 
school champion and grad transfer, she brings lots of tournament experience to the team. I’m also 
excited about the leadership qualities she brings that will make her a great teammate. I’m happy that 
she gets to end her career here at WKU.” 
  
Hailing from Paducah, Ky., Doss will join the squad as a graduate transfer after spending four years at 
Mississippi State. She competed in 11 tournaments over her freshman and sophomore years with the 
Bulldogs. She tabbed two years on the SEC Academic Honor Roll in addition to being named a WGCA 
Academic All-American in her freshman campaign in 2016-17. 
  
Doss won the 2015 Kentucky state golf title as an individual and was named the Kentucky Golf Coaches 
Association Player of the Year. She advanced to the championship flight of the Women’s Western Golf 
Association Championship in 2015 and 2016, as well. 
  
Her junior golf career was impressive, playing in 11 American Junior Golf Association (AJGA) events 
including in the AJGA Girls Championship three times and the Polo Invitational once. She had four top-
five finishes in AJGA events and was one of 12 female golfers named to the AJGA Scholastic All-American 
Team in 2015. 
  
Doss is the only transfer joining the roster in the fall of 2020, but will spend her first year as a Lady 
Topper alongside incoming freshmen Rylea Marcum, Rachel Rich and Addie Westbrook. With the 
addition of Doss, WKU will have four Bluegrass natives on the roster in 2020-21. 
0 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, February 29, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant 
  
WKU FALLS TO NO. 37 LOUISVILLE IN BATTLE OF THE BLUEGRASS ON LEAP DAY 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Women’s Golf was defeated by No. 37 Louisville in the match-play style, 
Battle of the Bluegrass, on Saturday afternoon. 
  
In the new and unique event, added to the Lady Topper schedule in January, seven individual matches 
were played at The Club at Olde Stone. The Cardinals defeated WKU 6.5 to 0.5, with numerous matches 
coming down to the final few holes. Each match was worth one point, and tied matches were award half 
a point. 
  
WKU’s first golfer in the lineup, Mary Joiner, competed against nationally ranked, No. 52 Lauren 
Hartlage. Louisville’s Hartlage won the match 3 & 2. 
  
Junior Megan Clarke played in the two spot for WKU, battling throughout the 18 holes and halving the 
match with Louisville. Freshman Sarah Arnold competed as the third in the lineup and fell to Louisville 3 
& 1 on the 17th hole. 
  
Michigan native Olivia Reed was the fourth Lady Topper in the lineup and was defeated by her Louisville 
opponent 4 & 2. Seniors Abigail Smee and Bailey Tyree cut into Louisville’s lead on the back nine, 
ultimately being defeated by the Cardinals. Smee fell 3 & 2 while Tyree’s match came down to the final 
hole as Louisville won 1 Up. 
  
WKU’s Caroline Cavin played as the No. 7 and fell to her Cardinal golfer opponent 5 & 4. 
  
Next up for the Lady Toppers, WKU takes a 10-day, spring break road trip to Florida. The Red and White 
will play in two tournaments, including hosting its very own Spring Break Shootout in Dade City, Fla., on 
March 16-17. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / March 7, 2020 
Men’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant 
  
HILLTOPPERS RETURN TO SEASON AT AUBURN 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – After a month-long break, WKU Men’s Golf returns to its spring season at 
Auburn’s Tiger Invitational presented by Jason Dufner in Opelika, Ala. 
  
On Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, the 20-team field will play 18 holes a day at the par-72, 7,289-yard 
Lake Course at Grand National. Later this spring, the course will be home to the Zimmer Biomet 
Championship on the Symetra Tour. 
  
After qualifying over the break, the Hilltoppers will take the lineup of Linus Lo, Tom Bevington, Chase 
Landrum, Caleb O’Toole and Dawson McDaniel to Auburn. Lo is coming off an attempt to qualify for the 
Mackenzie Tour of PGA Tour Canada. Over four rounds in Howey in the Hills, Fla., Lo’s best score was a 
second-round 71. 
  
The field consists of 19 schools and 20 teams, with host No. 15 Auburn playing with two lineups. Five 
Conference USA schools will compete, including Charlotte, Southern Miss, Louisiana Tech, Florida 
Atlantic and the Hilltoppers. 
  
Four teams in the field are ranked in the top-50 on GolfStat including host No. 15 Auburn, No. 41 James 
Madison, No. 43 Charlotte and No. 45 Arkansas State. 
  
Live stats for the event are available here. 
  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, March 8, 2020 
Men’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant 
  
First round results attached. 
  
BEVINGTON LEADS TOPS, WKU TIED FIFTH AFTER FIRST DAY IN AUBURN 
  
OPELIKA, Ala. – Team captain and senior golfer Tom Bevington is near the top of the pack, leading the 
WKU lineup on the first day of the Tiger Invitational presented by Jason Dufner. The squad sits tied for 
fifth, shooting 3-over 291 for the first 18 of the 54-hole event. 
  
St. Albans, England native Bevington fired a 3-under 69 in the first round at the par-72, 7,289-yard Lake 
Course at Grand National. It is his best 18 holes since the final round of the year-opening Graeme 
McDowell Invitational. He recorded seven birdies on the day including two in his final three holes. 
  
The top of the leaderboard is crowded as the top 11 competitors are within one stroke of each other. 
Bevington is tied for third with eight other golfers, including three Golfstat Top-100 contenders, and is 
only one shot out of first. 
  
Two Hilltoppers carded a 1-over 73 in the opening round: senior Linus Lo and junior Caleb O’Toole. The 
pair are only two shots from being in the top-20 on the individual leaderboard. 
  
Lo closed out his final hole with a birdie to finish at 1-over while O’Toole notched his fifth birdie of the 
day on his third to last hole to do the same. 
  
WKU’s Chase Landrum and Dawson McDaniel both shot 4-over 76 to round out the Hilltopper lineup. 
Landrum finished his final eight holes in even-par fashion while McDaniel played his back nine at 1-over. 
  
Host No. 15 Auburn leads the 20-team field at 9-under 279. WKU is four shots back from Louisiana Tech, 
the only Conference USA school out of four that is ahead of the Hilltoppers after the first day. North 
Alabama’s Jackson Wedgeworth and Auburn’s C.J. Easley are tied for first out of all 102 individual after 
shooting 4-under 68. 
  
The Hilltoppers will tee of No. 1 tomorrow beginning at 9:03 in pairings with Kentucky and Toledo. Live 
scoring for the event can be found here. 
  
Results – First round 
T3. Tom Bevington – 69 
T30. Linus Lo – 73 
T30. Caleb O’Toole – 73 
T55. Chase Landrum – 76 
T55. Dawson McDaniel – 76 
  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, March 8, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant 
  
SPRING BREAK ROAD TRIP UP NEXT FOR LADY TOPPER GOLF 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Women’s Golf gets a lot of play in on its upcoming spring break trip 
consisting of two tournaments in the Sunshine State in a matter of eight days. The first tournament up 
for the Lady Toppers is the UNF Collegiate in Jacksonville, Fla. 
  
“I’m excited about playing in Florida, super warm weather, hitting on actual grass instead of turf,” said 
junior Olivia Reed on the spring break trip. “I’m super excited to see if we improve even more at the first 
tournament and then at our tournament, the Shootout, so I think it should be really fun.” 
  
WKU will play first at the par-72, 5,926-yard Jacksonville Golf & Country Club on Monday and Tuesday. 
Competitors will play a continuous 36 holes on Monday beginning with a shotgun start at 7:30 a.m. CT. 
Tuesday’s final round will start at 7:45 a.m. CT in shotgun format as well. 
  
In a 15-team field, five of the squads are in the GolfStat top 100 including No. 67 Chattanooga, host No. 
86 North Florida, No. 94 Seton Hall, No. 97 Sam Houston and No. 99 WKU. 
  
The Lady Toppers will play Mary Joiner, Megan Clarke, Reed, Sarah Arnold and Bailey Tyree in the lineup 
at North Florida. Senior Abigail Smee will compete as an individual. 
  
In their last time out at a tournament, the Lady Toppers finished fourth, and the top team outside of 
Florida, at Jacksonville’s Amelia Island Collegiate. Reed turned in a top-1o performance tying for sixth 
with a 1-under 215 over the three rounds. North Florida finished second at the event at 3-under as a 
team. 
  
“It was my first time playing there so I was a little nervous on how my first tournament there would go,” 
said Reed on the Amelia Island event. “Our team actually played pretty well, especially only playing 
about three qualifying rounds before that. We came in fourth and beat a lot of teams which was good 
considering we’re so north.” 
  
Live scoring for the UNF Collegiate can be found here. 
 
Tiger Inv. by Jason Dufner
Grand National Lake Course
Opelika, AL
2020 Tiger Invitational and 2020 Tiger Invitational 
Dates: Mar 08 - Mar 10 
 
Pos. Team/Player (seed) Rd 1 Total
1 Auburn 279 279
T3 Jovan Rebula (1) 69 69
T3 Graysen Huff (2) 69 69
T3 Andrew Kozan (4) 69 69
T21 Wells Padgett (5) 72 72
T72 Brandon Mancheno (3) 78 78
2 ULM 280 280
T3 Otto Van Buynder (2) 69 69
T12 Guillaume Fanonnel (1) 70 70
T12 Joao Girao (5) 70 70
T17 Andoni Etchenique (3) 71 71
T96 JC Tvergaard (4) 83 83
3 Auburn 284 284
T1 C.J. Easley (3) 68 68
T21 Alex Vogelsong (1) 72 72
T21 Jake Milanowski (2) 72 72
T21 Austin Coggin (4) 72 72
95 Reagan Harrell (5) 82 82
4 Louisiana Tech 287 287
T12 Mac Murphy (1) 70 70
T21 Blake Blaser (3) 72 72
T21 Lake Juban (5) 72 72
T30 Sam Murphy (4) 73 73
T72 James Swash (2) 78 78
T5 Kentucky 291 291
T3 Garrett Wood (3) 69 69
T36 Allen Hamilton (1) 74 74
T36 Alex Goff (2) 74 74
T36 Zach Norris (4) 74 74
T54 Jacob Cook (5) 76 76
T5 Western Kentucky 291 291
T3 Tom Bevington (2) 69 69
T30 Linus Lo (1) 73 73
T30 Caleb O'Toole (4) 73 73
T54 Chase Landrum (3) 76 76
T54 Dawson McDaniel (5) 76 76
T7 Toledo 292 292
T3 Grant Godfrey (2) 69 69
T30 Afif Fathi (5) 73 73
T45 Nathan Thomson (1) 75 75
T45 David Amm (4) 75 75
T54 Rasmus Lind (3) 76 76
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
Pos. Team/Player (seed) Rd 1 Total
T7 Arkansas State 292 292
T12 Julien Sale (2) 70 70
T21 Michael Weppernig (4) 72 72
T36 Zan Luka Stirn (1) 74 74
T54 Jack Madden (5) 76 76
T65 Adam Thorp (3) 77 77
T7 North Alabama 292 292
T1 Jackson Wedgeworth (1) 68 68
T17 Cedric Otten (2) 71 71
T36 Dakota Terry (3) 74 74
T83 Thomas Regan (4) 79 79
99 Frankie Wade (5) 85 85
T10 Florida Atlantic 296 296
T17 Sully Zagerman (4) 71 71
T36 Alex Maguire (3) 74 74
T45 Max Sturdza (1) 75 75
T54 Patrick Poate (5) 76 76
T65 Enrique Dimayuga (2) 77 77
T10 Charlotte 296 296
T21 Marc Boucher (4) 72 72
T30 John Gough (1) 73 73
T45 Ben Woodruff (2) 75 75
T54 Carson Ownbey (3) 76 76
T65 Trey Tobias (5) 77 77
T10 Georgia State 296 296
T3 Egill Gunnarsson (2) 69 69
T36 Josh Edgar (1) 74 74
T54 Ashton Poole (4) 76 76
T65 David Li (5) 77 77
T72 Severin Soller (3) 78 78
13 Chattanooga 297 297
T12 Will Porter (2) 70 70
T30 Oliver Simonsen (4) 73 73
T45 A.J. Lintunen (1) 75 75
T83 Matt Smith (5) 79 79
T90 Leon Bader (3) 81 81
14 James Madison 299 299
T17 Neal Shipley (3) 71 71
T36 George Heath (2) 74 74
T54 Ignacio De Pineda (4) 76 76
T72 Nick Schlickenrieder (1) 78 78
T83 Walker Cress (5) 79 79
15 South Alabama 300 300
T3 Rasmus Karlsson (3) 69 69
T45 Mathias Lorentzen (1) 75 75
T72 Yannick Schuetz (2) 78 78
T72 Jordan Plunkett (4) 78 78
102 Dawson Atkinson (5) 0 0
16 Austin Peay State 306 306
T45 Micah Knisley (4) 75 75
T54 Michael Busse (1) 76 76
T65 Garrett Whitfield (5) 77 77
T72 Austin Lancaster (3) 78 78
T90 Chase Korte (2) 81 81
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
Pos. Team/Player (seed) Rd 1 Total
17 Southern Mississippi 307 307
T21 Robbie Latter (2) 72 72
T54 Walker Kesterson (3) 76 76
T72 Matt Lorenz (5) 78 78
T90 Brice Wilkinson (1) 81 81
T96 Brian Richards (4) 83 83
18 Mercer 312 312
T65 Lino Galdin (5) 77 77
T72 Tyler Copp (1) 78 78
T72 Spencer Ball (3) 78 78
T83 Martin Plukka (2) 79 79
T96 Ethan Werblo (4) 83 83
19 Kennesaw State 314 314
T45 Connor Coffee (3) 75 75
T83 Brady Keran (1) 79 79
T83 Takafumi Shimoji (4) 79 79
T90 Preston Topper (2) 81 81
T90 Brock Healy (5) 81 81
20 Morehead State Univ 318 318
T45 Joe Muschong (2) 75 75
T65 Cooper Collins (1) 77 77
89 Ryan Gillum (3) 80 80
T100 Zac Viminitz (4) 86 86
T100 Jon Kosier (5) 86 86
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
Individuals 
 
Pos. Player (Team) Rd 1 Total
T36 Matt Liston (Kentucky) 74 74
T72 Fisher Vollendorf (Charlotte) 78 78
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, March 9, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant 
  
First and second round results attached. 
  
LADY TOPPERS MAKE SECOND ROUND PUSH IN UNF COLLEGIATE 
  
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. – WKU Women’s Golf moved from tied 11th after round one to solo eighth after 
round two, improving by 13 strokes as a team. The Lady Toppers are just six strokes from a top-five 
finish headed into the final round of the UNF Collegiate. 
  
After shooting 26-over 314 as a team in the first round, WKU shaved 13 shots to fire a 13-over 301 in the 
second round at the par-72, 5,926-yard Jacksonville Golf & Country Club. 
  
Lady Topper senior Abigail Smee sits towards the top of the leaderboard, as an individual, tied for 11th 
with one round to play. She carded a pair of 3-over 75s on Monday to finish at 6-over 150 for the two 
rounds. Smee is one shot out of a top-10 finish and four shots from the top five. 
  
Just behind Smee is fellow senior Mary Joiner and junior Megan Clarke. Joiner shot a 5-over 77 followed 
by a 2-over 74 while Clarke turned in a first-round 78 and a second-round 73, the best round of the day 
for the Red and White. The duo is tied for 16th at 7-over 151 for the day. 
  
Freshman Sarah Arnold is currently tied for 48th after shooting a 78 and 79 for a 36-hole total of 13-
over. Senior Bailey Tyree carded an 9-over 81 and 8-over 80 on Monday and is tied for 59th. Junior Olivia 
Reed improved by 13 shots from the first to second rounds, shooting an 88 and 75. She is tied for 69th 
on the leaderboard. 
  
WKU will tee off at 7:30 a.m. CT on Tuesday in a shotgun start. Live scoring for the UNF Collegiate can be 
found here. 
  
Results – First and second round 
  
T11. Abigail Smee* – 75, 75 – 150 
T16. Mary Joiner – 77, 74 – 151 
T16. Megan Clarke – 78, 73 – 151 
T48. Sarah Arnold – 78, 79 – 157 
T59. Bailey Tyree – 81, 80 – 161 
T69. Olivia Reed – 88, 75 – 163 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, March 9, 2020 
Men’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant 
  
Second round results attached. 
  
BEVINGTON, TOPS IN TOP FIVE HEADED INTO FINAL ROUND 
  
OPELIKA, Ala. – WKU Men’s Golf continued to be led by senior performances on Monday as Tom 
Bevington and Linus Lo recorded the low scores for the Hilltoppers. WKU is fifth heading into the final 
round at the Tiger Invitational presented by Jason Dufner after shooting a 7-over team total of 295 on 
Monday. 
  
For the second consecutive day, team captain Bevington shot the low individual score of the day. The 
England native carded an even-par second round at par-72, 7,289-yard Lake Course at Grand National, 
saving par with a birdie on the 18th. 
  
Bevington’s 36-hole total is his best on the season and best since the 2019 Mobile Sports Authority 
Intercollegiate where he shot 4-under 140. His 3-under 141 score at the Invitational has him tied for 
third entering the final round, just two shots off second. 
  
Fellow senior Lo stayed consistent, firing another 1-over 73 on Monday. He finished his round by going 
1-under on the back nine to improve eight spots from Sunday. Lo is now tied for 22nd and is one shot 
out of a top-20 finish. 
  
Improving by two strokes from the first to second round was Chase Landrum. The junior followed up his 
first-round 76 with a second-round 2-over 74. Caleb O’Toole shot a second-round 76 to sit at a 36-hole 
total of 149. O’Toole is tied for 42nd while Landrum is tied at 47th. 
  
Redshirt sophomore Dawson McDaniel shot a 9-over 81 and is tied for 84th headed into Tuesday’s final 
round. 
  
WKU is now the leading Conference USA school out of five at the tournament, including No. 43 
Charlotte. The Hilltoppers are also ahead of three top-50 teams. 
  
Live scoring for Tuesday’s final round can be found here. 
  
Results – Second round 
T3. Tom Bevington – 69, 72 – 141 
T22. Linus Lo – 73, 73 – 146 
T42. Caleb O’Toole – 73, 76 – 149 
T47. Chase Landrum – 76, 74 – 150 
T84. Dawson McDaniel – 76, 81 – 157 
 
Tiger Inv. by Jason Dufner
Grand National Lake Course
Opelika, AL
2020 Tiger Invitational and 2020 Tiger Invitational 
Dates: Mar 08 - Mar 10 
 
Pos. Team/Player (seed) Rd 1 Rd 2 Total
1 ULM 280 294 574
T3 Otto Van Buynder (2) 69 72 141
T9 Joao Girao (5) 70 73 143
T17 Guillaume Fanonnel (1) 70 75 145
T42 Andoni Etchenique (3) 71 78 149
T84 JC Tvergaard (4) 83 74 157
2 Auburn 284 291 575
2 C.J. Easley (3) 68 71 139
T9 Alex Vogelsong (1) 72 71 143
T17 Jake Milanowski (2) 72 73 145
T42 Austin Coggin (4) 72 77 149
T92 Reagan Harrell (5) 82 76 158
3 Auburn 281 296 577
T5 Graysen Huff (2) 69 73 142
T9 Jovan Rebula (1) 71 72 143
T12 Andrew Kozan (4) 69 75 144
T47 Wells Padgett (5) 72 78 150
T73 Brandon Mancheno (3) 78 76 154
4 North Alabama 292 290 582
1 Jackson Wedgeworth (1) 68 68 136
T17 Cedric Otten (2) 71 74 145
T47 Thomas Regan (4) 79 71 150
T79 Dakota Terry (3) 74 82 156
T96 Frankie Wade (5) 85 77 162
5 Western Kentucky 291 295 586
T3 Tom Bevington (2) 69 72 141
T22 Linus Lo (1) 73 73 146
T42 Caleb O'Toole (4) 73 76 149
T47 Chase Landrum (3) 76 74 150
T84 Dawson McDaniel (5) 76 81 157
T6 Kentucky 291 296 587
T12 Garrett Wood (3) 69 75 144
T35 Allen Hamilton (1) 74 74 148
T35 Alex Goff (2) 74 74 148
T35 Zach Norris (4) 74 74 148
T47 Jacob Cook (5) 76 74 150
T6 Toledo 292 295 587
T12 Grant Godfrey (2) 69 75 144
T22 Afif Fathi (5) 73 73 146
T28 Nathan Thomson (1) 75 72 147
T47 David Amm (4) 75 75 150
T56 Rasmus Lind (3) 76 75 151
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
Pos. Team/Player (seed) Rd 1 Rd 2 Total
8 South Alabama 300 288 588
T5 Mathias Lorentzen (1) 75 67 142
T22 Yannick Schuetz (2) 78 68 146
T35 Rasmus Karlsson (3) 69 79 148
T63 Jordan Plunkett (4) 78 74 152
102 Dawson Atkinson (5) 0 80 80
9 Charlotte 296 293 589
T12 Marc Boucher (4) 72 72 144
T28 Ben Woodruff (2) 75 72 147
T35 John Gough (1) 73 75 148
T56 Trey Tobias (5) 77 74 151
T76 Carson Ownbey (3) 76 79 155
10 Florida Atlantic 296 294 590
T17 Max Sturdza (1) 75 70 145
T22 Sully Zagerman (4) 71 75 146
T47 Enrique Dimayuga (2) 77 73 150
T47 Alex Maguire (3) 74 76 150
T84 Patrick Poate (5) 76 81 157
11 James Madison 299 292 591
T5 George Heath (2) 74 68 142
T22 Neal Shipley (3) 71 75 146
T56 Ignacio De Pineda (4) 76 75 151
T69 Walker Cress (5) 79 74 153
T79 Nick Schlickenrieder (1) 78 78 156
12 Louisiana Tech 287 305 592
T5 Mac Murphy (1) 70 72 142
T35 Lake Juban (5) 72 76 148
T56 Blake Blaser (3) 72 79 151
T63 Sam Murphy (4) 73 79 152
T79 James Swash (2) 78 78 156
13 Arkansas State 292 302 594
T22 Julien Sale (2) 70 76 146
T35 Michael Weppernig (4) 72 76 148
T47 Zan Luka Stirn (1) 74 76 150
T47 Jack Madden (5) 76 74 150
T73 Adam Thorp (3) 77 77 154
T14 Georgia State 296 299 595
T17 Egill Gunnarsson (2) 69 76 145
T28 Josh Edgar (1) 74 73 147
T56 David Li (5) 77 74 151
T63 Ashton Poole (4) 76 76 152
T73 Severin Soller (3) 78 76 154
T14 Chattanooga 297 298 595
T12 Will Porter (2) 70 74 144
T28 A.J. Lintunen (1) 75 72 147
T42 Oliver Simonsen (4) 73 76 149
T84 Leon Bader (3) 81 76 157
T84 Matt Smith (5) 79 78 157
16 Southern Mississippi 307 295 602
T28 Robbie Latter (2) 72 75 147
T28 Walker Kesterson (3) 76 71 147
T63 Matt Lorenz (5) 78 74 152
T79 Brice Wilkinson (1) 81 75 156
T94 Brian Richards (4) 83 76 159
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
Pos. Team/Player (seed) Rd 1 Rd 2 Total
17 Kennesaw State 314 300 614
T28 Connor Coffee (3) 75 72 147
T69 Takafumi Shimoji (4) 79 74 153
T84 Preston Topper (2) 81 76 157
T92 Brady Keran (1) 79 79 158
T94 Brock Healy (5) 81 78 159
18 Austin Peay State 306 309 615
T56 Austin Lancaster (3) 78 73 151
T69 Garrett Whitfield (5) 77 76 153
T76 Michael Busse (1) 76 79 155
T84 Micah Knisley (4) 75 82 157
T96 Chase Korte (2) 81 81 162
19 Mercer 312 306 618
T63 Tyler Copp (1) 78 74 152
T69 Martin Plukka (2) 79 74 153
T84 Spencer Ball (3) 78 79 157
T96 Ethan Werblo (4) 83 79 162
T96 Lino Galdin (5) 77 85 162
20 Morehead State Univ 318 314 632
T63 Cooper Collins (1) 77 75 152
T76 Joe Muschong (2) 75 80 155
T79 Ryan Gillum (3) 80 76 156
100 Jon Kosier (5) 86 83 169
101 Zac Viminitz (4) 86 86 172
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
Individuals 
 
Pos. Player (Team) Rd 1 Rd 2 Total
T42 Matt Liston (Kentucky) 74 75 149
T56 Fisher Vollendorf (Charlotte) 78 73 151
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
 
1 2   Team Scores  
1  1   ULM  280  294       574  -2 
3  2   Auburn 284  291       575  -1 
2  3   Auburn 281  296       577  +1 
T7  4   North Alabama 292  290       582  +6 
T5  5   Western Kentucky 291  295       586  +10 
T5  T6   Kentucky 291  296       587  +11 
T7  T6   Toledo 292  295       587  +11 
15  8   South Alabama 300  288       588  +12 
T10  9   Charlotte 296  293       589  +13 
T10  10   Florida Atlantic 296  294       590  +14 
14  11   James Madison 299  292       591  +15 
4  12   Louisiana Tech  287  305       592  +16 
T7  13   Arkansas State 292  302       594  +18 
T10  T14   Georgia State  296  299       595  +19 
13  T14   Chattanooga 297  298       595  +19 
17  16   Southern Mississippi 307  295       602  +26 
19  17   Kennesaw State 314  300       614  +38 
16  18   Austin Peay State 306  309       615  +39 
18  19   Mercer  312  306       618  +42 
20  20   Morehead State Univ 318  314       632  +56 
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
Tiger Inv. by Jason Dufner
Grand National Lake Course
Opelika, AL
2020 Tiger Invitational and 2020 Tiger Invitational 
Dates: Mar 08 - Mar 10 
 
Start Finish   Player Team Scores  
T1 1   Jackson Wedgeworth  North Alabama  68  68       136  -8   
T1 2   C.J. Easley  Auburn  68  71       139  -5   
T3 T3   Tom Bevington  Western Kentucky  69  72       141  -3   
T3 T3   Otto Van Buynder  ULM  69  72       141  -3   
T36 T5   George Heath  James Madison  74  68       142  -2   
T45 T5   Mathias Lorentzen  South Alabama  75  67       142  -2   
T3 T5   Graysen Huff  Auburn  69  73       142  -2   
T11 T5   Mac Murphy  Louisiana Tech  70  72       142  -2   
T21 T9   Alex Vogelsong  Auburn  72  71       143  -1   
T11 T9   Joao Girao  ULM  70  73       143  -1   
T16 T9   Jovan Rebula  Auburn  71  72       143  -1   
T21 T12   Marc Boucher  Charlotte  72  72       144  E   
T11 T12   Will Porter  Chattanooga  70  74       144  E   
T3 T12   Grant Godfrey  Toledo  69  75       144  E   
T3 T12   Garrett Wood  Kentucky  69  75       144  E   
T3 T12   Andrew Kozan  Auburn  69  75       144  E   
T45 T17   Max Sturdza  Florida Atlantic  75  70       145  +1   
T16 T17   Cedric Otten  North Alabama  71  74       145  +1   
T3 T17   Egill Gunnarsson  Georgia State  69  76       145  +1   
T21 T17   Jake Milanowski  Auburn  72  73       145  +1   
T11 T17   Guillaume Fanonnel  ULM  70  75       145  +1   
T16 T22   Sully Zagerman  Florida Atlantic  71  75       146  +2   
T11 T22   Julien Sale  Arkansas State  70  76       146  +2   
T72 T22   Yannick Schuetz  South Alabama  78  68       146  +2   
T16 T22   Neal Shipley  James Madison  71  75       146  +2   
T30 T22   Afif Fathi  Toledo  73  73       146  +2   
T30 T22   Linus Lo  Western Kentucky  73  73       146  +2   
T45 T28   A.J. Lintunen  Chattanooga  75  72       147  +3   
T45 T28   Ben Woodruff  Charlotte  75  72       147  +3   
T36 T28   Josh Edgar  Georgia State  74  73       147  +3   
T45 T28   Nathan Thomson  Toledo  75  72       147  +3   
T54 T28   Walker Kesterson  Southern Mississippi  76  71       147  +3   
T21 T28   Robbie Latter  Southern Mississippi  72  75       147  +3   
T45 T28   Connor Coffee  Kennesaw State  75  72       147  +3   
T30 T35   John Gough  Charlotte  73  75       148  +4   
T21 T35   Michael Weppernig  Arkansas State  72  76       148  +4   
T36 T35   Zach Norris  Kentucky  74  74       148  +4   
T3 T35   Rasmus Karlsson  South Alabama  69  79       148  +4   
T36 T35   Alex Goff  Kentucky  74  74       148  +4   
T36 T35   Allen Hamilton  Kentucky  74  74       148  +4   
T21 T35   Lake Juban  Louisiana Tech  72  76       148  +4   
T30 T42   Oliver Simonsen  Chattanooga  73  76       149  +5   
T36 T42   Matt Liston *  Kentucky  74  75       149  +5   
T30 T42   Caleb O'Toole  Western Kentucky  73  76       149  +5   
T16 T42   Andoni Etchenique  ULM  71  78       149  +5 
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Start Finish   Player Team Scores  
T21 T42   Austin Coggin  Auburn  72  77       149  +5   
T65 T47   Enrique Dimayuga  Florida Atlantic  77  73       150  +6   
T54 T47   Jack Madden  Arkansas State  76  74       150  +6   
T83 T47   Thomas Regan  North Alabama  79  71       150  +6   
T36 T47   Zan Luka Stirn  Arkansas State  74  76       150  +6   
T36 T47   Alex Maguire  Florida Atlantic  74  76       150  +6   
T54 T47   Jacob Cook  Kentucky  76  74       150  +6   
T54 T47   Chase Landrum  Western Kentucky  76  74       150  +6   
T45 T47   David Amm  Toledo  75  75       150  +6   
T21 T47   Wells Padgett  Auburn  72  78       150  +6   
T65 T56   Trey Tobias  Charlotte  77  74       151  +7   
T65 T56   David Li  Georgia State  77  74       151  +7   
T72 T56   Fisher Vollendorf *  Charlotte  78  73       151  +7   
T54 T56   Ignacio De Pineda  James Madison  76  75       151  +7   
T72 T56   Austin Lancaster  Austin Peay State  78  73       151  +7   
T54 T56   Rasmus Lind  Toledo  76  75       151  +7   
T21 T56   Blake Blaser  Louisiana Tech  72  79       151  +7   
T54 T63   Ashton Poole  Georgia State  76  76       152  +8   
T72 T63   Jordan Plunkett  South Alabama  78  74       152  +8   
T72 T63   Matt Lorenz  Southern Mississippi  78  74       152  +8   
T30 T63   Sam Murphy  Louisiana Tech  73  79       152  +8   
T72 T63   Tyler Copp  Mercer  78  74       152  +8   
T65 T63   Cooper Collins  Morehead State Univ  77  75       152  +8   
T83 T69   Walker Cress  James Madison  79  74       153  +9   
T65 T69   Garrett Whitfield  Austin Peay State  77  76       153  +9   
T83 T69   Martin Plukka  Mercer  79  74       153  +9   
T83 T69   Takafumi Shimoji  Kennesaw State  79  74       153  +9   
T72 T73   Severin Soller  Georgia State  78  76       154  +10   
T65 T73   Adam Thorp  Arkansas State  77  77       154  +10   
T72 T73   Brandon Mancheno  Auburn  78  76       154  +10   
T54 T76   Carson Ownbey  Charlotte  76  79       155  +11   
T54 T76   Michael Busse  Austin Peay State  76  79       155  +11   
T45 T76   Joe Muschong  Morehead State Univ  75  80       155  +11   
T36 T79   Dakota Terry  North Alabama  74  82       156  +12   
T72 T79   Nick Schlickenrieder  James Madison  78  78       156  +12   
T90 T79   Brice Wilkinson  Southern Mississippi  81  75       156  +12   
T72 T79   James Swash  Louisiana Tech  78  78       156  +12   
89 T79   Ryan Gillum  Morehead State Univ  80  76       156  +12   
T90 T84   Leon Bader  Chattanooga  81  76       157  +13   
T83 T84   Matt Smith  Chattanooga  79  78       157  +13   
T54 T84   Patrick Poate  Florida Atlantic  76  81       157  +13   
T54 T84   Dawson McDaniel  Western Kentucky  76  81       157  +13   
T45 T84   Micah Knisley  Austin Peay State  75  82       157  +13 
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Start Finish   Player Team Scores  
T96 T84   JC Tvergaard  ULM  83  74       157  +13   
T72 T84   Spencer Ball  Mercer  78  79       157  +13   
T90 T84   Preston Topper  Kennesaw State  81  76       157  +13   
95 T92   Reagan Harrell  Auburn  82  76       158  +14   
T83 T92   Brady Keran  Kennesaw State  79  79       158  +14   
T96 T94   Brian Richards  Southern Mississippi  83  76       159  +15   
T90 T94   Brock Healy  Kennesaw State  81  78       159  +15   
99 T96   Frankie Wade  North Alabama  85  77       162  +18   
T90 T96   Chase Korte  Austin Peay State  81  81       162  +18   
T96 T96   Ethan Werblo  Mercer  83  79       162  +18   
T65 T96   Lino Galdin  Mercer  77  85       162  +18   
T100 100   Jon Kosier  Morehead State Univ  86  83       169  +25   
T100 101   Zac Viminitz  Morehead State Univ  86  86       172  +28   
102 -    Dawson Atkinson  South Alabama  D  80       -     -      
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1 2   Team Scores  
2  1   North Florida 298  291       589  +13 
1  2   Sam Houston State 295  298       593  +17 
3  3   Seton Hall 300  304       604  +28 
T4  4   South Alabama 301  305       606  +30 
T4  5   Delaware 301  308       609  +33 
7  6   Daytona State College 305  305       610  +34 
9  7   Chattanooga 310  302       612  +36 
T11  8   Western Kentucky  314  301       615  +39 
6  9   CSU Fullerton 303  318       621  +45 
10  10   Troy 311  314       625  +49 
T13  T11   Georgetown  317  309       626  +50 
T11  T11   Georgia Southern 314  312       626  +50 
8  T11   Eastern Kentucky 308  318       626  +50 
15  14   Jacksonville  319  311       630  +54 
T13  15   Cincinnati 317  314       631  +55 
16  16   Murray State  322  328       650  +74 
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Pos. Team/Player (seed) Rd 1 Rd 2 Total
1 North Florida 298 291 589
T1 Teresa Conroy (2) 72 70 142
5 Sara McKevitt (5) 74 72 146
T21 Mindy Herrick (4) 73 79 152
T31 Lissette Davalos (3) 79 75 154
T37 Sydney Shrader (1) 81 74 155
2 Sam Houston State 295 298 593
3 Hanna Alberto (1) 71 73 144
T9 Viera Permata Rosada (3) 76 73 149
T9 Jennifer Herbst (5) 73 76 149
T16 Zulaikah Nurziana Nasser (4) 75 76 151
T31 Leah Alberto (2) 78 76 154
3 Seton Hall 300 304 604
T6 Elizabeth Win (1) 74 74 148
T11 Mia Kness (2) 73 77 150
T31 Carolina Ronchel (4) 77 77 154
T37 Madeline Sager (3) 76 79 155
T37 Samantha Staudt (5) 79 76 155
4 South Alabama 301 305 606
T6 Siti Shaari (1) 72 76 148
T24 Julie Hovland (2) 79 74 153
T24 Belinda May (3) 77 76 153
T31 Nele Mattner (4) 75 79 154
T46 Caroline Berge (5) 77 79 156
5 Delaware 301 308 609
T1 Ariane Klotz (1) 71 71 142
T24 Thitaree Sakulbunpanich (2) 76 77 153
T48 Lene Sperling (4) 76 81 157
T53 Isabella Rimton (5) 80 79 159
T59 Lexi Dart (3) 78 83 161
6 Daytona State College 305 305 610
T6 Jessica Bailey (2) 74 74 148
T16 Symone Henriques (1) 75 76 151
T31 Casey Sommer (4) 78 76 154
T48 Manon Donche-Gay (3) 78 79 157
T59 Sarah Scott (5) 80 81 161
7 Chattanooga 310 302 612
T11 Dorota Zalewska (1) 72 78 150
T21 Esme Hamilton (3) 80 72 152
T31 Maddy McDanel (2) 77 77 154
T46 Kirsty Beckwith (5) 81 75 156
T81 Rheagan Hall (4) 84 83 167
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8 Western Kentucky 314 301 615
T16 Mary Joiner (1) 77 74 151
T16 Megan Clarke (2) 78 73 151
T48 Sarah Arnold (4) 78 79 157
T59 Bailey Tyree (5) 81 80 161
T69 Olivia Reed (3) 88 75 163
9 CSU Fullerton 303 318 621
4 Brittany Shin (1) 70 75 145
T24 Nodoka Honda (4) 75 78 153
T59 Texie Petchel (3) 79 82 161
T67 Sara Camarena (2) 79 83 162
T73 Elsa Lundquist (5) 80 85 165
10 Troy 311 314 625
T11 Nicole Lorup (1) 79 71 150
T21 Elisabeth Preus (2) 74 78 152
T53 ShaeBug Scarberry (3) 78 81 159
T71 Ainsley Cowart (5) 80 84 164
T76 Anna Claire Little (4) 82 84 166
T11 Georgetown 317 309 626
T37 Ashley Fitzgibbons (1) 80 75 155
T37 Lauren May (2) 77 78 155
T37 Baili Park (5) 80 75 155
T59 Esther Park (4) 80 81 161
83 Kate Evanko (3) 83 85 168
T11 Georgia Southern 314 312 626
T11 Alberte Thuesen (1) 74 76 150
T24 Ella Ofstedahl (2) 78 75 153
T67 Madison Heideman (3) 79 83 162
T71 Julianna Collett (5) 83 81 164
T76 Savanah Satterfield (4) 86 80 166
T11 Eastern Kentucky 308 318 626
T16 Vilma Efraimsson (4) 72 79 151
T37 Ragga Kristinsdottir (1) 81 74 155
T59 Elisa Orduna Shackleton (2) 79 82 161
T69 Sam Sandland (3) 76 87 163
T76 Bailey Hubbard (5) 83 83 166
14 Jacksonville 319 311 630
T24 Hannah Berman (2) 77 76 153
T48 Mawgan Vater (5) 78 79 157
T57 Elina Stromberg (3) 80 80 160
T59 Maia Samuelsson (1) 85 76 161
84 Samantha Brimhall (4) 84 85 169
15 Cincinnati 317 314 631
T24 Alyssa Burritt (1) 77 76 153
T37 Angela Lopez (4) 79 76 155
T53 Paighton Masterson (5) 81 78 159
T73 Vanessa Manrique (3) 80 85 165
T76 Daniela Murcia (2) 82 84 166
16 Murray State 322 328 650
52 Eliza Kho (2) 78 80 158
T53 Raeysha Surendran (1) 77 82 159
T76 Lucila Puente Rodriguez (5) 80 86 166
T81 Payton Carter (4) 87 80 167
87 Ana Picchi (3) 92 87 179
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Pos. Player (Team) Rd 1 Rd 2 Total
T11 Abbie Smee (Western Kentucky ) 75 75 150
T37 Daniela Gonzalez (North Florida) 75 80 155
T57 Elena Zheng (Georgetown ) 84 76 160
T59 Natalia Rivera (North Florida) 83 78 161
T73 Ella Melin (Daytona State College) 79 86 165
T85 Stephanie Rodney (Daytona State College) 86 84 170
T85 Maddie Hensley (Eastern Kentucky) 81 89 170
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Start Finish   Player Team Scores  
T4 T1   Teresa Conroy  North Florida  72  70       142  -2   
T2 T1   Ariane Klotz  Delaware  71  71       142  -2   
T2 3   Hanna Alberto  Sam Houston State  71  73       144  E   
1 4   Brittany Shin  CSU Fullerton  70  75       145  +1   
T11 5   Sara McKevitt  North Florida  74  72       146  +2   
T11 T6   Jessica Bailey  Daytona State College  74  74       148  +4   
T11 T6   Elizabeth Win  Seton Hall  74  74       148  +4   
T4 T6   Siti Shaari  South Alabama  72  76       148  +4   
T22 T9   Viera Permata Rosada  Sam Houston State  76  73       149  +5   
T8 T9   Jennifer Herbst  Sam Houston State  73  76       149  +5   
T11 T11   Alberte Thuesen  Georgia Southern  74  76       150  +6   
T4 T11   Dorota Zalewska  Chattanooga  72  78       150  +6   
T46 T11   Nicole Lorup  Troy  79  71       150  +6   
T8 T11   Mia Kness  Seton Hall  73  77       150  +6   
T16 T11   Abbie Smee *  Western Kentucky  75  75       150  +6   
T27 T16   Mary Joiner  Western Kentucky  77  74       151  +7   
T36 T16   Megan Clarke  Western Kentucky  78  73       151  +7   
T16 T16   Zulaikah Nurziana Nasser  Sam Houston State  75  76       151  +7   
T16 T16   Symone Henriques  Daytona State College  75  76       151  +7   
T4 T16   Vilma Efraimsson  Eastern Kentucky  72  79       151  +7   
T11 T21   Elisabeth Preus  Troy  74  78       152  +8   
T56 T21   Esme Hamilton  Chattanooga  80  72       152  +8   
T8 T21   Mindy Herrick  North Florida  73  79       152  +8   
T27 T24   Hannah Berman  Jacksonville  77  76       153  +9   
T36 T24   Ella Ofstedahl  Georgia Southern  78  75       153  +9   
T46 T24   Julie Hovland  South Alabama  79  74       153  +9   
T22 T24   Thitaree Sakulbunpanich  Delaware  76  77       153  +9   
T27 T24   Alyssa Burritt  Cincinnati  77  76       153  +9   
T27 T24   Belinda May  South Alabama  77  76       153  +9   
T16 T24   Nodoka Honda  CSU Fullerton  75  78       153  +9   
T36 T31   Leah Alberto  Sam Houston State  78  76       154  +10   
T27 T31   Carolina Ronchel  Seton Hall  77  77       154  +10   
T36 T31   Casey Sommer  Daytona State College  78  76       154  +10   
T46 T31   Lissette Davalos  North Florida  79  75       154  +10   
T16 T31   Nele Mattner  South Alabama  75  79       154  +10   
T27 T31   Maddy McDanel  Chattanooga  77  77       154  +10   
T56 T37   Ashley Fitzgibbons  Georgetown  80  75       155  +11   
T67 T37   Sydney Shrader  North Florida  81  74       155  +11   
T22 T37   Madeline Sager  Seton Hall  76  79       155  +11   
T46 T37   Samantha Staudt  Seton Hall  79  76       155  +11   
T67 T37   Ragga Kristinsdottir  Eastern Kentucky  81  74       155  +11   
T46 T37   Angela Lopez  Cincinnati  79  76       155  +11   
T16 T37   Daniela Gonzalez *  North Florida  75  80       155  +11   
T56 T37   Baili Park  Georgetown  80  75       155  +11   
T27 T37   Lauren May  Georgetown  77  78       155  +11 
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T67 T46   Kirsty Beckwith  Chattanooga  81  75       156  +12   
T27 T46   Caroline Berge  South Alabama  77  79       156  +12   
T36 T48   Mawgan Vater  Jacksonville  78  79       157  +13   
T36 T48   Sarah Arnold  Western Kentucky  78  79       157  +13   
T22 T48   Lene Sperling  Delaware  76  81       157  +13   
T36 T48   Manon Donche-Gay  Daytona State College  78  79       157  +13   
T36 52   Eliza Kho  Murray State  78  80       158  +14   
T67 T53   Paighton Masterson  Cincinnati  81  78       159  +15   
T56 T53   Isabella Rimton  Delaware  80  79       159  +15   
T27 T53   Raeysha Surendran  Murray State  77  82       159  +15   
T36 T53   ShaeBug Scarberry  Troy  78  81       159  +15   
T79 T57   Elena Zheng *  Georgetown  84  76       160  +16   
T56 T57   Elina Stromberg  Jacksonville  80  80       160  +16   
T56 T59   Esther Park  Georgetown  80  81       161  +17   
T56 T59   Sarah Scott  Daytona State College  80  81       161  +17   
T67 T59   Bailey Tyree  Western Kentucky  81  80       161  +17   
T75 T59   Natalia Rivera *  North Florida  83  78       161  +17   
82 T59   Maia Samuelsson  Jacksonville  85  76       161  +17   
T36 T59   Lexi Dart  Delaware  78  83       161  +17   
T46 T59   Elisa Orduna Shackleton  Eastern Kentucky  79  82       161  +17   
T46 T59   Texie Petchel  CSU Fullerton  79  82       161  +17   
T46 T67   Madison Heideman  Georgia Southern  79  83       162  +18   
T46 T67   Sara Camarena  CSU Fullerton  79  83       162  +18   
86 T69   Olivia Reed  Western Kentucky  88  75       163  +19   
T22 T69   Sam Sandland  Eastern Kentucky  76  87       163  +19   
T75 T71   Julianna Collett  Georgia Southern  83  81       164  +20   
T56 T71   Ainsley Cowart  Troy  80  84       164  +20   
T46 T73   Ella Melin *  Daytona State College  79  86       165  +21   
T56 T73   Vanessa Manrique  Cincinnati  80  85       165  +21   
T56 T73   Elsa Lundquist  CSU Fullerton  80  85       165  +21   
T56 T76   Lucila Puente Rodriguez  Murray State  80  86       166  +22   
T73 T76   Daniela Murcia  Cincinnati  82  84       166  +22   
T83 T76   Savanah Satterfield  Georgia Southern  86  80       166  +22   
T73 T76   Anna Claire Little  Troy  82  84       166  +22   
T75 T76   Bailey Hubbard  Eastern Kentucky  83  83       166  +22   
85 T81   Payton Carter  Murray State  87  80       167  +23   
T79 T81   Rheagan Hall  Chattanooga  84  83       167  +23   
T75 83   Kate Evanko  Georgetown  83  85       168  +24   
T79 84   Samantha Brimhall  Jacksonville  84  85       169  +25   
T67 T85   Maddie Hensley *  Eastern Kentucky  81  89       170  +26   
T83 T85   Stephanie Rodney *  Daytona State College  86  84       170  +26   
87 87   Ana Picchi  Murray State  92  87       179  +35   
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Final results attached. 
  
WKU MEN’S GOLF FINISHES TIED SIXTH AT TIGER INVITE 
  
OPELIKA, Ala. – WKU’s Hilltopper Golf squad earned a tied-sixth place finish at the Tiger Invitational 
presented by Jason Dufner on Tuesday. The team shot a final-round, 1-over 289, WKU’s lowest score of 
the three-round event. The Hilltoppers’ 54-hole total was 11-over 875. 
  
“Our guys have put in a lot of hard work over the past three weeks since our first event. This week was a 
testament to that hard work,” head coach Chan Metts said on the performance. “This was also a big 
step in the right direction for us as a whole. We had some solid play from all five guys and that’s 
something I’m very pleased with. Moving forward, this is only a step in the right direction, and we will 
be ready to get back to work as soon as we can.” 
  
The low score of the day for the Tops came from junior Caleb O’Toole. He improved by seven strokes 
from the second to final rounds, shooting a 3-under 69 on Tuesday at the par-72, 7,289-yard Lake 
Course at Grand National. 
  
WKU’s highest finisher was senior Tom Bevington after he tied for 14th with a 54-hole score of even-par 
216. He shot a 3-over 75 on the final day of competition. O’Toole finished just behind him at t-23rd. 
  
Senior Linus Lo strung together 1-over 73s in every single round to finish at 3-over 219 on the event. He 
was tied for 28th following O’Toole. 
  
Both junior Chase Landrum and redshirt sophomore Dawson McDaniel marked scores down for the 
Hilltopper squad as Landrum shot 1-over 73 and McDaniel fired a 2-over 74. Each score was the golfer’s 
best of the Invitational. 
  
No. 15 Auburn won the team title at 10-under 854 while North Alabama’s Jackson Wedgeworth clinched 
the individual title at 9-under 207. 
  
Next up, WKU will travel to the Craft Farms Intercollegiate hosted by South Alabama at the end of the 
month on March 30 and 31. 
  
Results – Final round 
T14. Tom Bevington – 69, 72, 75 – 216 
T23. Caleb O’Toole – 73, 76, 69 – 218 
T28. Linus Lo – 73, 73, 73 – 219 
T49. Chase Landrum – 76, 74, 73 – 223 
T83. Dawson McDaniel – 76, 81, 74 – 231 
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WKU CONTINUES IMPROVEMENT TREND IN FINAL ROUND OF UNF COLLEGIATE 
 
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. — WKU Women's Golf continued to bounce back at the UNF Collegiate, 
improving from its second to third round score by three strokes and moving up three spots on 
the team leaderboard. The Lady Toppers finished fifth in the Sunshine State after shooting a 
final round 10-over 298 for a 54-hole total of 913. It marks the sixth top-five performance from 
the team in just seven events this season. 
  
"I'm proud of the way the team fought back each round," said head coach Adam Gary of the 
steady improvement. "The wind kind of played havoc with us the first day and we dug ourselves 
a hole, but I'm proud of the gradual bounce back each round. We were able to move up the 
most spots of anyone in the final round." 
  
The final round surge was a team effort with two Lady Toppers recording their best 18 holes of 
the tournament on Tuesday at the par-72, 5,926-yard Jacksonville Golf & Country Club. Senior 
Mary Joiner tied her best score with another 2-over 74 to notch a top-15 finish at 9-over 225 on 
the event. This marks her fifth top-20 finish of the season. 
  
Freshman Sarah Arnold fired the best score of the day for the Red and White at 1-over 73. The 
just-over-par round earned her a t-28 finish, moving her up 20 spots from the second to final 
round. 
  
Rounding out the Lady Toppers' scores on Tuesday were juniors Megan Clarke and Olivia Reed. 
Clarke shot a 3-over 75 while Reed carded a 4-over 76. Clarke's 54-hole performance of 10-over 
226 tied her for 18th on the leaderboard. Reed finished t-61st after improving her first to 
second round score by 13 strokes. 
  
Seniors Abigail Smee and Bailey Tyree completed WKU's list of competitors at the Collegiate. 
Smee competed as an individual and earned her first top-20 finish of the season after shooting 
a final-round 77. She tied for 20th with a 54-hole score of 227. Tyree played in the Lady Topper 
lineup and shot a final-round 82, finishing in 67th. 
  
CSU Fullerton's Brittany Shin won the individual title at 1-over 217 while UNF took home its 
own trophy at 24-over 888. 
  
"I think this will helps us carry some momentum into our home tournament next week," Gary 
said. 
  
For its next event, WKU will host the Spring Break Shootout in Dade City, Fla., in just six short 
days. 
  
Results – Final round 
T15. Mary Joiner – 77, 74, 74 – 225 
T18. Megan Clarke – 78, 73, 75 – 226 
T20. Abigail Smee* – 75, 75, 77 – 227 
T28. Sarah Arnold – 78, 79, 73 – 230 
T61. Olivia Reed – 88, 75, 76 – 239 
67. Bailey Tyree – 81, 80, 82 – 243 
 
 
1 2 3   Team Scores  
2  1  1   North Florida 298  291  299       888  +24 
3  3  2   Seton Hall 300  304  288       892  +28 
1  2  3   Sam Houston State 295  298  303       896  +32 
T4  4  4   South Alabama 301  305  304       910  +46 
T11  8  5   Western Kentucky  314  301  298       913  +49 
T4  5  6   Delaware 301  308  305       914  +50 
9  7  7   Chattanooga 310  302  304       916  +52 
6  9  8   CSU Fullerton 303  318  298       919  +55 
7  6  9   Daytona State College 305  305  311       921  +57 
T11  T11  10   Georgia Southern 314  312  309       935  +71 
10  10  11   Troy 311  314  311       936  +72 
15  14  12   Jacksonville  319  311  314       944  +80 
14  T11  13   Georgetown  318  309  318       945  +81 
8  T11  14   Eastern Kentucky 308  318  320       946  +82 
13  15  15   Cincinnati 317  314  320       951  +87 
16  16  16   Murray State  322  328  309       959  +95 
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Dates: Mar 09 - Mar 10 
 
Pos. Team/Player (seed) Rd 1 Rd 2 Rd 3 Total
1 North Florida 298 291 299 888
3 Teresa Conroy (2) 72 70 77 219
T10 Mindy Herrick (4) 73 79 72 224
T10 Sara McKevitt (5) 74 72 78 224
T20 Sydney Shrader (1) 81 74 72 227
T38 Lissette Davalos (3) 79 75 78 232
2 Seton Hall 300 304 288 892
T6 Mia Kness (2) 73 77 71 221
T8 Elizabeth Win (1) 74 74 75 223
T15 Carolina Ronchel (4) 77 77 71 225
T18 Samantha Staudt (5) 79 76 71 226
T32 Madeline Sager (3) 76 79 76 231
3 Sam Houston State 295 298 303 896
T4 Hanna Alberto (1) 71 73 76 220
T10 Viera Permata Rosada (3) 76 73 75 224
T15 Jennifer Herbst (5) 73 76 76 225
T20 Zulaikah Nurziana Nasser (4) 75 76 76 227
T32 Leah Alberto (2) 78 76 77 231
4 South Alabama 301 305 304 910
T4 Siti Shaari (1) 72 76 72 220
27 Nele Mattner (4) 75 79 75 229
T32 Belinda May (3) 77 76 78 231
T44 Julie Hovland (2) 79 74 82 235
T44 Caroline Berge (5) 77 79 79 235
5 Western Kentucky 314 301 298 913
T15 Mary Joiner (1) 77 74 74 225
T18 Megan Clarke (2) 78 73 75 226
T28 Sarah Arnold (4) 78 79 73 230
T61 Olivia Reed (3) 88 75 76 239
67 Bailey Tyree (5) 81 80 82 243
6 Delaware 301 308 305 914
T1 Ariane Klotz (1) 71 71 75 217
T25 Thitaree Sakulbunpanich (2) 76 77 75 228
T44 Lene Sperling (4) 76 81 78 235
T55 Lexi Dart (3) 78 83 77 238
T55 Isabella Rimton (5) 80 79 79 238
7 Chattanooga 310 302 304 916
T10 Dorota Zalewska (1) 72 78 74 224
T25 Maddy McDanel (2) 77 77 74 228
T28 Esme Hamilton (3) 80 72 78 230
T52 Kirsty Beckwith (5) 81 75 81 237
T71 Rheagan Hall (4) 84 83 78 245
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Pos. Team/Player (seed) Rd 1 Rd 2 Rd 3 Total
8 CSU Fullerton 303 318 298 919
T1 Brittany Shin (1) 70 75 72 217
T32 Nodoka Honda (4) 75 78 78 231
T44 Texie Petchel (3) 79 82 74 235
T48 Sara Camarena (2) 79 83 74 236
T79 Elsa Lundquist (5) 80 85 86 251
9 Daytona State College 305 305 311 921
T6 Jessica Bailey (2) 74 74 73 221
T28 Symone Henriques (1) 75 76 79 230
T40 Manon Donche-Gay (3) 78 79 77 234
T48 Casey Sommer (4) 78 76 82 236
T75 Sarah Scott (5) 80 81 86 247
10 Georgia Southern 314 312 309 935
T8 Ella Ofstedahl (2) 78 75 70 223
T20 Alberte Thuesen (1) 74 76 77 227
T65 Julianna Collett (5) 83 81 78 242
78 Savanah Satterfield (4) 86 80 84 250
T79 Madison Heideman (3) 79 83 89 251
11 Troy 311 314 311 936
T10 Nicole Lorup (1) 79 71 74 224
T32 Elisabeth Preus (2) 74 78 79 231
T61 ShaeBug Scarberry (3) 78 81 80 239
T65 Ainsley Cowart (5) 80 84 78 242
82 Anna Claire Little (4) 82 84 86 252
12 Jacksonville 319 311 314 944
T32 Hannah Berman (2) 77 76 78 231
T52 Maia Samuelsson (1) 85 76 76 237
T52 Elina Stromberg (3) 80 80 77 237
64 Mawgan Vater (5) 78 79 83 240
86 Samantha Brimhall (4) 84 85 88 257
13 Georgetown 318 309 318 945
T40 Baili Park (5) 80 75 79 234
T48 Ashley Fitzgibbons (1) 80 75 81 236
T55 Lauren May (2) 78 78 82 238
T68 Kate Evanko (3) 83 85 76 244
T68 Esther Park (4) 80 81 83 244
14 Eastern Kentucky 308 318 320 946
T38 Ragga Kristinsdottir (1) 81 74 77 232
T40 Vilma Efraimsson (4) 72 79 83 234
T55 Sam Sandland (3) 76 87 75 238
T73 Elisa Orduna Shackleton (2) 79 82 85 246
T79 Bailey Hubbard (5) 83 83 85 251
15 Cincinnati 317 314 320 951
T20 Alyssa Burritt (1) 77 76 74 227
T40 Angela Lopez (4) 79 76 79 234
T68 Paighton Masterson (5) 81 78 85 244
T75 Vanessa Manrique (3) 80 85 82 247
83 Daniela Murcia (2) 82 84 87 253
16 Murray State 322 328 309 959
T48 Raeysha Surendran (1) 77 82 77 236
T55 Eliza Kho (2) 78 80 80 238
T61 Payton Carter (4) 87 80 72 239
T73 Lucila Puente Rodriguez (5) 80 86 80 246
87 Ana Picchi (3) 92 87 82 261
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Individuals 
 
Pos. Player (Team) Rd 1 Rd 2 Rd 3 Total
T20 Abbie Smee (Western Kentucky ) 75 75 77 227
T28 Daniela Gonzalez (North Florida) 75 80 75 230
T55 Elena Zheng (Georgetown ) 84 76 78 238
T71 Natalia Rivera (North Florida) 83 78 84 245
77 Ella Melin (Daytona State College) 79 86 83 248
84 Stephanie Rodney (Daytona State College) 86 84 84 254
85 Maddie Hensley (Eastern Kentucky) 81 89 86 256
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Start Finish   Player Team Scores  
T1 T1   Ariane Klotz  Delaware  71   71  75       217  +1   
4 T1   Brittany Shin  CSU Fullerton  70   75  72       217  +1   
T1 3   Teresa Conroy  North Florida  72   70  77       219  +3   
3 T4   Hanna Alberto  Sam Houston State  71   73  76       220  +4   
T6 T4   Siti Shaari  South Alabama  72   76  72       220  +4   
T11 T6   Mia Kness  Seton Hall  73   77  71       221  +5   
T6 T6   Jessica Bailey  Daytona State College  74   74  73       221  +5   
T24 T8   Ella Ofstedahl  Georgia Southern  78   75  70       223  +7   
T6 T8   Elizabeth Win  Seton Hall  74   74  75       223  +7   
T21 T10   Mindy Herrick  North Florida  73   79  72       224  +8   
T11 T10   Dorota Zalewska  Chattanooga  72   78  74       224  +8   
5 T10   Sara McKevitt  North Florida  74   72  78       224  +8   
T11 T10   Nicole Lorup  Troy  79   71  74       224  +8   
T9 T10   Viera Permata Rosada  Sam Houston State  76   73  75       224  +8   
T31 T15   Carolina Ronchel  Seton Hall  77   77  71       225  +9   
T16 T15   Mary Joiner  Western Kentucky  77   74  74       225  +9   
T9 T15   Jennifer Herbst  Sam Houston State  73   76  76       225  +9   
T37 T18   Samantha Staudt  Seton Hall  79   76  71       226  +10   
T16 T18   Megan Clarke  Western Kentucky  78   73  75       226  +10   
T24 T20   Alyssa Burritt  Cincinnati  77   76  74       227  +11   
T37 T20   Sydney Shrader  North Florida  81   74  72       227  +11   
T11 T20   Abbie Smee *  Western Kentucky  75   75  77       227  +11   
T16 T20   Zulaikah Nurziana Nasser  Sam Houston State  75   76  76       227  +11   
T11 T20   Alberte Thuesen  Georgia Southern  74   76  77       227  +11   
T31 T25   Maddy McDanel  Chattanooga  77   77  74       228  +12   
T24 T25   Thitaree Sakulbunpanich  Delaware  76   77  75       228  +12   
T31 27   Nele Mattner  South Alabama  75   79  75       229  +13   
T37 T28   Daniela Gonzalez *  North Florida  75   80  75       230  +14   
T21 T28   Esme Hamilton  Chattanooga  80   72  78       230  +14   
T48 T28   Sarah Arnold  Western Kentucky  78   79  73       230  +14   
T16 T28   Symone Henriques  Daytona State College  75   76  79       230  +14   
T21 T32   Elisabeth Preus  Troy  74   78  79       231  +15   
T24 T32   Belinda May  South Alabama  77   76  78       231  +15   
T24 T32   Nodoka Honda  CSU Fullerton  75   78  78       231  +15   
T31 T32   Leah Alberto  Sam Houston State  78   76  77       231  +15   
T24 T32   Hannah Berman  Jacksonville  77   76  78       231  +15   
T37 T32   Madeline Sager  Seton Hall  76   79  76       231  +15   
T37 T38   Ragga Kristinsdottir  Eastern Kentucky  81   74  77       232  +16   
T31 T38   Lissette Davalos  North Florida  79   75  78       232  +16   
T37 T40   Baili Park  Georgetown  80   75  79       234  +18   
T37 T40   Angela Lopez  Cincinnati  79   76  79       234  +18   
T16 T40   Vilma Efraimsson  Eastern Kentucky  72   79  83       234  +18   
T48 T40   Manon Donche-Gay  Daytona State College  78   79  77       234  +18   
T46 T44   Caroline Berge  South Alabama  77   79  79       235  +19   
T24 T44   Julie Hovland  South Alabama  79   74  82       235  +19 
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Start Finish   Player Team Scores  
T59 T44   Texie Petchel  CSU Fullerton  79   82  74       235  +19   
T48 T44   Lene Sperling  Delaware  76   81  78       235  +19   
T31 T48   Casey Sommer  Daytona State College  78   76  82       236  +20   
T53 T48   Raeysha Surendran  Murray State  77   82  77       236  +20   
T37 T48   Ashley Fitzgibbons  Georgetown  80   75  81       236  +20   
T67 T48   Sara Camarena  CSU Fullerton  79   83  74       236  +20   
T46 T52   Kirsty Beckwith  Chattanooga  81   75  81       237  +21   
T59 T52   Maia Samuelsson  Jacksonville  85   76  76       237  +21   
T57 T52   Elina Stromberg  Jacksonville  80   80  77       237  +21   
T37 T55   Lauren May  Georgetown  78   78  82       238  +22   
52 T55   Eliza Kho  Murray State  78   80  80       238  +22   
T59 T55   Lexi Dart  Delaware  78   83  77       238  +22   
T53 T55   Isabella Rimton  Delaware  80   79  79       238  +22   
T69 T55   Sam Sandland  Eastern Kentucky  76   87  75       238  +22   
T57 T55   Elena Zheng *  Georgetown  84   76  78       238  +22   
T53 T61   ShaeBug Scarberry  Troy  78   81  80       239  +23   
T69 T61   Olivia Reed  Western Kentucky  88   75  76       239  +23   
T81 T61   Payton Carter  Murray State  87   80  72       239  +23   
T48 64   Mawgan Vater  Jacksonville  78   79  83       240  +24   
T71 T65   Julianna Collett  Georgia Southern  83   81  78       242  +26   
T71 T65   Ainsley Cowart  Troy  80   84  78       242  +26   
T59 67   Bailey Tyree  Western Kentucky  81   80  82       243  +27   
83 T68   Kate Evanko  Georgetown  83   85  76       244  +28   
T53 T68   Paighton Masterson  Cincinnati  81   78  85       244  +28   
T59 T68   Esther Park  Georgetown  80   81  83       244  +28   
T81 T71   Rheagan Hall  Chattanooga  84   83  78       245  +29   
T59 T71   Natalia Rivera *  North Florida  83   78  84       245  +29   
T76 T73   Lucila Puente Rodriguez  Murray State  80   86  80       246  +30   
T59 T73   Elisa Orduna Shackleton  Eastern Kentucky  79   82  85       246  +30   
T73 T75   Vanessa Manrique  Cincinnati  80   85  82       247  +31   
T59 T75   Sarah Scott  Daytona State College  80   81  86       247  +31   
T73 77   Ella Melin *  Daytona State College  79   86  83       248  +32   
T76 78   Savanah Satterfield  Georgia Southern  86   80  84       250  +34   
T76 T79   Bailey Hubbard  Eastern Kentucky  83   83  85       251  +35   
T73 T79   Elsa Lundquist  CSU Fullerton  80   85  86       251  +35   
T67 T79   Madison Heideman  Georgia Southern  79   83  89       251  +35   
T76 82   Anna Claire Little  Troy  82   84  86       252  +36   
T76 83   Daniela Murcia  Cincinnati  82   84  87       253  +37   
T85 84   Stephanie Rodney *  Daytona State College  86   84  84       254  +38   
T85 85   Maddie Hensley *  Eastern Kentucky  81   89  86       256  +40   
84 86   Samantha Brimhall  Jacksonville  84   85  88       257  +41   
87 87   Ana Picchi  Murray State  92   87  82       261  +45   
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Tiger Inv. by Jason Dufner
Grand National Lake Course
Opelika, AL
2020 Tiger Invitational and 2020 Tiger Invitational 
Dates: Mar 08 - Mar 10 
 
Pos. Team/Player (seed) Rd 1 Rd 2 Rd 3 Total
1 Auburn 281 296 277 854
T6 Jovan Rebula (1) 71 72 70 213
T11 Andrew Kozan (4) 69 75 71 215
T17 Graysen Huff (2) 69 73 75 217
T28 Brandon Mancheno (3) 78 76 65 219
T37 Wells Padgett (5) 72 78 71 221
2 Auburn 284 291 281 856
2 C.J. Easley (3) 68 71 69 208
T3 Alex Vogelsong (1) 72 71 68 211
T23 Jake Milanowski (2) 72 73 73 218
T32 Austin Coggin (4) 72 77 71 220
95 Reagan Harrell (5) 82 76 78 236
3 ULM 280 294 291 865
5 Otto Van Buynder (2) 69 72 71 212
T11 Guillaume Fanonnel (1) 70 75 70 215
T49 Joao Girao (5) 70 73 80 223
T56 Andoni Etchenique (3) 71 78 75 224
T89 JC Tvergaard (4) 83 74 75 232
4 Kentucky 291 296 280 867
T8 Alex Goff (2) 74 74 66 214
T23 Zach Norris (4) 74 74 70 218
T32 Allen Hamilton (1) 74 74 72 220
T32 Garrett Wood (3) 69 75 76 220
T42 Jacob Cook (5) 76 74 72 222
5 Charlotte 296 293 283 872
T6 Marc Boucher (4) 72 72 69 213
T14 John Gough (1) 73 75 68 216
T32 Ben Woodruff (2) 75 72 73 220
T61 Trey Tobias (5) 77 74 74 225
T71 Carson Ownbey (3) 76 79 73 228
T6 Western Kentucky 291 295 289 875
T14 Tom Bevington (2) 69 72 75 216
T23 Caleb O'Toole (4) 73 76 69 218
T28 Linus Lo (1) 73 73 73 219
T49 Chase Landrum (3) 76 74 73 223
T83 Dawson McDaniel (5) 76 81 74 231
T6 South Alabama 300 288 287 875
T11 Mathias Lorentzen (1) 75 67 73 215
T17 Yannick Schuetz (2) 78 68 71 217
T37 Rasmus Karlsson (3) 69 79 73 221
T49 Jordan Plunkett (4) 78 74 71 223
102 Dawson Atkinson (5) 0 80 72 152
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Pos. Team/Player (seed) Rd 1 Rd 2 Rd 3 Total
8 Toledo 292 295 289 876
T17 Afif Fathi (5) 73 73 71 217
T23 Nathan Thomson (1) 75 72 71 218
T32 Grant Godfrey (2) 69 75 76 220
T56 Rasmus Lind (3) 76 75 73 224
T56 David Amm (4) 75 75 74 224
T9 Louisiana Tech 287 305 286 878
T3 Mac Murphy (1) 70 72 69 211
T49 Sam Murphy (4) 73 79 71 223
T56 Lake Juban (5) 72 76 76 224
T65 Blake Blaser (3) 72 79 75 226
T69 James Swash (2) 78 78 71 227
T9 North Alabama 292 290 296 878
1 Jackson Wedgeworth (1) 68 68 71 207
T42 Cedric Otten (2) 71 74 77 222
T49 Thomas Regan (4) 79 71 73 223
T83 Dakota Terry (3) 74 82 75 231
97 Frankie Wade (5) 85 77 77 239
11 Florida Atlantic 296 294 289 879
T17 Sully Zagerman (4) 71 75 71 217
T23 Max Sturdza (1) 75 70 73 218
T49 Enrique Dimayuga (2) 77 73 73 223
T61 Alex Maguire (3) 74 76 75 225
T74 Patrick Poate (5) 76 81 72 229
T12 Arkansas State 292 302 287 881
T8 Julien Sale (2) 70 76 68 214
T42 Zan Luka Stirn (1) 74 76 72 222
T42 Michael Weppernig (4) 72 76 74 222
T49 Jack Madden (5) 76 74 73 223
T83 Adam Thorp (3) 77 77 77 231
T12 Chattanooga 297 298 286 881
T8 Will Porter (2) 70 74 70 214
T17 A.J. Lintunen (1) 75 72 70 217
T69 Oliver Simonsen (4) 73 76 78 227
T80 Leon Bader (3) 81 76 73 230
T80 Matt Smith (5) 79 78 73 230
14 Georgia State 296 299 290 885
T14 Josh Edgar (1) 74 73 69 216
T42 Egill Gunnarsson (2) 69 76 77 222
T56 Severin Soller (3) 78 76 70 224
T65 David Li (5) 77 74 75 226
T71 Ashton Poole (4) 76 76 76 228
15 James Madison 299 292 295 886
T17 George Heath (2) 74 68 75 217
T28 Neal Shipley (3) 71 75 73 219
T42 Ignacio De Pineda (4) 76 75 71 222
T74 Walker Cress (5) 79 74 76 229
T89 Nick Schlickenrieder (1) 78 78 76 232
16 Southern Mississippi 307 295 290 892
T37 Robbie Latter (2) 72 75 74 221
T37 Walker Kesterson (3) 76 71 74 221
T42 Matt Lorenz (5) 78 74 70 222
T74 Brice Wilkinson (1) 81 75 73 229
T89 Brian Richards (4) 83 76 73 232
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17 Austin Peay State 306 309 293 908
T61 Austin Lancaster (3) 78 73 74 225
T74 Micah Knisley (4) 75 82 72 229
T83 Chase Korte (2) 81 81 69 231
T83 Garrett Whitfield (5) 77 76 78 231
94 Michael Busse (1) 76 79 79 234
18 Kennesaw State 314 300 296 910
T28 Connor Coffee (3) 75 72 72 219
T74 Takafumi Shimoji (4) 79 74 76 229
T83 Preston Topper (2) 81 76 74 231
T89 Brady Keran (1) 79 79 74 232
96 Brock Healy (5) 81 78 79 238
19 Mercer 312 306 298 916
T61 Martin Plukka (2) 79 74 72 225
T65 Tyler Copp (1) 78 74 74 226
T74 Spencer Ball (3) 78 79 72 229
98 Ethan Werblo (4) 83 79 80 242
99 Lino Galdin (5) 77 85 83 245
20 Morehead State Univ 318 314 306 938
T65 Cooper Collins (1) 77 75 74 226
T80 Joe Muschong (2) 75 80 75 230
T89 Ryan Gillum (3) 80 76 76 232
100 Jon Kosier (5) 86 83 83 252
101 Zac Viminitz (4) 86 86 81 253
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Individuals 
 
Pos. Player (Team) Rd 1 Rd 2 Rd 3 Total
T37 Matt Liston (Kentucky) 74 75 72 221
T71 Fisher Vollendorf (Charlotte) 78 73 77 228
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1 2 3   Team Scores  
2  3  1   Auburn 281  296  277       854  -10 
3  2  2   Auburn 284  291  281       856  -8 
1  1  3   ULM  280  294  291       865  +1 
T5  T6  4   Kentucky 291  296  280       867  +3 
T10  9  5   Charlotte 296  293  283       872  +8 
T5  5  T6   Western Kentucky 291  295  289       875  +11 
15  8  T6   South Alabama 300  288  287       875  +11 
T7  T6  8   Toledo 292  295  289       876  +12 
4  12  T9   Louisiana Tech  287  305  286       878  +14 
T7  4  T9   North Alabama 292  290  296       878  +14 
T10  10  11   Florida Atlantic 296  294  289       879  +15 
T7  13  T12   Arkansas State 292  302  287       881  +17 
13  T14  T12   Chattanooga 297  298  286       881  +17 
T10  T14  14   Georgia State  296  299  290       885  +21 
14  11  15   James Madison 299  292  295       886  +22 
17  16  16   Southern Mississippi 307  295  290       892  +28 
16  18  17   Austin Peay State 306  309  293       908  +44 
19  17  18   Kennesaw State 314  300  296       910  +46 
18  19  19   Mercer  312  306  298       916  +52 
20  20  20   Morehead State Univ 318  314  306       938  +74 
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Start Finish   Player Team Scores  
1 1   Jackson Wedgeworth  North Alabama  68   68  71       207  -9   
2 2   C.J. Easley  Auburn  68   71  69       208  -8   
T5 T3   Mac Murphy  Louisiana Tech  70   72  69       211  -5   
T9 T3   Alex Vogelsong  Auburn  72   71  68       211  -5   
T3 5   Otto Van Buynder  ULM  69   72  71       212  -4   
T12 T6   Marc Boucher  Charlotte  72   72  69       213  -3   
T9 T6   Jovan Rebula  Auburn  71   72  70       213  -3   
T22 T8   Julien Sale  Arkansas State  70   76  68       214  -2   
T35 T8   Alex Goff  Kentucky  74   74  66       214  -2   
T12 T8   Will Porter  Chattanooga  70   74  70       214  -2   
T5 T11   Mathias Lorentzen  South Alabama  75   67  73       215  -1   
T17 T11   Guillaume Fanonnel  ULM  70   75  70       215  -1   
T12 T11   Andrew Kozan  Auburn  69   75  71       215  -1   
T35 T14   John Gough  Charlotte  73   75  68       216  E   
T28 T14   Josh Edgar  Georgia State  74   73  69       216  E   
T3 T14   Tom Bevington  Western Kentucky  69   72  75       216  E   
T5 T17   George Heath  James Madison  74   68  75       217  +1   
T22 T17   Yannick Schuetz  South Alabama  78   68  71       217  +1   
T22 T17   Sully Zagerman  Florida Atlantic  71   75  71       217  +1   
T28 T17   A.J. Lintunen  Chattanooga  75   72  70       217  +1   
T22 T17   Afif Fathi  Toledo  73   73  71       217  +1   
T5 T17   Graysen Huff  Auburn  69   73  75       217  +1   
T17 T23   Max Sturdza  Florida Atlantic  75   70  73       218  +2   
T35 T23   Zach Norris  Kentucky  74   74  70       218  +2   
T42 T23   Caleb O'Toole  Western Kentucky  73   76  69       218  +2   
T28 T23   Nathan Thomson  Toledo  75   72  71       218  +2   
T17 T23   Jake Milanowski  Auburn  72   73  73       218  +2   
T22 T28   Neal Shipley  James Madison  71   75  73       219  +3   
T22 T28   Linus Lo  Western Kentucky  73   73  73       219  +3   
T73 T28   Brandon Mancheno  Auburn  78   76  65       219  +3   
T28 T28   Connor Coffee  Kennesaw State  75   72  72       219  +3   
T28 T32   Ben Woodruff  Charlotte  75   72  73       220  +4   
T35 T32   Allen Hamilton  Kentucky  74   74  72       220  +4   
T12 T32   Grant Godfrey  Toledo  69   75  76       220  +4   
T12 T32   Garrett Wood  Kentucky  69   75  76       220  +4   
T42 T32   Austin Coggin  Auburn  72   77  71       220  +4   
T35 T37   Rasmus Karlsson  South Alabama  69   79  73       221  +5   
T28 T37   Walker Kesterson  Southern Mississippi  76   71  74       221  +5   
T28 T37   Robbie Latter  Southern Mississippi  72   75  74       221  +5   
T42 T37   Matt Liston *  Kentucky  74   75  72       221  +5   
T47 T37   Wells Padgett  Auburn  72   78  71       221  +5   
T56 T42   Ignacio De Pineda  James Madison  76   75  71       222  +6   
T47 T42   Zan Luka Stirn  Arkansas State  74   76  72       222  +6   
T35 T42   Michael Weppernig  Arkansas State  72   76  74       222  +6   
T47 T42   Jacob Cook  Kentucky  76   74  72       222  +6 
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Start Finish   Player Team Scores  
T63 T42   Matt Lorenz  Southern Mississippi  78   74  70       222  +6   
T17 T42   Egill Gunnarsson  Georgia State  69   76  77       222  +6   
T17 T42   Cedric Otten  North Alabama  71   74  77       222  +6   
T63 T49   Sam Murphy  Louisiana Tech  73   79  71       223  +7   
T47 T49   Jack Madden  Arkansas State  76   74  73       223  +7   
T63 T49   Jordan Plunkett  South Alabama  78   74  71       223  +7   
T47 T49   Enrique Dimayuga  Florida Atlantic  77   73  73       223  +7   
T47 T49   Chase Landrum  Western Kentucky  76   74  73       223  +7   
T47 T49   Thomas Regan  North Alabama  79   71  73       223  +7   
T9 T49   Joao Girao  ULM  70   73  80       223  +7   
T35 T56   Lake Juban  Louisiana Tech  72   76  76       224  +8   
T73 T56   Severin Soller  Georgia State  78   76  70       224  +8   
T56 T56   Rasmus Lind  Toledo  76   75  73       224  +8   
T47 T56   David Amm  Toledo  75   75  74       224  +8   
T42 T56   Andoni Etchenique  ULM  71   78  75       224  +8   
T56 T61   Trey Tobias  Charlotte  77   74  74       225  +9   
T47 T61   Alex Maguire  Florida Atlantic  74   76  75       225  +9   
T56 T61   Austin Lancaster  Austin Peay State  78   73  74       225  +9   
T69 T61   Martin Plukka  Mercer  79   74  72       225  +9   
T56 T65   Blake Blaser  Louisiana Tech  72   79  75       226  +10   
T56 T65   David Li  Georgia State  77   74  75       226  +10   
T63 T65   Tyler Copp  Mercer  78   74  74       226  +10   
T63 T65   Cooper Collins  Morehead State Univ  77   75  74       226  +10   
T79 T69   James Swash  Louisiana Tech  78   78  71       227  +11   
T42 T69   Oliver Simonsen  Chattanooga  73   76  78       227  +11   
T76 T71   Carson Ownbey  Charlotte  76   79  73       228  +12   
T63 T71   Ashton Poole  Georgia State  76   76  76       228  +12   
T56 T71   Fisher Vollendorf *  Charlotte  78   73  77       228  +12   
T84 T74   Patrick Poate  Florida Atlantic  76   81  72       229  +13   
T69 T74   Walker Cress  James Madison  79   74  76       229  +13   
T79 T74   Brice Wilkinson  Southern Mississippi  81   75  73       229  +13   
T84 T74   Micah Knisley  Austin Peay State  75   82  72       229  +13   
T69 T74   Takafumi Shimoji  Kennesaw State  79   74  76       229  +13   
T84 T74   Spencer Ball  Mercer  78   79  72       229  +13   
T84 T80   Matt Smith  Chattanooga  79   78  73       230  +14   
T84 T80   Leon Bader  Chattanooga  81   76  73       230  +14   
T76 T80   Joe Muschong  Morehead State Univ  75   80  75       230  +14   
T73 T83   Adam Thorp  Arkansas State  77   77  77       231  +15   
T84 T83   Dawson McDaniel  Western Kentucky  76   81  74       231  +15   
T96 T83   Chase Korte  Austin Peay State  81   81  69       231  +15   
T84 T83   Preston Topper  Kennesaw State  81   76  74       231  +15   
T79 T83   Dakota Terry  North Alabama  74   82  75       231  +15   
T69 T83   Garrett Whitfield  Austin Peay State  77   76  78       231  +15 
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T79 T89   Nick Schlickenrieder  James Madison  78   78  76       232  +16   
T94 T89   Brian Richards  Southern Mississippi  83   76  73       232  +16   
T92 T89   Brady Keran  Kennesaw State  79   79  74       232  +16   
T84 T89   JC Tvergaard  ULM  83   74  75       232  +16   
T79 T89   Ryan Gillum  Morehead State Univ  80   76  76       232  +16   
T76 94   Michael Busse  Austin Peay State  76   79  79       234  +18   
T92 95   Reagan Harrell  Auburn  82   76  78       236  +20   
T94 96   Brock Healy  Kennesaw State  81   78  79       238  +22   
T96 97   Frankie Wade  North Alabama  85   77  77       239  +23   
T96 98   Ethan Werblo  Mercer  83   79  80       242  +26   
T96 99   Lino Galdin  Mercer  77   85  83       245  +29   
100 100   Jon Kosier  Morehead State Univ  86   83  83       252  +36   
101 101   Zac Viminitz  Morehead State Univ  86   86  81       253  +37   
102 -    Dawson Atkinson  South Alabama  D   80  72       -     -      
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WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, May 5, 2020 
Men’s and Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant 
  
WKU GOLF LOOKS TO THE POSITIVES AMIDST PANDEMIC 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Spread out across the country, WKU Golf learned of its fate. The Lady Topper 
squad was on its spring break trip, six of them relaxing in a condo in Florida on their day off. The men’s 
team had just split up after an event at the beginning of the week. Some were at home, some were on 
campus, a few were even together at the first round of The Players Championship. And suddenly, none 
of them would complete the 2019-20 season. 
  
“They weren’t here, I wasn’t with them, so it really made it difficult,” said men’s golf head coach Chan 
Metts. “It was just kind of a panic moment for everybody.” 
  
“Obviously the kids had a lot of questions and I didn’t have a lot of answers for them either,” said 
women’s golf head coach Adam Gary, who had to return from marking the course for WKU’s upcoming 
event to break the news to the team. “It was kind of a tough time.” 
  
Right when momentum appeared to be shifting to the Hilltoppers and Lady Toppers, the seasons were 
cut short. The men’s squad had just returned to campus after one of the strongest team performances 
of the season. They were feeling encouraged. 
  
“We didn’t really have the fall season that we wanted,” said senior captain Tom Bevington. “Throughout 
February, we just started working even harder than we were before and we had finally just broken some 
ground with the play that we wanted to at Auburn.” 
  
The women’s team was headed into their very own Spring Break Shootout, an event the team had 
historically dominated. 
  
Once the dust started to settle, the realization sunk in for many that the seniors in the golf program, and 
other athletic programs around the country, may or may not get another shot at playing. 
  
Three of the five seniors between the men’s and women’s golf programs have opted to not return with 
the extra year of eligibility granted by the NCAA. After giving it thought, Abigail Smee was one of those 
that chose to not come back to The Hill for an extra year. 
  
“When I came to terms with it, I just choose to think about all the good things I’ve had over the past four 
years. I just try to be grateful for that instead of being sad about how it had ended,” Smee said. After 
staying in the United States for a few days after the season cancelation, she moved up her flight and 
returned home to her family in England. There have been particularly difficult moments as what should-
have-been milestones passed by as normal days. 
  
“I knew when we were meant to be playing our conference championship, and I had memories coming 
up from last year when we at conference,” Smee recalled of the weeks prior. “But I’ve just been trying 
to think of all the good things and the good memories from the past four years, and not get too down 
about it because there’s a lot of people in my position, I guess I’m not the only one.” 
  
While Smee and fellow non-returning seniors Bailey Tyree and Linus Lo will certainly be missed by WKU 
next season, the programs will return each of their captains: Bevington on the men’s side and Mary 
Joiner for the women. 
  
When the questions about the extra year of eligibility started circling, Bevington contemplated moving 
on. “For me, when they first started floating the idea around that we might be able to come back, I 
didn’t really think much about it,” he said. “Maybe some people, but I didn’t really think I’d come back. 
But the more you think about it, the more it’s just like ‘why not?’ Nothing is really happening in the 
world right now, I don’t really know who’s hiring, but not many people. The professional game has kind 
of stopped, college golf might be more of a solid place to be in the next year or so. Once I realized I had 
the chance to come and play for Coach (Metts) and play with my teammates again, I didn’t really want 
to pass that up.” 
  
Joiner, who wished for a stronger senior season to cap her record-breaking career at WKU, is ready to 
come back and fulfill that dream. “I never really thought about it that hard, I thought ‘Oh that’d be cool’ 
but never really considered (coming back),” she noted. “I was planning on getting a job, moving 
somewhere, but then I gave it some more thought. To have the opportunity to play again and finish my 
season on a better note, it would be really hard to pass up. I’m excited to come back next year and just 
end on a better note.” 
  
With the eligibility set for the upcoming season, the student-athletes turned a page to decide what to do 
with this unique time. Golf is one of the lucky sports where a few private and public courses have 
remained open around the country, readily available for varying types of practice and reps. Some WKU 
golfers are in areas with open courses, while others haven’t had access until just this week, forcing some 
creative methods to get work in. 
  
“I have guys that are still going out and hitting their own golf balls, shagging their own balls around, 
making sure that they’re getting those reps in,” said Metts. “That’s really been my message to my guys 
and to our team.” 
  
“Golf is very fortunate since we still have the golf courses open,” said Gary. “Even with technology, I 
know a lot other players before this pandemic were able to video their swings and send them to 
coaches. Obviously, they have access to technology and golf courses they can go out on. We’re still able 
to do most of what we were doing before, just not as a group, not together.” 
  
Joiner was thankful that courses in the Southcentral Kentucky area have stayed open for play but has 
struggled with certain pieces of her game she’d like to focus and improve on. Due to social distancing 
limitations, some courses have closed their practice facilities and/or modified their courses to limit 
contact. 
  
“The weirdest thing for me is, this offseason I wanted to hit my short game really hard and at my 
country club, there’s no holes, it’s just sticks in the ground,” Joiner said. “I can’t really work on my 
putting. You can work on speed but that’s about it. It’s been kind of disappointing. I’ve been able to play 
whenever, but in terms of actually getting those short game reps in, that hasn’t really been available so 
that’s been frustrating. But I’m still lucky, some of my teammates, all of their courses have been shut 
down so at least I have some resources.” 
  
Bevington is in an area where practice facilities are closed and golf courses are congested, making reps 
on the actual course especially limited. 
  
“It’s actually not been particularly easy to get out there,” Bevington admitted. “I have a net in my 
garden, and I have a mat in my living room, which I’ve been putting on. I’ve been working on my swing 
in the net, putting in my living room, and I just go and play nine holes whenever there’s a time, in the 
evening usually, and try and get some reps in that way.” 
  
Regardless of access and ease, the message from Metts to his team has remained the same. “At some 
point, we will hopefully be back to normal, and the guys who have chosen this time wisely to try and get 
everything they can out of every single rep that we have, from now until the time that it comes time to 
start playing again, those are the teams that are going to be the most prepared to hit the ground 
running in the fall. I expect our guys to have done the proper work with what we have available to us 
right now.” 
  
Gary added, “I think we’re still going to get a lot of good work done and it won’t slow golf down that 
much.” While the competitive edge between individuals and teams is missing, and the threat of 
unnecessary tinkering to swings due to boredom and excess time is lingering, Gary and Metts are 
confident their teams are up to the challenge, and admit, everyone is in the same boat. 
  
“Everybody’s fighting the same battles,” said Metts. “It’s not like there are other college players that are 
out there able to play competitions. It’s really the same mental aspect that we take into every 
tournament. Whether it’s raining, you’re playing on greens that aren’t perfect, everybody’s playing on 
the same golf course. Everybody’s going to be playing under the same conditions in the fall. We have to 
keep those things in mind. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, May 27, 2020 
Men’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant 
  
METTS ADDS GRADUATE TRANSFER CHRISTIAN TOOLEY 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU men’s golf head coach Chan Metts announced the addition of graduate 
transfer Christian Tooley to the 2020-21 roster. 
  
“We are lucky that it worked out for Christian to have another year of eligibility left to join our 
program,” Metts said. “He is a very high character young man with a great work ethic, which are two 
qualities we value greatly here.” 
  
As a Bowling Green native, Tooley was a five-year letterwinner at Warren East High School prior to 
playing at Kentucky Wesleyan for his first four years of eligibility. With an additional year of eligibility 
after the blanket waiver for spring sports, Tooley has chosen to transfer to WKU for his final year.  
  
Tooley carried a 72.38 scoring average across the 2019-20 year. He also holds the Kentucky Wesleyan 
program record in 18 and 36-hole scores. 
  
He led the Panthers in tournament scoring average in each of his four seasons in Owensboro. Tooley’s 
career scoring average of 75.2 strokes is the lowest average at Kentucky Wesleyan in 27 years. 
  
After being named First-Team All-Conference in 2018, Tooley was awarded the KWC Male Athlete of the 
Year. 
  
In addition to five individual tournament wins, he also won the Division II Midwest Regional during his 
sophomore year in 2017. 
  
Tooley’s brother, Keith Tooley, was a WKU Men’s Golf letterwinner in 2013 and 2014. 
  
“His family has ties to Western Kentucky and he has spent a lot of time with our assistant, Coach Mully 
(John Mullendore), which makes him a great fit for us.” 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, June 18, 2020 
Men’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Assistant 
 
LINUS LO NAMED ALL-CONFERENCE USA SECOND TEAM 
 
DALLAS — WKU men’s golf redshirt senior Linus Lo was named to the All-Conference USA Second Team 
on Thursday. 
  
“Linus is one of the hardest workers I have ever had the pleasure to coach,” said men’s golf head coach 
Chan Metts. “He is very deserving of being an All-Conference player. Especially looking at his fall season 
he set a program record for scoring average in a semester. It’s unfortunate that we didn’t get to finish 
out his final season, because he certainly had a great opportunity to earn an individual NCAA Regional 
bid.” 
  
After recording the lowest individual season stroke average in program history since at least 1994-95, Lo 
earned a spot on the All-Conference USA lists. With the honor, Lo became the third Hilltopper to earn 
all-conference accolades since joining Conference USA in 2014-15.  
  
It was the fourth time in total a Hilltopper was named to an All-Conference USA team as former WKU 
golfer Billy Tom Sargent was Second Team in 2018 and named to the First Team along with teammate 
Stuart Easton in 2019.  
  
Lo’s final campaign as a Hilltopper started with his first collegiate victory at the Graeme McDowell 
Invitational hosted by UAB. He maintained a season stroke average of 71.4 through the seven team 
events the Hilltoppers competing in prior to the COVID-19 pandemic.  
  
The Bradenton, Fla., native notched top-25 finishes at five of the seven team competitions in addition to 
leading the team in scoring on five occasions. He was one of just three Conference USA golfers with 
individual victories in the 2019-20 season. He was also the fourth highest ranked C-USA men’s golfer in 
the final Golfstat rankings.  
  
All-Conference USA First Team 
John Gough, Charlotte 
Mac Murphy, Louisiana Tech 
Jake Benson, Rice 
William Walker III, UAB 
Murray Naysmith, UAB 
  
All-Conference USA Second Team 
Marc Boucher, Charlotte 
Tanner Owens, Middle Tennessee 
Gustav Fransson, Old Dominion 
Oskar Ambrosius, UTEP 
Linus Lo, WKU 
  
All-Conference USA Third Team 
Alex Maguire, Florida Atlantic 
Viktor Forslund, North Texas 
Ben Reichert, UAB 
Khavish Varadan, UAB 
Christian Fanfelle, UTSA 
  
Conference USA All-Freshman Team  
Dongjin Park, Charlotte 
Alex Maguire, Florida Atlantic 
Robbie Latter, Southern Miss 
Thongpipat Rattanayanon, Southern Miss 
Khavish Varadan, UAB 
  
C-USA Player of the Year 
John Gough, Charlotte 
  
C-USA Freshman of the Year 
Khavish Varadan, UAB 
  
C-USA Coach of the Year 
Mike Wilson, UAB 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, August 26, 2020 
Men’s and Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
WKU MEN’S AND WOMEN’S GOLF RELEASE FALL SCHEDULE 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU men’s golf head coach Chan Metts and women’s golf head coach Adam 
Gary announced Wednesday their upcoming Fall 2020 schedules. 
  
Each program currently has four events on the docket for Fall 2020. Tournaments and tournament dates 
are subject to change due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
  
Lady Topper Golf is slated to be the first WKU Sports team to return to competition since Tuesday, 
March 10, when baseball, softball, men’s golf and women’s golf were all in action prior to the 
cancellation of spring sports. 
  
WKU will head to the USA Intercollegiate for the fourth consecutive year on Sept. 5 to play in the three-
day event hosted by South Alabama. The Lady Toppers have a storied history at the tournament as 
graduate senior Mary Joiner won the individual title in 2018 and sophomore Sarah Arnold finished in 
second in 2019. 
  
The women’s squad will head back to Alabama for the Hoover Country Club Invitational hosted by 
Conference USA opponent UAB on September 20-21. It will be the first UAB event the Lady Toppers 
have played in since the 2015-16 season. For its third event, the team will compete in the Jupiter 
Women’s Invitational hosted by Florida Atlantic on October 11-12. 
  
Rounding out the fall season, WKU will compete in the Mercer Invitational in Macon, Ga., on November 
9-10. The Lady Toppers have seen success at Mercer’s events in the past, including a second-place finish 
as a team at the 2017 Idle Hour Collegiate Championship and Joiner taking home the individual title as 
freshman in 2016. 
  
Hilltopper Golf will start its fall season just one week after the women, traveling to Choudrant, La., for 
the Jim Rivers Intercollegiate hosted by Louisiana Tech. The three-day event will begin on Sunday, Sept. 
13. The last time the Hilltoppers competed in a tournament hosted by Louisiana Tech was in 2016-17 
when the Red and White finished t-7th at Squire Creek Country Club. 
  
The Hilltoppers are going to return to the Graeme McDowell Invitational hosted by UAB in late 
September, the site of former Hilltopper Linus Lo’s first career win. Lo earned Conference USA Player of 
the Week honors for his 9-under 207 performance in the first event of the 2019 season. 
  
WKU will also be returning to familiar territory in Murfreesboro, Tenn., for the Intercollegiate at The 
Grove. In 2019, the Tops tied for third and finished six shots in front of defending, back-to-back 
Conference USA Champions and tournament host Middle Tennessee. The Hilltoppers will wrap up the 
season at the Health Plan Mountaineer Invitational hosted by West Virginia on October 19-20. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, September 4, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
LADY TOPPER GOLF COMPETES IN FIRST WKU EVENT OF 2020-21 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Just 15 days after the official announcement that fall competition for golf was 
permitted by Conference USA and WKU, Lady Topper Golf will play in the first competitive sporting 
event for WKU since March 10. The Lady Toppers will travel to Mobile, Ala., to compete in the USA 
Intercollegiate beginning on Saturday.  
 
“It’s a privilege to get to do this and I’m so excited we’re going to be able to play golf this fall,” said head 
coach Adam Gary on the upcoming season. “I’m thankful that (Director of Athletics) Todd Stewart and 
the administration, and our conference, fought for us to have this opportunity to play because there 
may only be 50 teams or so that are going to have the opportunity to play this fall. It’s really going to 
give us a leg up in the spring because we’re going to have those tournament reps, we’re going to have 
more practices and more motivation.” 
 
Arkansas State, Lamar, Little Rock, host South Alabama, UAB and ULM make up the seven-team field 
alongside WKU. The Lady Toppers enter the event as the highest-ranked team at No. 99 in the latest 
Golfstat rankings from the past spring.  
 
WKU has a storied history at the USA Intercollegiate including a t-3rd and third-place team finish in the 
last two seasons. In 2019, sophomore Sarah Arnold finished second at the event, tying the lowest 54-
hole score in program history at 208. Graduate senior Mary Joiner won the individual title in 2018 with 
that same 54-hole record.  
 
Senior captain Megan Clarke claimed the top spot for the Lady Toppers after two weeks of qualifying 
rounds. Graduate transfer Teri Doss exchanged several rounds with Clarke, ultimately scoring well 
enough for the second spot in the lineup.  
 
“It was a dog fight for that top spot,” said Gary of the back and forth between Clarke and Doss. “I’m 
looking forward to the competition. We have a little bit larger team than normal, a little deeper team 
than we have in years past. I really feel like that competition is going to be the thing to help us improve 
this year.” 
 
Following Doss in the lineup is fellow newcomer and freshman Rachel Rich. Rich hails from South 
Carolina and will make her Lady Topper debut at the Intercollegiate. Joiner will take the fourth spot on 
the five-man squad while freshman and Kentucky native Rylea Marcum rounded out the lineup.  
 
Sophomore Sarah Arnold and senior Olivia Reed will compete at South Alabama as individuals.  
 
The Lady Toppers are set to play 18 holes a day through Saturday, Sunday and Monday for a total of 54 
holes. A tee-time format will begin at 8 a.m. CT each day at the 6,002-yard, par-72 Robert Trent Jones 
Trail - Magnolia Grove (Crossings Course). 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, September 5, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
WKU GETS OFF TO STRONG START AT SOUTH ALABAMA 
 
MOBILE, Ala. – Lady Topper Golf started strong in the first round of the USA Intercollegiate, shooting a 
team total 2-under 286. WKU leads by four shots at the 6,002-yard, par-72 Robert Trent Jones Trail - 
Magnolia Grove (Crossings Course). 
 
Freshman Rylea Marcum led the WKU lineup, firing a 5-under 67 in her collegiate debut. She tied 
current senior Megan Clarke and former Lady Topper Ellinor Haag for the second-best round in program 
history. Marcum notched eight birdies in 13 holes to earn the accomplishment. She leads the field by a 
single stroke after the first round. 
 
Just behind Marcum is sophomore Sarah Arnold. Competing as an individual, Arnold birdied four of her 
last eight holes to jump up to third on the individual leaderboard. The Illinois native finished second at 
the 2019 USA Intercollegiate and is currently two shots back from the lead.  
 
Three Lady Toppers carded rounds of 1-over 73, including senior Megan Clarke, redshirt senior Teri Doss 
and graduate senior Mary Joiner. Clarke and Doss recorded two birdies on their back nine to climb the 
leaderboard. The senior trio is tied for eighth after the first day.  
 
Freshman Rachel Rich rounded out the lineup and is 32nd after shooting a 6-over 78 in her Lady Topper 
debut.  
 
Senior Olivia Reed was the second WKU golfer to compete as an individual. She shot a 2-over 74 and is 
tied for 16th.  
 
WKU’s tee times for the second round will begin at 10 a.m. CT on Sunday morning.  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, September 6, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
LADY TOPPER GOLF EXTENDS LEAD AFTER SECOND ROUND 
 
MOBILE, Ala. – WKU Women’s Golf extended its lead on Sunday as the squad shot an ever-par 288 at 
the 6,002-yard, par-72 Robert Trent Jones Trail - Magnolia Grove (Crossings Course). 
 
Two Lady Toppers in the lineup finished under par to help create the five-shot difference between WKU 
and host South Alabama headed into the final round. Senior Megan Clarke and redshirt senior Teri Doss 
each shot 1-under 71 during the second round. The pair is tied for seventh on the individual 
leaderboard.  
 
Freshman Rylea Marcum followed up her first-round 67 with a second-round 74. She is in second place, 
just three shots back, at her first collegiate event.  
 
Rounding out the scoring was graduate senior Mary Joiner. The team veteran shot an even-par 72 to 
give WKU its leg up on South Alabama. She is now tied for 10th. Freshman Rachel Rich shot 7-over 79 on 
the day and is tied for 33rd.  
 
The two Lady Topper individuals have also found success on the golf course. Senior Olivia Reed fired a 2-
under 70 to move up the leaderboard. She is tied with Doss and Clarke for seventh. Sophomore Sarah 
Arnold shot 7-over 79 and is tied for 13th. 
 
Including the WKU individuals, six of the top 15 golfers on the leaderboard are Lady Toppers.  
 
Tee times for Monday’s final round will begin at 8 a.m. CT. 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, September 7, 2020 
Men’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
METTS ANNOUNCES TOOLEY AND O’TOOLE AS CAPTAIN ADDITIONS WITH BEVINGTON 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU men’s golf head coach Chan Metts announced the addition of Christian 
Tooley and Caleb O’Toole as captains alongside Tom Bevington for the 2020-21 season.  
 
“I’m very excited about the leadership of these three,” said Metts on the captain trio. “They understand 
what we are trying to accomplish as a program and how we need to go about our jobs in order to 
accomplish our goals.  I’m very excited about this upcoming season and our captains that will be leading 
the way.” 
 
Redshirt senior Bevington returned to the Hilltoppers for a fifth year with the blanket year of eligibility 
granted to spring sports. The England native enters his second year as captain for WKU after leading the 
squad in 2019-20. He had the second-best season stroke average last season and will enter the 
Hilltoppers’ first event of 2020-21 in the lead spot in the lineup.  
 
“Tom is in his second stint as a captain in the program,” said Metts on the returner. “He handled the role 
last year with a lot of success for what I expect out of our captains.  We are very fortunate that he is 
coming back for an extra year, not only because of his play, but for the leadership he provides this team. 
I’m looking forward to watching him continue to develop in this role and I know we will benefit from it.” 
 
Joining Bevington as a captain for this season is fellow returner O’Toole. The senior transferred to WKU 
in 2019-20 after two years at Central Alabama Community College. He finished his inaugural Hilltopper 
season with a 75.0 stroke average, the fourth-best on the team.  
 
“Caleb is such a hard worker and tough competitor on and off the course,” said Metts. “Having a 
mentally tough player that doesn’t complain or make excuses and is always willing to roll up his sleeves 
and do what is necessary to make himself and the team better, is something that makes a great captain. 
Caleb has many of those qualities and I’m excited about the future of our program with him as a 
captain.” 
 
Rounding out the trio of captains is graduate transfer Tooley. The Roundhill, Ky., native played four 
seasons at Kentucky Wesleyan, leading the Panthers in scoring average for each of those seasons. He 
was able to transfer to WKU with the blanket year of eligibility granted by the NCAA.  
 
“His leadership has been extremely apparent on and off the golf course,” said Metts of the addition. “His 
play has spoken for itself through qualifying. He’s a player that you can tell loves Western Kentucky and 
he’s got some family ties here. He’s a blue-collar kid that really likes to work hard. He checks so many 
boxes for us and he’s been a great addition so far. We’re really looking forward to having him here for 
the entire season.” 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, September 7, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
LADY TOPPER GOLF WINS THE FIRST COLLEGE TOURNEY SINCE PANDEMIC BEGAN 
 
MOBILE, Ala. – WKU won its eighth team title in seven years on Monday as the Lady Toppers claimed 
the USA Intercollegiate Championship by nine strokes. The win marks the first Division I golf victory since 
the cancelation of spring sports in mid-March. 
 
Head coach Adam Gary now holds the program record for career coaching wins at eight, having won at 
least one in each of his seven seasons at the helm.  
 
The final round score of 4-under 284 ties the program record or lowest team round. The team’s 6-under 
858 is the second-lowest 54-hole score in Lady Topper Golf history.  
 
“I’m just so happy we have the opportunity to showcase the talent we had on the team this year,” said 
Gary on the team win.  
 
Freshman Rylea Marcum led the charge for the Lady Toppers finishing second overall with a total score 
of 5-under 211 after shooting 2-under 70 on Monday.  
 
“I’m so proud of how the team played today, especially Rylea being her first college event and shooting 
the scores that she did,” Gary said. “She played well this summer and I knew she was going to carry that 
forward this fall.” 
 
Several Lady Toppers filled in the top of the leaderboard, including redshirt senior Teri Doss. The 
Paducah native shot her tournament-best 3-under 69 on Tuesday to tie for third overall.  
 
Graduate senior Mary Joiner shot a 1-under 71 in the final round to finish solo seventh on the individual 
leaderboard. She finished at even-par 216 for the 54-hole total.  
 
Finishing up WKU’s team scoring during the final round was senior Megan Clarke. She shot 3-over 74 on 
Tuesday to finish at 2-over 218 on the tournament. She placed 12th individually.  
 
Freshman Rachel Rich completed her first ever collegiate golf tournament tied for 28th.  
 
Individual sophomore Sarah Arnold finished the day at 3-under 69 and tied for eighth on the 
leaderboard. Senior Olivia Reed also competed as an individual and shot a 4-over 76 and finished t-14. 
 
Six of the seven Lady Toppers who competed finished in the top 15 of the field.  
 
Lady Topper Golf has a two-week break before competing in the Hoover Country Club Invitational on 
September 20. The event will be hosted by fellow Conference USA member, UAB.  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, September 12, 2020 
Men’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
HILLTOPPER GOLF OPENS SEASON AT LOUISIANA TECH 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Men’s Golf will begin its 2020 fall season by traveling to Choudrant, La., to 
compete against 11 other teams in the Jim Rivers Intercollegiate. The tournament is hosted by fellow 
Conference USA member Louisiana Tech. The Hilltoppers are set to play 18 holes each day from Sunday 
through Tuesday at the par-72, 7,070-yard Squire Creek Country Club.  
 
At the Intercollegiate, WKU is slated to compete against No. 44 UAB, No. 93 ULM and No. 94 South 
Alabama as well as Abilene Christian, Central Arkansas, Houston Baptist, host Louisiana Tech, Lamar, 
Little Rock, Louisiana-Lafayette and Texas State.  
 
Due to the ongoing pandemic, collegiate golf tournament fields have been adjusting in size and format. 
With this in mind, six Hilltoppers, rather than five, will be in WKU’s lineup while only the four best scores 
will count for each round.  
 
Redshirt senior Tom Bevington will lead WKU at the top of its lineup followed by fellow captains 
graduate senior Christian Tooley and senior Caleb O’Toole. Senior Chase Landrum will fill the fourth spot 
in the six-man lineup while redshirt junior Dawson McDaniel is in fifth with sophomore Luke Fuller 
finishing the squad.  
 
Bevington has the lowest returning season stroke average from 2019-20 at 74.5. Both he and Landrum 
competed in the most events for WKU in 2019-20 at eight tournaments, including one individual 
competition. Landrum had the third-best season stroke average on the team at 74.9 while O’Toole was 
just behind him at 75.0. 
 
“It’ll be nice to play a golf tournament again,” said Bevington on the upcoming event. “I’m looking 
forward to traveling with the team and going out and playing.” 
 
The Hilltoppers were catching their stride when spring sports were cancelled six months ago, having just 
finished t-6th as a team at the Tiger Invitational hosted by Auburn. A long off-season combined with 
several rounds of qualifying awaited the team prior to this week’s first competition.  
 
On Monday, men’s golf head coach Chan Metts announced the additions of Tooley and O’Toole as 
captains alongside Bevington. The three have displayed excellent leadership on and off the golf course 
through weeks of practice and qualifying rounds.  
 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, September 13, 2020 




O’TOOLE LEADS TOPS IN FIRST ROUND OF FALL SEASON 
 
CHOUDRANT, La. – WKU men’s golf senior Caleb O’Toole led the Hilltoppers in scoring in their first 
round of the Jim Rivers Intercollegiate hosted by Louisiana Tech. WKU sits in fifth after shooting 1-under 
287 for the first 18 holes. The Hilltoppers are just three shots out of the top three and five strokes off 
the lead.  
 
Alabama native O’Toole shot 2-under 70 at the par-72, 7,105-yard Squire Creek County Club on Sunday. 
Finishing the round with a birdie on his second to last hole, the co-captain is tied for sixth and three 
shots back from the lead. He notched four birdies total throughout the day.  
 
Just behind O’Toole were redshirt senior Tom Bevington and redshirt junior Dawson McDaniel. The pair 
each finished at 1-under 71 and are tied for 12th after the first round. Like O’Toole, Bevington birdied 
No. 17 while McDaniel recorded an eagle on the same hole to finish under par.  
 
Factoring in the six-count-four format seen at the Intercollegiate, graduate transfer Christian Tooley 
rounded out the Tops scoring on Sunday. He shot 3-over 75 in his WKU debut and is currently tied for 
38th in the field.  
 
Sophomore Luke Fuller carded a 4-over 76 on the day while senior Chase Landrum finished at 12-over 
84. They are tied for 45th and solo 73rd, respectively.  
 
UAB’s Nick Robillard is atop the individual leaderboard after firing a 5-under 67. Texas State leads the 
12-team field at 6-under 282.  
 
The second round is slated to begin at 8 a.m. CT on Monday morning and live scoring can be found 






Dates: Sep 14 - Sep 15 
 
Pos. Team/Player (seed) Rd 1 Total
1 Texas State 282 282
T3 Logan Lockwood (1) 69 69
T6 Dalton Hankamer (2) 70 70
T6 Fabian Sunden (4) 70 70
T22 T. Payne Johnson (6) 73 73
T28 Evan White (5) 74 74
T66 Trace Martin (3) 79 79
2 Little Rock 283 283
T3 Anton Albers (2) 69 69
T6 Hunter Walker (3) 70 70
T12 Magnus Lomholt (4) 71 71
T22 Logan Pate (1) 73 73
T28 Nico Horder (5) 74 74
T28 Vid Potocar (6) 74 74
3 UAB 284 284
1 Nick Robillard (4) 67 67
T6 William Walker, III (1) 70 70
T22 Ethan Hagood (3) 73 73
T28 Drew Mathers (2) 74 74
T52 Khavish Varadan (5) 77 77
T52 Ben Reichert (6) 77 77
4 South Alabama 286 286
2 Yannick Schuetz (1) 68 68
T16 Kyle Robinson (4) 72 72
T16 Anders Emil Ejlersen (6) 72 72
T28 Jordan Plunkett (2) 74 74
T28 Eli Mitchell (3) 74 74
T52 Dawson Atkinson (5) 77 77
5 Western Kentucky 287 287
T6 Caleb O'Toole (3) 70 70
T12 Tom Bevington (1) 71 71
T12 Dawson McDaniel (5) 71 71
T38 Christian Tooley (2) 75 75
T45 Luke Fuller (6) 76 76
73 Chase Landrum (4) 84 84
T6 ULM 288 288
T3 Andoni Etchenique (2) 69 69
T16 Guillaume Fanonnel (3) 72 72
T22 Otto Van Buynder (1) 73 73
T28 Keegan McLachlan (5) 74 74
T38 Melan Dhaubedal (4) 75 75
T52 Michael Gilbert (6) 77 77
T6 Louisiana Tech 288 288
T6 Sam Murphy (4) 70 70
T16 Lake Juban (3) 72 72
T16 James Swash (5) 72 72
T28 Will Patrick (6) 74 74
T45 Mac Murphy (1) 76 76
T66 Hunter Battles (2) 79 79
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
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Pos. Team/Player (seed) Rd 1 Total
T8 Lamar University 296 296
T16 Juho Kurikka (5) 72 72
T28 Carl Hardin (4) 74 74
T38 Pedro Marin (2) 75 75
T38 Jacob Lindh (6) 75 75
T45 Nikolai Schaffrath (3) 76 76
T52 Hugo Hellman (1) 77 77
T8 Abilene Christian U. 296 296
T12 Brian Choe (1) 71 71
T22 Charlie Jackson (6) 73 73
T45 Alex Clouse (2) 76 76
T45 Chase Allison (4) 76 76
T63 Zane Heusel (3) 78 78
T63 Logan Diomede (5) 78 78
10 Louisiana 303 303
T22 Peter Hinnant (2) 73 73
T38 Jake Marler (3) 75 75
T45 Matt Weber (1) 76 76
T66 Bjorn Gudjonsson (4) 79 79
72 Cole Kendrick (5) 83 83
11 Central Arkansas 305 305
T28 Palmer McSpadden (6) 74 74
T52 Blaine Calhoon (1) 77 77
T52 Nate Jolly (3) 77 77
T52 Josh Turnock (4) 77 77
T52 Davis Irving (5) 77 77
T63 Miles Smith (2) 78 78
12 Houston Baptist 308 308
T38 Mason Ghidina (5) 75 75
T52 Cooper New (3) 77 77
T52 Oliver Dickman (6) 77 77
T66 Marcelo Trevino (1) 79 79
70 Michael Townsend (2) 80 80
71 Ransom Jacobson (4) 81 81
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
Individuals 
 
Pos. Player (Team) Rd 1 Total
T38 Blake Blaser (Louisiana Tech ) 75 75
T45 JC Wigglesworth (Louisiana Tech ) 76 76
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
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O’TOOLE TIED FOR FIFTH HEADED INTO FINAL ROUND 
 
CHOUDRANT, La. – WKU men’s golf senior Caleb O’Toole once again led the Hilltoppers in scoring for 
the second round of the Jim Rivers Intercollegiate hosted by Louisiana Tech. The Tops shot 7-over 295 at 
the par-72, 7,105-yard Squire Creek Country Club and sit in sixth headed into the final round.  
 
Co-captain O’Toole shot the team low score at even-par 72 on Monday. He is tied for fifth at a 2-under 
142, just three shots back from a top-three finish. Over the two rounds, the Alabama native has 
recorded eight birdies, including one on his fourth-to-last hole on Monday to save par.  
 
Two Hilltoppers carded 2-over 74 in the second round: redshirt senior Tom Bevington and sophomore 
Luke Fuller. Co-captain Bevington recorded a par on every hole of his front nine while Fuller finished his 
round with four pars.  
 
The redshirt senior is just behind O’Toole, tied for 22nd at a two-day total of 1-over 145. After two 
rounds, Fuller is tied for 41st at 6-over 150.  
 
Graduate transfer Christian Tooley finished off the Tops’ scoring on Monday with a 3-over 75. His 6-over 
150 is tied with Fuller at 41st on the individual leaderboard.  
 
Senior Chase Landrum carded a 5-over 77 on the day and sits in 73rd while redshirt junior Dawson 
McDaniel shot 6-over 78. He is tied for 39th with a 36-hole total of 5-over 149, just three shots out of a 
top-30 finish.  
 
Tuesday’s final round will begin at 8 a.m. CT and live stats can be found here.  
 
 
Start Finish   Player Team Scores  
1 1   Nick Robillard  UAB  67  68       135  -9   
T28 T2   Drew Mathers  UAB  74  65       139  -5   
T3 T2   Anton Albers  Little Rock  69  70       139  -5   
T3 4   Logan Lockwood  Texas State  69  72       141  -3   
T16 T5   Guillaume Fanonnel  ULM  72  70       142  -2   
T6 T5   Caleb O'Toole  Western Kentucky  70  72       142  -2   
T6 T5   William Walker, III  UAB  70  72       142  -2   
T6 T5   Fabian Sunden  Texas State  70  72       142  -2   
T3 T9   Andoni Etchenique  ULM  69  74       143  -1   
T16 T9   James Swash  Louisiana Tech  72  71       143  -1   
T16 T9   Kyle Robinson  South Alabama  72  71       143  -1   
2 T9   Yannick Schuetz  South Alabama  68  75       143  -1   
T6 T9   Dalton Hankamer  Texas State  70  73       143  -1   
T22 T14   Peter Hinnant  Louisiana  73  71       144  E   
T45 T14   Chase Allison  Abilene Christian U.  76  68       144  E   
T12 T14   Brian Choe  Abilene Christian U.  71  73       144  E   
T28 T14   Keegan McLachlan  ULM  74  70       144  E   
T22 T14   Otto Van Buynder  ULM  73  71       144  E   
T28 T14   Eli Mitchell  South Alabama  74  70       144  E   
T22 T14   Ethan Hagood  UAB  73  71       144  E   
T12 T14   Magnus Lomholt  Little Rock  71  73       144  E   
T22 T22   Charlie Jackson  Abilene Christian U.  73  72       145  +1   
T38 T22   Pedro Marin  Lamar University  75  70       145  +1   
T12 T22   Tom Bevington  Western Kentucky  71  74       145  +1   
T22 T22   T. Payne Johnson  Texas State  73  72       145  +1   
T6 T26   Sam Murphy  Louisiana Tech  70  76       146  +2   
T28 T26   Jordan Plunkett  South Alabama  74  72       146  +2   
T22 T26   Logan Pate  Little Rock  73  73       146  +2   
T6 29   Hunter Walker  Little Rock  70  77       147  +3   
T28 T30   Carl Hardin  Lamar University  74  74       148  +4   
T45 T30   Nikolai Schaffrath  Lamar University  76  72       148  +4   
T52 T30   Hugo Hellman  Lamar University  77  71       148  +4   
T38 T30   Melan Dhaubedal  ULM  75  73       148  +4   
T45 T30   Mac Murphy  Louisiana Tech  76  72       148  +4   
T52 T30   Khavish Varadan  UAB  77  71       148  +4   
T52 T30   Ben Reichert  UAB  77  71       148  +4   
T28 T30   Evan White  Texas State  74  74       148  +4   
T66 T30   Trace Martin  Texas State  79  69       148  +4   
T38 T39   Jake Marler  Louisiana  75  74       149  +5   
T16 T39   Lake Juban  Louisiana Tech  72  77       149  +5   
T12 T39   Dawson McDaniel  Western Kentucky  71  78       149  +5   
T45 T42   Matt Weber  Louisiana  76  74       150  +6   
T16 T42   Juho Kurikka  Lamar University  72  78       150  +6   
T45 T42   Luke Fuller  Western Kentucky  76  74       150  +6   
T38 T42   Christian Tooley  Western Kentucky  75  75       150  +6 
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM





Dates: Sep 14 - Sep 15 
 
Start Finish   Player Team Scores  
T28 T42   Vid Potocar  Little Rock  74  76       150  +6   
T52 T47   Blaine Calhoon  Central Arkansas  77  74       151  +7   
T28 T47   Will Patrick  Louisiana Tech  74  77       151  +7   
T28 T47   Nico Horder  Little Rock  74  77       151  +7   
T52 T50   Oliver Dickman  Houston Baptist  77  75       152  +8   
T28 T50   Palmer McSpadden  Central Arkansas  74  78       152  +8   
T52 T50   Josh Turnock  Central Arkansas  77  75       152  +8   
T52 T50   Nate Jolly  Central Arkansas  77  75       152  +8   
T66 T50   Bjorn Gudjonsson  Louisiana  79  73       152  +8   
T63 T50   Zane Heusel  Abilene Christian U.  78  74       152  +8   
T52 T50   Michael Gilbert  ULM  77  75       152  +8   
T38 T57   Mason Ghidina  Houston Baptist  75  78       153  +9   
T52 T57   Cooper New  Houston Baptist  77  76       153  +9   
T63 T57   Miles Smith  Central Arkansas  78  75       153  +9   
T45 T57   Alex Clouse  Abilene Christian U.  76  77       153  +9   
T38 T61   Jacob Lindh  Lamar University  75  79       154  +10   
T38 T61   Blake Blaser *  Louisiana Tech  75  79       154  +10   
T52 T61   Dawson Atkinson  South Alabama  77  77       154  +10   
T16 T61   Anders Emil Ejlersen  South Alabama  72  82       154  +10   
T52 T65   Davis Irving  Central Arkansas  77  78       155  +11   
T66 T65   Hunter Battles  Louisiana Tech  79  76       155  +11   
71 67   Ransom Jacobson  Houston Baptist  81  76       157  +13   
T63 68   Logan Diomede  Abilene Christian U.  78  80       158  +14   
70 T69   Michael Townsend  Houston Baptist  80  80       160  +16   
T66 T69   Marcelo Trevino  Houston Baptist  79  81       160  +16   
72 T69   Cole Kendrick  Louisiana  83  77       160  +16   
T45 T69   JC Wigglesworth *  Louisiana Tech  76  84       160  +16   
73 73   Chase Landrum  Western Kentucky  84  77       161  +17   
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM










Dates: Sep 14 - Sep 15 
 
Pos. Team/Player (seed) Rd 1 Rd 2 Total
1 UAB 284 275 559
1 Nick Robillard (4) 67 68 135
T2 Drew Mathers (2) 74 65 139
T5 William Walker, III (1) 70 72 142
T14 Ethan Hagood (3) 73 71 144
T30 Khavish Varadan (5) 77 71 148
T30 Ben Reichert (6) 77 71 148
2 Texas State 282 285 567
4 Logan Lockwood (1) 69 72 141
T5 Fabian Sunden (4) 70 72 142
T9 Dalton Hankamer (2) 70 73 143
T22 T. Payne Johnson (6) 73 72 145
T30 Trace Martin (3) 79 69 148
T30 Evan White (5) 74 74 148
3 ULM 288 284 572
T5 Guillaume Fanonnel (3) 72 70 142
T9 Andoni Etchenique (2) 69 74 143
T14 Otto Van Buynder (1) 73 71 144
T14 Keegan McLachlan (5) 74 70 144
T30 Melan Dhaubedal (4) 75 73 148
T50 Michael Gilbert (6) 77 75 152
4 South Alabama 286 288 574
T9 Yannick Schuetz (1) 68 75 143
T9 Kyle Robinson (4) 72 71 143
T14 Eli Mitchell (3) 74 70 144
T26 Jordan Plunkett (2) 74 72 146
T61 Dawson Atkinson (5) 77 77 154
T61 Anders Emil Ejlersen (6) 72 82 154
5 Little Rock 283 292 575
T2 Anton Albers (2) 69 70 139
T14 Magnus Lomholt (4) 71 73 144
T26 Logan Pate (1) 73 73 146
29 Hunter Walker (3) 70 77 147
T42 Vid Potocar (6) 74 76 150
T47 Nico Horder (5) 74 77 151
6 Western Kentucky 287 295 582
T5 Caleb O'Toole (3) 70 72 142
T22 Tom Bevington (1) 71 74 145
T39 Dawson McDaniel (5) 71 78 149
T42 Christian Tooley (2) 75 75 150
T42 Luke Fuller (6) 76 74 150
73 Chase Landrum (4) 84 77 161
T7 Louisiana Tech 288 295 583
T9 James Swash (5) 72 71 143
T26 Sam Murphy (4) 70 76 146
T30 Mac Murphy (1) 76 72 148
T39 Lake Juban (3) 72 77 149
T47 Will Patrick (6) 74 77 151
T65 Hunter Battles (2) 79 76 155
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
Pos. Team/Player (seed) Rd 1 Rd 2 Total
T7 Lamar University 296 287 583
T22 Pedro Marin (2) 75 70 145
T30 Hugo Hellman (1) 77 71 148
T30 Nikolai Schaffrath (3) 76 72 148
T30 Carl Hardin (4) 74 74 148
T42 Juho Kurikka (5) 72 78 150
T61 Jacob Lindh (6) 75 79 154
T7 Abilene Christian U. 296 287 583
T14 Brian Choe (1) 71 73 144
T14 Chase Allison (4) 76 68 144
T22 Charlie Jackson (6) 73 72 145
T50 Zane Heusel (3) 78 74 152
T57 Alex Clouse (2) 76 77 153
68 Logan Diomede (5) 78 80 158
10 Louisiana 303 292 595
T14 Peter Hinnant (2) 73 71 144
T39 Jake Marler (3) 75 74 149
T42 Matt Weber (1) 76 74 150
T50 Bjorn Gudjonsson (4) 79 73 152
T69 Cole Kendrick (5) 83 77 160
11 Central Arkansas 305 299 604
T47 Blaine Calhoon (1) 77 74 151
T50 Nate Jolly (3) 77 75 152
T50 Josh Turnock (4) 77 75 152
T50 Palmer McSpadden (6) 74 78 152
T57 Miles Smith (2) 78 75 153
T65 Davis Irving (5) 77 78 155
12 Houston Baptist 308 305 613
T50 Oliver Dickman (6) 77 75 152
T57 Cooper New (3) 77 76 153
T57 Mason Ghidina (5) 75 78 153
67 Ransom Jacobson (4) 81 76 157
T69 Marcelo Trevino (1) 79 81 160
T69 Michael Townsend (2) 80 80 160
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
Individuals 
 
Pos. Player (Team) Rd 1 Rd 2 Total
T61 Blake Blaser (Louisiana Tech ) 75 79 154
T69 JC Wigglesworth (Louisiana Tech ) 76 84 160
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, September 15, 2020 




HILLTOPPER GOLF WRAPS UP FIRST EVENT OF SEASON 
  
CHOUDRANT, La. – WKU men’s golf finished its first event of the season on Tuesday as it completed the 
third and final round of the Jim Rivers Invitational. The Hilltoppers finished 10th in the field as co-
captains senior Caleb O’Toole and redshirt senior Tom Bevington notched the best finish at t-25th.  
  
“We started out the tournament really well,” said head coach Chan Metts on the Tops’ play. “I was very 
happy with the way we were playing, but unfortunately, we were just not able to close the event out.”  
  
Co-captain and graduate transfer Christian Tooley had the Tops’ low score of the day at an even-par 72 
at the par-72, 7,002-yard Squire Creek Country Club. He finished his inaugural tournament for WKU at t-
30th on the individual leaderboard.  
  
England native Bevington shot 3-over 75 to finish at 6-over 220 for the 54-hole event. O’Toole shot 6-
over 78 at Tuesday’s final round to tie Bevington and record a top-25 finish.  
  
Sophomore Luke Fuller rounded out WKU’s scoring at 6-over 78 on the day. He finished fourth out the 
six Hilltoppers after 54 holes and tied for 55th in the field.  
  
Dawson McDaniel shot 9-over 81 on Tuesday while Chase Landrum carded a 10-over 82. They finished t-
58th and 72nd, respectively.  
  
“We’re going to take what we learned here this week and be ready to go here in a couple weeks when 






Dates: Sep 14 - Sep 15 
 
Pos. Team/Player (seed) Rd 1 Rd 2 Rd 3 Total
1 UAB 284 275 284 843
1 Nick Robillard (4) 67 68 72 207
T3 William Walker, III (1) 70 72 70 212
T3 Drew Mathers (2) 74 65 73 212
17 Khavish Varadan (5) 77 71 69 217
T30 Ethan Hagood (3) 73 71 78 222
T45 Ben Reichert (6) 77 71 77 225
2 South Alabama 286 288 283 857
T5 Yannick Schuetz (1) 68 75 70 213
T7 Kyle Robinson (4) 72 71 71 214
T11 Jordan Plunkett (2) 74 72 69 215
T37 Eli Mitchell (3) 74 70 79 223
T50 Dawson Atkinson (5) 77 77 73 227
T61 Anders Emil Ejlersen (6) 72 82 77 231
3 Texas State 282 285 292 859
T7 Fabian Sunden (4) 70 72 72 214
T11 Logan Lockwood (1) 69 72 74 215
T25 Trace Martin (3) 79 69 72 220
T30 Dalton Hankamer (2) 70 73 79 222
T30 Evan White (5) 74 74 74 222
T37 T. Payne Johnson (6) 73 72 78 223
4 Louisiana Tech 288 295 277 860
T11 James Swash (5) 72 71 72 215
T14 Mac Murphy (1) 76 72 68 216
T14 Lake Juban (3) 72 77 67 216
T14 Sam Murphy (4) 70 76 70 216
T50 Will Patrick (6) 74 77 76 227
T55 Hunter Battles (2) 79 76 73 228
5 ULM 288 284 290 862
2 Andoni Etchenique (2) 69 74 68 211
T18 Otto Van Buynder (1) 73 71 74 218
T22 Guillaume Fanonnel (3) 72 70 77 219
T22 Melan Dhaubedal (4) 75 73 71 219
T37 Keegan McLachlan (5) 74 70 79 223
T65 Michael Gilbert (6) 77 75 82 234
6 Little Rock 283 292 291 866
T7 Anton Albers (2) 69 70 75 214
T18 Magnus Lomholt (4) 71 73 74 218
T22 Logan Pate (1) 73 73 73 219
29 Nico Horder (5) 74 77 70 221
T41 Vid Potocar (6) 74 76 74 224
T50 Hunter Walker (3) 70 77 80 227
7 Lamar University 296 287 289 872
T18 Hugo Hellman (1) 77 71 70 218
T18 Pedro Marin (2) 75 70 73 218
T30 Nikolai Schaffrath (3) 76 72 74 222
T41 Carl Hardin (4) 74 74 76 224
T41 Juho Kurikka (5) 72 78 74 224
T48 Jacob Lindh (6) 75 79 72 226
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
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Pos. Team/Player (seed) Rd 1 Rd 2 Rd 3 Total
8 Abilene Christian U. 296 287 292 875
T7 Brian Choe (1) 71 73 70 214
T25 Chase Allison (4) 76 68 76 220
T41 Charlie Jackson (6) 73 72 79 224
T48 Alex Clouse (2) 76 77 73 226
T55 Zane Heusel (3) 78 74 76 228
T61 Logan Diomede (5) 78 80 73 231
9 Louisiana 303 292 289 884
T5 Peter Hinnant (2) 73 71 69 213
T30 Matt Weber (1) 76 74 72 222
T45 Jake Marler (3) 75 74 76 225
T45 Bjorn Gudjonsson (4) 79 73 73 225
T68 Cole Kendrick (5) 83 77 75 235
10 Western Kentucky 287 295 303 885
T25 Tom Bevington (1) 71 74 75 220
T25 Caleb O'Toole (3) 70 72 78 220
T30 Christian Tooley (2) 75 75 72 222
T55 Luke Fuller (6) 76 74 78 228
T58 Dawson McDaniel (5) 71 78 81 230
72 Chase Landrum (4) 84 77 82 243
11 Central Arkansas 305 299 291 895
T30 Nate Jolly (3) 77 75 70 222
T37 Blaine Calhoon (1) 77 74 72 223
T50 Miles Smith (2) 78 75 74 227
T58 Davis Irving (5) 77 78 75 230
T58 Palmer McSpadden (6) 74 78 78 230
T68 Josh Turnock (4) 77 75 83 235
12 Houston Baptist 308 305 313 926
T50 Mason Ghidina (5) 75 78 74 227
T61 Cooper New (3) 77 76 78 231
T65 Oliver Dickman (6) 77 75 82 234
70 Ransom Jacobson (4) 81 76 79 236
71 Marcelo Trevino (1) 79 81 82 242
73 Michael Townsend (2) 80 80 84 244
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
Individuals 
 
Pos. Player (Team) Rd 1 Rd 2 Rd 3 Total
64 Blake Blaser (Louisiana Tech ) 75 79 79 233
T65 JC Wigglesworth (Louisiana Tech ) 76 84 74 234
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, September 17, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
MARCUM NAMED C-USA GOLFER OF THE WEEK 
 
DALLAS – In her debut as a Lady Topper and collegiate golfer, freshman Rylea Marcum finished second 
at the USA Intercollegiate and was named the first Female Golfer of the Week in the 2020-21 season, 
Conference USA announced Thursday.  
 
The Georgetown, Ky., native led the WKU squad to a win at the USA Intercollegiate on September 7. She 
shot 67-74-70 for a 54-hole total of 5-under 211. She placed solo second in the first Division I collegiate 
golf event, defeating all other C-USA individuals, outside of WKU, by at least six strokes.   
 
Her first round 5-under 67 tied the second-best round in WKU women’s golf history and her 54-hole 
total tied the third-lowest three-round score in the Lady Topper record books.  
 
Marcum is the first Lady Topper to earn the accolade since Bailey Tyree was named Golfer of the Week 
on March 13, 2019. In the 2018-19 season, three Lady Toppers won the honor: Tyree, current senior 
Megan Clarke and current graduate senior Mary Joiner. Joiner was named Golfer of the Week for two 
consecutive weeks in the fall of 2018.  
 
The Lady Toppers will continue on with their fall slate as they head to UAB’s Hoover Country Club 
Invitational beginning on Monday.  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, September 20, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
LADY TOPPERS RETURN TO ALABAMA FOLLOWING VICTORY 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Women’s Golf is headed back to Alabama following their team victory at 
the USA Intercollegiate. The Lady Tops are set to play in the Hoover Invitational hosted by UAB in 
Hoover, Ala., beginning on Monday.  
Freshman Rylea Marcum will be at the top of the lineup for the Red and White after her second-place 
finish at the USA Intercollegiate. She was named Conference USA Golfer of the Week on Thursday for 
her performance.  
“I had a pretty strong short game last tournament, especially in my putting,” said Marcum on carrying 
her momentum from one tournament to the next. “[I want to] put rounds together like I did at South 
Alabama to help the team win another tournament.” 
Redshirt senior Teri Doss is in the second spot after she tied for third in the Lady Toppers’ season 
opener. Graduate senior Mary Joiner and sophomore Sarah Arnold are just behind her in the lineup. 
WKU’s fifth and final spot will be taken by senior captain Megan Clarke.  
Senior Olivia Reed and freshman Rachel Rich will also travel with the Lady Toppers and play as 
individuals at the Invitational.  
No. 99 WKU is one of 10 teams in the tournament, including No. 70 Chattanooga, University of 
Indianapolis, Little Rock, Middle Tennessee, South Alabama, Southern Illinois, Troy, UAB and ULM. In 
their season-opening victory, the Lady Tops defeated four teams from this week’s field.   
The two-day, 54-hole event will be played at the par-72, 6,175-yard Hoover Country Club. WKU will play 
36 holes on Monday followed by the final 18 holes on Tuesday. Live scoring for the entire event can be 
found here.  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, September 21, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
BELOW-PAR SECOND ROUND GIVES WKU FIVE-SHOT LEAD 
 
HOOVER, Ala. – Lady Topper Golf carded the only round of the day below par in the second round to 
take a solid five-stroke lead headed into the final round of the Hoover Invitational. WKU followed up its 
opening round 7-over 295 with a 1-under 287 in the second round. The Lady Tops sit in first at 6-over 
582 which is tied for the fifth-lowest 36-hole score in program history.  
 
Sophomore Sarah Arnold leads the WKU lineup through two rounds, notching a 2-over 74 and 2-under 
70 on the day. She is tied for third at even-par 144 after recording five birdies and an eagle. She is only 
one stroke off the leaders, Emilyee McGiles of Southern Illinois and Pilar Echeverria of University of 
Indianapolis.  
 
Following Arnold in scoring is graduate senior Mary Joiner. She shot 2-over 74 in the first round and 
improved by one stroke in the second round to shoot 1-over 73. Her 3-over 147 has her tied for 12th, 
three shots back from a top-five finish.  
 
Redshirt senior Teri Doss is one shot behind Joiner at 4-over 148. Her first-round, 4-over 76 and second-
round, even-par 72 both counted for the Lady Toppers. She is tied for 14th entering the final round.  
 
Captain and senior Megan Clarke led the Lady Tops in the first round, shooting a 1-under 71. She 
followed it up with a 7-over 78 and is solo-18th.  
 
Finishing WKU’s scoring in the second round was freshman Rylea Marcum. The Kentucky native shot an 
even-par 72 after her 9-over 81 in her first round. She is tied for 30th headed into Tuesday’s final round.  
 
WKU had two Lady Toppers competing as individuals on Monday. Freshman Rachel Rich shot a pair of 2-
over 74’s to be tied for 14th on the day. Senior Olivia Reed is tied for 47th after shooting a 36-hole total, 
13-over 157.  
 
Results – First and Second Rounds  
T3. Sarah Arnold – 74, 70 – 144  
T12. Mary Joiner – 74, 73 – 147  
T14. Teri Doss – 76, 72 – 148  
T14. Rachel Rich* - 74, 74 – 148  
18. Megan Clarke – 71, 78 – 149   
T30. Rylea Marcum – 81, 72 – 153  
T47. Olivia Reed* – 76, 81 – 157  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, September 22, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
LADY TOPPERS FINISH SECOND AT HOOVER INVITATIONAL  
 
HOOVER, Ala. – WKU Women’s Golf wrapped up the Hoover Invitational on Tuesday afternoon, finishing 
second at the event. The Lady Toppers shot 8-over 296 in the final round to finish at 14-over 878 for 
their 54-hole total.  
 
Multiple Lady Toppers carded even-par 72s in the final round including senior Megan Clarke and 
freshman Rylea Marcum. Clarke birdied two of her last four holes to secure the even-par round while 
Marcum birdied her last hole. They finished tied for 13th and tied for 23rd respectively.  
 
Sophomore Sarah Arnold led WKU through all three rounds and notched the best finish amongst the 
Lady Tops. She carded a final-round, 3-over 75 and tied for eighth on the individual leaderboard.  
 
Rounding out the Lady Topper scoring was graduate senior Mary Joiner. She recorded a 5-over 77 on 
Tuesday to finish t-20th. Redshirt senior Teri Doss shot 6-over 78 to finish 25th overall.  
 
Freshman Rachel Rich earned a top-20 finish as an individual at the tournament after shooting a final-
round, 3-over 75. She tied for 18th at 7-over 223. Senior Olivia Reed also competed as an individual and 
shot 1-over 73 on Tuesday to finish tied for 34th.  
 
WKU will take a three-week hiatus prior to teeing off at the Lady Red Wolves Classic on October 12-13.  
 
Results – Final  
T8. Sarah Arnold – 74, 70, 75 – 219  
T13. Megan Clarke – 71, 78, 72 – 221  
T18. Rachel Rich* – 74, 74, 75 – 223  
T20. Mary Joiner – 74, 73, 77 – 224  
T23. Rylea Marcum – 81, 72, 72 – 225  
25. Teri Doss – 76, 72, 78 – 226  






Dates: Sep 21 - Sep 22 
 
Pos. Team/Player (seed) Rd 1 Rd 2 Rd 3 Total
1 Indianapolis, U. of 293 294 285 872
1 Pilar Echeverria (1) 71 72 70 213
7 Hunter Nugent (5) 75 75 68 218
T8 Cailyn Henderson (2) 75 73 71 219
T20 Anna Kramer (3) 72 74 78 224
T40 Elyse Stasil (4) 75 82 76 233
2 Western Kentucky 295 287 296 878
T8 Sarah Arnold (4) 74 70 75 219
T13 Megan Clarke (5) 71 78 72 221
T20 Mary Joiner (3) 74 73 77 224
T23 Rylea Marcum (1) 81 72 72 225
25 Teri Doss (2) 76 72 78 226
3 Southern Illinois 296 296 295 887
3 Emilyee McGiles (4) 71 72 73 216
T11 Moyea Russell (1) 74 70 76 220
T23 Erica Kerr (3) 75 79 71 225
T34 Ayanna Habeel (2) 76 75 79 230
T40 Janie Samattiyadeekul (5) 77 81 75 233
T4 Middle Tennessee 306 297 288 891
T13 Molly Bebelaar (5) 77 74 70 221
T16 Caroline Caudill (4) 78 74 70 222
T18 Sophie Burks (2) 76 74 73 223
T26 Catherine Caudill (1) 75 77 75 227
T40 Taylor Edlin (3) 78 75 80 233
T4 UAB 296 299 296 891
2 Tia Teiniketo (1) 73 72 70 215
T4 Pin-Hsuan (Shelly) Chen (2) 73 73 71 217
T28 Stephenie Fowler (5) 74 76 78 228
T38 Emilia Smith (3) 76 78 77 231
T60 Caroline Waldrop (4) 79 83 82 244
6 ULM 304 294 296 894
T4 Chantal Dueringer (1) 76 72 69 217
T4 Jahaanvie Walia (5) 72 72 73 217
T30 Shani White (2) 77 75 77 229
T48 Eva Bjornsdottir (3) 82 75 77 234
T55 Line Petersen (4) 79 78 79 236
7 Chattanooga 301 294 306 901
T16 Beatriz Barrios (1) 75 71 76 222
T20 Rachel Thompson (4) 77 70 77 224
T28 Daphne Van Son (2) 73 78 77 228
T30 Esme Hamilton (5) 78 75 76 229
T40 Dorota Zalewska (3) 76 78 79 233
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
Pos. Team/Player (seed) Rd 1 Rd 2 Rd 3 Total
8 Troy 301 298 308 907
T11 Nicole Lorup (3) 73 73 74 220
T34 Courtney Vogel (1) 74 78 78 230
T38 ShaeBug Scarberry (4) 83 73 75 231
T52 Elisabeth Preus (2) 79 75 81 235
T55 Judith Castro (5) 75 77 84 236
9 South Alabama 308 300 300 908
T13 Siti Shaari (2) 74 72 75 221
T30 Belinda May (3) 78 77 74 229
T30 Caroline Berge (4) 78 76 75 229
T34 Julie Hovland (1) 79 75 76 230
T48 Carlota Garcia (5) 78 79 77 234
10 Little Rock 305 309 301 915
T8 Malena Austerslatt (1) 73 77 69 219
T26 Sydney Scraba (2) 79 75 73 227
T40 Tilde Bocker (4) 78 78 77 233
58 Kellie Gachaga (3) 75 83 82 240
63 Viktoria Krnacova (5) 85 79 89 253
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
Individuals 
 
Pos. Player (Team) Rd 1 Rd 2 Rd 3 Total
T18 Rachel Rich (Western Kentucky ) 74 74 75 223
T34 Olivia Reed (Western Kentucky ) 76 81 73 230
T40 Madison Smith (Middle Tennessee) 83 74 76 233
T40 Jefimija Dordevic (Chattanooga) 75 82 76 233
T40 Katelyn Skinner (Indianapolis, U. of) 78 79 76 233
T48 Lexie Dawson (UAB) 79 74 81 234
T48 Amelia Lawson (Southern Illinois ) 78 77 79 234
T52 Anna Claire Little (Troy) 80 76 79 235
T52 Marilyn Steed (UAB) 79 80 76 235
57 Brooklyn Bostick (Troy) 83 77 77 237
59 Elizabeth Caldarelli (Troy) 81 86 76 243
T60 Karlee Allen (UAB) 81 83 80 244
62 Nele Mattner (South Alabama) 85 81 84 250
64 Maggie Schaffer (Indianapolis, U. of) 82 0 0 82
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, October 11, 2020 
Men’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
HILLTOPPERS REPEAT TRIP TO THE GROVE 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Men’s Golf will travel to College Grove, Tenn., to play at the Intercollegiate 
at The Grove for the second consecutive year. The 36-hole event is set to start on Monday and conclude 
on Tuesday with 18 holes being played each day.  
 
Just as the Hilltoppers did in their first tournament of the season, six golfers will be in the lineup and 
four scores will count for each round. Redshirt senior Tom Bevington will lead WKU at the top of its 
lineup, followed by fellow co-captains graduate senior Christian Tooley and senior Caleb O’Toole.  
 
Senior Chase Landrum is in the fourth spot in the lineup while sophomore Luke Fuller fills the fifth. 
Freshman Connery Meyer will be making his Hilltopper debut at The Grove as he rounds out the WKU 
six-man lineup.  
 
The field consists of 13 total teams including Conference USA foes Louisiana Tech, Southern Miss and 
Middle Tennessee. WKU has already gone up against Louisiana Tech, Lamar and ULM earlier this year at 
the Jim Rivers Intercollegiate.  
 
At the 2019 Intercollegiate at The Grove, WKU finished t-3rd at the weather-shortened event. The 
Hilltoppers finished six shots in front of defending, back-to-back C-USA Champion and host Middle 
Tennessee.  
 
“Going back, we know that course is fairly wide open,” said O’Toole on returning to The Grove Club. “If 
we hit a lot of good tee balls, we can put ourselves in a lot of good opportunities to make birdies. Coach 
(Metts) hits on being mentally strong the whole time, being mentally aware, so I think [if we do that] 
we’ll be alright.  
 
Tee times at the par-72, 7,368-yard Grove Club will begin each day at 9 a.m. CT. Live scoring for the 
tournament can be found here.  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, October 11, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
LADY TOPPERS SLATED TO COMPETE IN LADY RED WOLVES CLASSIC 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Lady Topper Golf is set to compete in Arkansas State’s Lady Red Wolves Classic 
for the first time since 2013. The 54-hole event begins Monday and will conclude on Tuesday.  
 
WKU is coming off a second-place finish at the Hoover Invitational on Sept. 22. The Lady Toppers were 
led by sophomore Sarah Arnold who finished t-8th at the tournament after carding a 3-over 219. Arnold 
is at the top of the WKU lineup heading into the Lady Red Wolves Classic.  
 
“Overall, everyone played really well for the tough course,” said Arnold on the team’s performance. 
Every Lady Topper in the lineup at the Hoover Invitational finished in the top 25 on the individual 
leaderboard. 
 
Following Arnold in the Classic lineup is senior captain Megan Clarke. The England native has finished in 
the top 15 at each of WKU’s tournaments so far this fall. Graduate senior Mary Joiner is in the third spot 
while freshman Rylea Marcum takes the fourth.  
 
Redshirt senior Teri Doss will round out the Lady Topper lineup. South Carolina native and freshman 
Rachel Rich will compete as an individual for the second time this fall.  
 
There are 14 other teams in the field at the Lady Red Wolves Classic, including eight teams the Lady 
Toppers have defeated at least once already this year. WKU will see BYU, Central Arkansas, Houston 
Baptist, Missouri State, Stephen F. Austin and Southern Miss for the first time this fall at the Classic. 
Other teams to note in the field include South Alabama, Southern Illinois and Conference USA foes 
Middle Tennessee and UAB.  
 
WKU is scheduled to play 36 holes on Monday followed by the final 18 holes on Tuesday at the par-72, 
6,565-yard Sage Meadows Country Club. Both days will begin at 8:30 a.m. CT with a shotgun start. Live 
scoring for the event can be found here.  
 
“I’m really excited,” said Arnold on the upcoming event. “I think since it’s a new course, everyone is 
going to have fun playing it. It’s been about two and a half weeks since we’ve played any tournament 
competition, so I think everyone is excited.” 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, October 12, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
WKU USES FIVE-STROKE IMPROVEMENT TO MOVE UP LEADERBOARD IN ARKANSAS 
 
JONESBORO, Ark. – Lady Topper Golf improved by five strokes from the first to second round on 
Monday to move up the leaderboard and tie for fifth at the Lady Red Wolves Classic. WKU is at 19-over 
595 through two rounds, seven shots back from host Arkansas State.  
 
Graduate senior Mary Joiner led the Red and White with a first-round 3-over 75 followed by a 2-under 
70 at the par-72, 6,565-yard Sage Meadows Country Club. She is in eighth place at just 1-over 145. Joiner 
is also three shots out of the top five.  
 
Following Joiner in scoring on the day was freshman Rylea Marcum. The Georgetown, Ky., native carded 
a 5-over 77 followed by an even-par 72 to finish at 5-over 149 on Monday. Redshirt senior Teri Doss had 
both of her 18-hole scores count for the Lady Toppers with a 2-over 74 and 5-over 77. Marcum is 
currently tied for 24th while Doss is tied for 35th.  
 
Sophomore Sarah Arnold improved by two strokes from round to round shooting, 5-over 77 and 3-over 
75. Arnold closed out her second round with a birdie on her third-to-last hole.  
 
Senior Megan Clarke led the squad in the first round with a 2-over 74. Her second-round score of 7-over 
79 landed her at a 9-over 153 as she is tied for 47th alongside Arnold.  
 
Carding a 2-over 74 and 3-over 75 was freshman Rachel Rich. The South Carolina native is competing as 
an individual at the Classic and is tied for 24th with a 36-hole total of 5-over 149. 
 
WKU, as a team, is currently ahead of fellow Conference USA competitors Middle Tennessee, UAB and 
Southern Miss.  
 
Results – First and Second Round 
8. Mary Joiner – 75, 70 – 145  
T24. Rylea Marcum – 77, 72 – 149  
T24. Rachel Rich* -- 74, 75 – 149  
T35. Teri Doss – 74, 77 – 151  
T47. Sarah Arnold – 77, 76 – 153  
T47. Megan Clarke – 74, 79 – 153  
 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, October 12, 2020 
Men’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
CO-CAPTAINS LEAD TOPS THROUGH FIRST ROUND AT THE GROVE 
 
COLLEGE GROVE, Tenn. – WKU men’s golf co-captains Tom Bevington and Christian Tooley led the 
squad in the first round of the Intercollegiate at The Grove on Monday afternoon.  
 
Redshirt senior Bevington and graduate senior Tooley each carded 3-over 75s on the day to tie for 45th 
on the individual leaderboard. Tooley finished his round with two birdies in his last five holes while 
Bevington collected nine pars throughout the day.  
 
Fellow co-captain Caleb O’Toole shot 4-over 76 on Monday to tie for 54th. The senior recorded an eagle 
on the second hold of his back nine.  
 
In his Hilltopper debut, freshman Connery Meyer also shot 4-over 76 to tie O’Toole. His first round for 
the Red and White consisted of four birdies and seven pars, including two birdies on his front nine.  
 
In the unique tournament format, WKU brought a six-man lineup to the par-72, 7,368-yard Grove Club, 
with four scores counting each day. Senior Chase Landrum shot 7-over 79 to end the day at 72nd while 
sophomore Luke Fuller shot 8-over 80.  
 
WKU sits in 13th after the first day of competition, shooting 14-over 302. The Hilltoppers are scheduled 
to tee off No. 10 on Tuesday morning.  
 
Results – First Round  
T45. Tom Bevington – 75  
T45. Christian Tooley – 75  
T54. Caleb O’Toole – 76  
T54. Connery Meyer – 76  
72. Chase Landrum – 79 
T73. Luke Fuller – 80  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, October 13, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
LADY TOPPERS CONTINUE TO IMPROVE, FINISH FIFTH AT LADY RED WOLVES CLASSIC  
 
JONESBORO, Ark. – WKU Women’s Golf finished fifth as a team at Arkansas’ State’s Lady Red Wolves 
Classic after improving by four strokes and shooting 3-over 291 on Tuesday afternoon. The Lady Toppers 
carded a 22-over 886 at the 54-hole tournament.  
 
“I’m proud of the way Megan (Clarke) bounced back and the consistency Mary (Joiner) showed,” said 
head coach Adam Gary. “We left a few out there this week but we have a few days to work on our 
games before we leave for Callaway Gardens. We still feel really blessed to be able to compete and get 
better this fall.” 
 
As Gary mentioned, senior Megan Clarke bounced back from 9-over through two rounds to card a 1-
under 71 in the final 18 holes. The team captain led the squad in scoring on Tuesday at the par-72, 
6,565-yard Sage Meadows Country Club. After beginning her round with a double bogey, she went on to 
record five birdies across the next 13 holes to card the under-par round. She finished 25th as an 
individual.  
 
Graduate senior Mary Joiner recorded an even-par 72 in the final round to tie for ninth at 1-over 216. 
She was the team’s top finisher and notched two birdies and an eagle in her final five holes on Tuesday.  
 
A pair of Lady Toppers each shot 2-over 74 to round out the WKU scoring. Redshirt senior Teri Doss tied 
for 26th with a 54-hole total of 9-over 225 while sophomore Sarah Arnold tied for 36th at 11-over 227.  
 
Freshman Rylea Marcum shot a 6-over 78 and tied with Arnold for 36th. Fellow freshman Rachel Rich 
competed independently from the squad and shot a final-round, 8-over 80. She tied for 45th overall.  
 
WKU will compete in the Callaway Gardens Invitational hosted by South Alabama in Pine Mountain, Ga., 
beginning on Monday, Oct. 19. The team will play one round a day and conclude the event on 
Wednesday.  
 
Results – Final 
T9. Mary Joiner – 75, 70, 72 – 217  
25. Megan Clarke – 74, 79, 71 – 224  
T26. Teri Doss – 74, 77, 74 – 225  
T36. Rylea Marcum – 77, 72, 78 – 227  
T36. Sarah Arnold – 77, 76, 74 – 227  
T45. Rachel Rich* -- 74, 75, 80 – 229  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, October 13, 2020 
Men’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
Results attached.  
 
BEVINGTON FINISHES WITH BIRDIES ON FINAL DAY AT THE GROVE 
 
COLLEGE GROVE, Tenn. – Hilltopper Golf redshirt senior Tom Bevington birdied three of his final four 
holes on Tuesday to card WKU’s low score of the tournament. The co-captain shot even-par 72 in the 
final round of the Intercollegiate at The Grove. WKU, as a team, finished 13th in the 36-hole event while 
shooting 18-over 306 in the final round.  
 
Bevington tied for 23rd overall at the par-72, 7,368-yard Grove Club. He closed out his round with three 
birdies to quickly rise up the leaderboard. The England native moved up 22 spots from the first to 
second rounds and finished at 3-over 147. Bevington is two for two on top-25 finishes so far this season.  
 
Following Bevington in scoring on Tuesday was sophomore Luke Fuller. The Mount Sterling native shot a 
5-over 77 to finish 13-over at the tournament. Junior Chase Landrum finished a shot above Fuller at 6-
over 78 on the day. Landrum and Fuller both tied for 71st.  
 
Bowling Green native and graduate senior Christian Tooley shot a final-round, 7-over 79 to tie for 63rd 
at the tournament. The co-captain carded a 36-hole total of 10-over 154.  
 
Senior Caleb O’Toole also shot 7-over 79 in Tuesday’s final round. The Alabama native finished solo-65th 
with a two-day total of 11-over 155.  
 
Freshman Connery Meyer concluded his first tournament as a Hilltopper by shooting 13-over 85. He 
finished in 82nd with a score of 17-over 161.  
 
The Hilltoppers have a quick turnaround as they return to action at the Bash in the Boro hosted by 
Georgia Southern on Monday, Oct. 19.  
 
Results – Final Round  
T23. Tom Bevington – 75, 72 – 147  
T63. Christian Tooley – 75, 79 – 154  
65. Caleb O’Toole – 76, 79 – 155  
T71. Chase Landrum – 79, 78 – 157  
T71. Luke Fuller – 80, 77 – 157  
82. Connery Meyer – 76, 85 – 161  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, October 15 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
Headshot attached, please credit WKU Athletics. Action shots available upon request.  
 
JOINER WINS EIGHTH CAREER C-USA GOLFER OF THE WEEK AWARD 
 
DALLAS – Lady Topper Golf graduate senior Mary Joiner collected her eighth career Conference USA 
Golfer of the Week award, the conference announced Thursday. She holds the second-most weekly 
awards in C-USA history, just one shy of Abby Bools of East Carolina who won nine between 2006 and 
2010.  
 
In Joiner’s four-plus years on The Hill, WKU women’s golf has claimed 13 Golfer of the Week honors, 
with the graduate senior garnering eight of those 13. The Lady Toppers have earned 17 total since 
joining Conference USA in the 2014-15 campaign. Joiner’s accolade is the second of the kind for WKU 
this season as freshman Rylea Marcum earned the first weekly award on Sept. 17.  
 
“Having Mary back this year is a huge asset,” said head coach Adam Gary on the veteran. “We have four 
new tournaments on the schedule so having someone with her experience that can adapt to courses we 
aren’t familiar with is a big help. I know she’s honored to win this award and I’m sure there are more to 
come.” 
 
The Franklin, Ky., native has collected the weekly accolade at least once in four of her five seasons at 
WKU. In addition to this week’s award in her graduate senior year, she won two in the fall of her 
freshman year (2016-17), three in a five-week span during her sophomore season (2017-18) and two 
back-to-back in her junior year (2018-19).  
 
Joiner earned the Co-Golfer of the Week honor with Sophie Burks from Middle Tennessee as they each 
tied for ninth at the Lady Red Wolves Classic hosted by Arkansas State in Jonesboro, Ark. The Lady 
Topper shot 75, 70, 72 for a 54-hole total of 1-over 217.  
 
The graduate senior’s consistent play led the Red and White to a fifth-place team finish, the program’s 
sixth consecutive top-five finish. WKU was the top C-USA school in Jonesboro ahead of Middle 
Tennessee, UAB and Southern Miss.  
 
WKU has a quick turnaround as the Lady Toppers return to action on Monday at the Callaway Gardens 
Invitational in Pine Mountain, Ga. 
 

WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, October 18, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
LADY TOPPER GOLF BOOKED FOR FOURTH TOURNAMENT OF FALL  
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Women’s Golf is gearing up for its fourth competition of the fall season at the Callaway 
Gardens Invitational hosted by South Alabama. The 54-hole event will be played at the par-71, 6,006-yard Callaway 
Gardens – Lake View Course in Pine Mountain, Ga.  
 
For the first time this season, the Lady Toppers will have six golfers in the lineup in addition to an individual. The four 
lowest scores from each day will count for WKU’s team total.  
 
After her top-10 finish at the Lady Red Wolves Classic, graduate senior Mary Joiner was named Conference USA Co-
Golfer of the Week for the eighth time in her career. She’ll be at the top of the WKU lineup at Callaway Gardens.  
 
Senior captain Megan Clarke will compete in the second spot in the lineup for the Lady Toppers followed by sophomore 
Sarah Arnold in third. Redshirt senior Teri Doss will compete in the No. 4 spot while freshman Rachel Rich follows Doss 
and earns her second start for the Red and White. 
 
Rounding out the six-woman lineup for WKU is senior Olivia Reed. The Invitational is Reed’s first start of the season for 
the Lady Toppers after competing as an individual twice. Freshman Addie Westbrook will make her WKU debut on 
Monday, playing as an individual in Georgia.  
 
There are 11 teams participating in the tournament including Central Arkansas, Coastal Carolina, FIU, Georgia Southern, 
Little Rock, Mercer, Middle Tennessee, Troy, UAB, WKU and host South Alabama. The Lady Toppers have seen nearly 
every team in the field at least once already this season.  
 
The squad is coming off a fifth-place team finish at Arkansas State’s event, the sixth consecutive top-five finish for the 
team. A streak of this kind has only occurred one other time in program history.  
 
WKU is scheduled to start tee times at 7 a.m. CT on Monday, playing 18 holes each day and finishing on Wednesday. Live 
scoring for the tournament can be found here.  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, October 18, 2020 
Men’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
WKU SLATED TO COMPETE AT BASH IN THE BORO 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Men’s Golf heads south to the peach state for Georgia Southern’s Bash in the Boro 
beginning on Monday. The Hilltoppers will play 54 holes at the par-72, 6,850-yard Georgia Southern University Golf 
Course.  
 
Continuing the trend collegiate men’s golf has followed so far this season, six golfers will be in the lineup with four 
scores counting each round. For the third time this season, WKU will not directly play with other schools, but will rather 
play in two groups of three by itself.  
 
Leading the Tops in the lineup is redshirt senior co-captain Tom Bevington. The England native is coming off his second 
top-25 finish of the season at the Intercollegiate at The Grove.  
 
Fellow co-captains graduate senior Christian Tooley and senior Caleb O’Toole follow Bevington in the lineup in the 
second and third spots, respectively. Sophomore Luke Fuller will record his third start of the season at No. 4.  
 
Redshirt senior Dawson McDaniel is slated to return to action for the Tops in the fifth spot while freshman Connery 
Meyer rounds out the lineup.  
 
Seven teams are scheduled to compete in the Bash including Augusta, Appalachian State, Francis Marion, Troy, Wofford, 
WKU and host Georgia Southern. 
 
Head coach Chan Metts returns to Georgia Southern where he served as an assistant coach for the Eagles in the 2016-17 
and 2017-18 seasons. In his tenure there, the squad competed in the 2017 NCAA Regionals and finished second in the 
Sun Belt Conference Championships in both seasons.  
 
“I’m excited to return to Statesboro and I’m hoping I can give a good game plan to the guys for this course,” said Metts 
on the event. “They’ve been working hard since we got back from The Grove and I’m ready to see their preparation 
translate to the scorecard.” 
 
WKU is scheduled to tee off at 7 a.m. CT and play 36 holes on Monday. Live scoring for the event can be found here.  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, October 19, 2020 
Men’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
HILLTOPPERS CLOSE OUT DAY ONE AT BASH IN THE BORO 
 
STATESBORO, Ga. – WKU Men’s Golf finished the first and second rounds of Georgia Southern’s Bash in the Boro on 
Monday afternoon. The squad improved by seven strokes from the first to second round, shooting 13-over 301 in the 
first 18 holes followed by a 6-over 294 in the latter 18. The Hilltoppers are currently in seventh with one round 
remaining.  
 
Co-captain and senior Caleb O’Toole led WKU in scoring with the Tops’ lowest round of the day. The Alabama native 
made the team’s biggest improvement from round to round, shooting seven shots lower in his second 18 holes at the 
par-72, 6,876-yard Georgia Southern University Golf course. O’Toole shot 77-70 to end the day at 3-over 147. He is tied 
for 23rd heading into Wednesday.  
 
Fellow co-captain Christian Tooley is not far behind O’Toole, just one shot out of the top 25 individuals. He shot WKU’s 
best score in the first round at 1-under 71 and ended the day with a 5-over 77. His 4-over 148 has him tied for 27th.  
 
In his second event of the season for the Red and White, redshirt junior Dawson McDaniel followed a first-round 78 with 
a second-round, even-par 72. He is currently tied for 33rd, three shots back from a top-25 finish.  
 
Both of redshirt senior Tom Bevington’s rounds counted for the Hilltoppers as he shot 3-over 75 and 4-over 76. The co-
captain is tied for 35th on the individual leaderboard at 7-over 151 for his 36-hole total.  
 
Freshman Connery Meyer is in 43rd after the first day of the Bash. He improved by two shots from round to round, 
shooting 6-over 78 and 4-over 76. Sophomore Luke Fuller, like O’Toole, improved by seven strokes during the day. His 
15-over 159 is good for 46th with 18 holes remaining.  
 
Results – First and second round 
T23. Caleb O’Toole – 77, 70 – 147  
T27. Christian Tooley – 71, 77 – 148  
T33. Dawson McDaniel – 78, 72 – 150  
T35. Tom Bevington – 75, 76 – 151  
43. Connery Meyer – 78, 76 – 154  
46. Luke Fuller – 83, 76 – 159  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, October 19, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
UPPERCLASSMEN LEAD LADY TOPS IN FIRST ROUND AT CALLAWAY GARDENS 
 
PINE MOUNTAIN, Ga. – WKU Women’s Golf was led by its upperclassmen on Monday at the Callaway Gardens 
Invitational hosted by South Alabama. The Lady Toppers counted the scores of the four seniors to make up a 17-over 
team total of 301. WKU is in eighth as a team through the opening round of the event.  
 
Senior Megan Clarke shot a 1-over 72 at the par-71, 6,006-yard Callaway Gardens – Lake View Course on Monday 
morning. The captain led the squad in scoring by a stroke and is tied for sixth after one round. She’s two shots outside of 
the top five.  
 
Shooting 2-over 73 was graduate senior Mary Joiner. The Franklin, Ky., native came in one shot behind Clarke and is tied 
for 12th on the individual leaderboard.  
 
In the six-count-four format, WKU finished the day with scorecards from senior Olivia Reed and redshirt senior Teri Doss. 
Reed shot 6-over 77 while Doss carded an 8-over 79. The pair are tied 40th and 52nd, respectively.  
 
Sophomore Sarah Arnold was next in the Lady Topper lineup, shooting 9-over 80 in the opening round. She is tied for 
56th. Freshman Rachel Rich made her second start of the season and carded a 13-over 84, good for 61st.  
 
Freshman Addie Westbrook earned her Lady Topper debut and carded 10-over 81 in her first round for the Red and 
White. She’s tied for 59th as an individual.  
 
Results – First round 
T6. Megan Clarke – 72 
T12. Mary Joiner – 73  
T40. Olivia Reed – 77 
T52. Teri Doss – 79  
T56. Sarah Arnold – 80  
T59. Addie Westbrook* - 81  
61. Rachel Rich – 84  
*competing as an individual  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, October 20, 2020 
Men’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
Results attached. Action photos available upon request.  
 
O’TOOLE FINISHES IN TOP 20; WKU WRAPS UP FALL SEASON 
 
STATESBORO, Ga. – WKU Men’s Golf was led by senior Caleb O’Toole at Georgia Southern’s Bash in the 
Boro as the Hilltoppers concluded their fall season with the 54-hole event. The co-captain notched the 
team’s top finish at t-19th with a 3-over 219. WKU improved in scoring with each round and finished the 
event with the second-best team round of the season at 5-over 293.  
 
“It wasn’t the result we wanted,” said head coach Chan Metts on the outing. “But I was happy to see the 
fight our guys had and the improvements they made each round.”  
 
The Tops improved by a shot from the second to third rounds, in addition to the seven-shot, round-to-
round improvement seen on Monday. WKU finished seventh as a team at the Bash at 24-over 888.  
 
O’Toole had the best final round on the squad and notched the team’s best individual finish of the 
season thus far at t-19th. He shot even-par 72 on Tuesday at the 6,876-yard Georgia Southern University 
Golf Course.  
 
Graduate senior Christian Tooley shot 1-over 73 in the final round to end with a 54-hole total of 5-over 
221. His 27th-place finish is the best of his short WKU career.  
 
A pair of 2-over 74s rounded out the Hilltopper scoring on Tuesday. Redshirt senior Tom Bevington and 
redshirt junior Dawson McDaniel contributed to the team’s second-best round of the season. McDaniel 
tied for 32nd while Bevington tied for 34th. 
 
Sophomore Luke Fuller carded a final-round, 5-over 77 to place 45th in the tournament. Freshman 
Connery Meyer shot 6-over 78 and finished in 44th.  
 
WKU does not expect to add a fourth event this fall and will complete its full schedule, of at least eight 
total events, in the spring prior to the Conference USA Championships.  
 
Results – Final 
T19. Caleb O’Toole – 77, 70, 72 – 219  
27. Christian Tooley – 71, 77, 73 – 221   
T32. Dawson McDaniel – 78, 72, 74 – 224  
T34. Tom Bevington – 75, 76, 74 – 225  
44. Connery Meyer – 78, 76, 78 – 232   
45. Luke Fuller – 83, 76, 77 – 236  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, October 20, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
LADY TOPPER GOLF MOVES UP AFTER ANOTHER ROUND IN GEORGIA 
 
PINE MOUNTAIN, Ga. – Lady Topper Golf moved up a spot on the team leaderboard on Tuesday as WKU 
shot 11-over 295 in the second round of the Callaway Gardens Invitational hosted by South Alabama. 
The Red and White advanced to seventh after 36 holes and is four shots behind Conference USA foe, 
UAB.  
 
Senior Megan Clarke remained in contention on Tuesday with an even-par round of 71. The captain is 
currently at 1-over 143 and tied for sixth. She is one shot out of the top five individuals and four strokes 
back from leader Sophie Burks of Middle Tennessee. Clarke closed out her round with birdies on three 
of her final seven holes to finish strong.  
 
A major highlight of the day for the Lady Toppers was freshman Rachel Rich’s 10-shot improvement 
from the first to second rounds. The South Carolina native carded a 3-over 74 in Tuesday’s round to 
count for WKU’s team score.  
 
Both graduate senior Mary Joiner and sophomore Sarah Arnold shot 4-over 75 to round out the Lady 
Topper scoring. Joiner is 6-over through 36 holes and is tied for 17th, three strokes outside the top 10. 
Redshirt senior Teri Doss shot 5-over 76 in the second round and is tied with Arnold for 50th at 13-over 
155. 
 
Senior Olivia Reed also shot 7-over 76 on Tuesday and is currently tied for 44th. In her first start of the 
season for the Lady Toppers, Reed is at 11-over 153 after two rounds.  
 
Freshman Addie Westbrook is competing as an individual at the Invitational and shot a second-round, 
10-over 81. She is currently 60th on the individual leaderboard.  
 
WKU is set to tee off in the final round of the Callaway Gardens Invitational on Wednesday morning.  
 
Results – Second round 
T6. Megan Clarke – 72, 71 – 143  
T17. Mary Joiner – 73, 75 – 148  
T44. Olivia Reed – 77, 76 – 153  
T50. Teri Doss – 79, 76 – 155  
T50. Sarah Arnold – 80, 75 – 155  
59. Rachel Rich – 84, 74 – 158  
60. Addie Westbrook* - 81, 81 – 162  
*competing as an individual  
 
 
1 2 3   Team Scores  
1  1  1   Georgia Southern 278  277  276       831  -33 
2  2  2   Augusta  282  279  283       844  -20 
3  3  T3   Appalachian State  285  286  292       863  -1 
5  4  T3   Francis Marion  294  283  286       863  -1 
6  5  5   Wofford College 299  281  288       868  +4 
4  6  6   Troy  290  292  288       870  +6 
7  7  7   Western Kentucky 301  294  293       888  +24 
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
Bash in the Boro
Georgia Southern University Golf Course
Statesboro, GA 
Georgia Southern University Golf Course 
Dates: Oct 19 - Oct 20 
 
Start Finish   Player Team Scores  
3 1   Mason Williams  Georgia Southern  71   68  67       206  -10   
2 2   Jake Maples  Georgia Southern  68   69  72       209  -7   
T10 T3   Brett Barron  Georgia Southern  70   73  67       210  -6   
T4 T3   Ben Carr  Georgia Southern  69   71  70       210  -6   
T15 5   Alex van Wyk  Augusta  69   76  66       211  -5   
T4 T6   McClure Thompson  Francis Marion  74   66  72       212  -4   
T27 T6   Brent Hamm  Troy  69   79  64       212  -4   
T4 T8   Matthew Copeland  Wofford College  70   70  73       213  -3   
1 T8   Jack Vajda  Augusta  69   64  80       213  -3   
T8 10   Ryan Marter  Wofford College  75   67  72       214  -2   
T13 T11   Timothius Tamardi  Appalachian State  74   70  71       215  -1   
T10 T11   Ben van Wyk  Augusta  76   67  72       215  -1   
T4 13   Ryan Morrison  Troy  72   68  76       216  E   
T23 14   Casper Kennedy  Francis Marion  73   74  70       217  +1   
T10 T15   Dylan Lukes  Appalachian State  69   74  75       218  +2   
T23 T15   Dawson Booth  Augusta  73   74  71       218  +2   
T8 T15   Colin Bowles  Georgia Southern  73   69  76       218  +2   
T15 T15   Avery Price *  Georgia Southern  71   74  73       218  +2   
T15 T19   Grant Sellers  Francis Marion  75   70  74       219  +3   
T23 T19   Caleb O'Toole  Western Kentucky  77   70  72       219  +3   
T33 T21   John Burghardt  Francis Marion  77   73  70       220  +4   
T15 T21   Sverrir Haraldsson  Appalachian State  73   72  75       220  +4   
T31 T21   Lukas Jonsson  Appalachian State  72   77  71       220  +4   
T21 T21   Mitchell Vance  Francis Marion  72   74  74       220  +4   
T15 T21   Jacob Bayer *  Georgia Southern  74   71  75       220  +4   
T27 T21   Wilson Andress *  Georgia Southern  76   72  72       220  +4   
T27 27   Christian Tooley  Western Kentucky  71   77  73       221  +5   
T15 28   Dan Sheehan  Augusta  71   74  77       222  +6   
T27 T29   Jake Lane  Appalachian State  77   71  75       223  +7   
T13 T29   Justin Morgan  Appalachian State  71   73  79       223  +7   
T35 T29   Walker Jones  Wofford College  79   72  72       223  +7   
T39 T32   Nick Willis  Wofford College  77   76  71       224  +8   
T33 T32   Dawson McDaniel  Western Kentucky  78   72  74       224  +8   
T35 T34   Hampus Wijkstrom  Augusta  75   76  74       225  +9   
T23 T34   George Burch  Troy  78   69  78       225  +9   
T39 T34   Luke Dasher  Georgia Southern  76   77  72       225  +9   
T35 T34   Tom Bevington  Western Kentucky  75   76  74       225  +9   
T21 T34   Lindsey Cordell *  Georgia Southern  75   71  79       225  +9   
T31 39   Carlos Garre  Wofford College  77   72  79       228  +12   
T39 T40   Matthew Larkin  Wofford College  78   75  77       230  +14   
T35 T40   Will McFadden  Troy  71   80  79       230  +14   
T39 T40   Brock Hoover *  Augusta  76   77  77       230  +14   
44 43   Nicklas Borrmann  Troy  79   76  76       231  +15   
43 44   Connery Meyer  Western Kentucky  78   76  78       232  +16   
46 45   Luke Fuller  Western Kentucky  83   76  77       236  +20 
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
Mark Laesch - COPYRIGHT © 2020, All Rights Reserved, Golfstat 
Bash in the Boro
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Start Finish   Player Team Scores  
45 T46   Grainger Howle  Francis Marion  80   77  80       237  +21   
48 T46   Lucas Hopkins *  Georgia Southern  76   86  75       237  +21   
47 48   Wilhelm Berg Von Linde *  Augusta  82   79  78       239  +23   
49 -    Reagan Harrell  Troy  D   81  72       -     -      
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Statesboro, GA 
Georgia Southern University Golf Course 
Dates: Oct 19 - Oct 20 
Teams with Players - Round 3
1 Georgia Southern -33 278 277 276 831
1 Mason Williams -10 71 68 67 206
2 Jake Maples -7 68 69 72 209
T3 Brett Barron -6 70 73 67 210
T3 Ben Carr -6 69 71 70 210
T15 Colin Bowles +2 73 69 76 218
T34 Luke Dasher +9 76 77 72 225
2 Augusta -20 282 279 283 844
5 Alex van Wyk -5 69 76 66 211
T8 Jack Vajda -3 69 64 80 213
T11 Ben van Wyk -1 76 67 72 215
T15 Dawson Booth +2 73 74 71 218
28 Dan Sheehan +6 71 74 77 222
T34 Hampus Wijkstrom +9 75 76 74 225
T3 Appalachian State -1 285 286 292 863
T11 Timothius Tamardi -1 74 70 71 215
T15 Dylan Lukes +2 69 74 75 218
T21 Lukas Jonsson +4 72 77 71 220
T21 Sverrir Haraldsson +4 73 72 75 220
T29 Jake Lane +7 77 71 75 223
T29 Justin Morgan +7 71 73 79 223
T3 Francis Marion -1 294 283 286 863
T6 McClure Thompson -4 74 66 72 212
14 Casper Kennedy +1 73 74 70 217
T19 Grant Sellers +3 75 70 74 219
T21 John Burghardt +4 77 73 70 220
T21 Mitchell Vance +4 72 74 74 220
T46 Grainger Howle +21 80 77 80 237
5 Wofford College +4 299 281 288 868
T8 Matthew Copeland -3 70 70 73 213
10 Ryan Marter -2 75 67 72 214
T29 Walker Jones +7 79 72 72 223
T32 Nick Willis +8 77 76 71 224
39 Carlos Garre +12 77 72 79 228
T40 Matthew Larkin +14 78 75 77 230
6 Troy +6 290 292 288 870
T6 Brent Hamm -4 69 79 64 212
13 Ryan Morrison E 72 68 76 216
T34 George Burch +9 78 69 78 225
T40 Will McFadden +14 71 80 79 230
43 Nicklas Borrmann +15 79 76 76 231
49 Reagan Harrell +9 0 81 72 153
7 Western Kentucky +24 301 294 293 888
T19 Caleb O'Toole +3 77 70 72 219
27 Christian Tooley +5 71 77 73 221
T32 Dawson McDaniel +8 78 72 74 224
T34 Tom Bevington +9 75 76 74 225
44 Connery Meyer +16 78 76 78 232
45 Luke Fuller +20 83 76 77 236
Individuals 
Pos. Player (Team) Rd 1 Rd 2 Rd 3 Total
T15 Avery Price (Georgia Southern) 71 74 73 218
T21 Wilson Andress (Georgia Southern) 76 72 72 220
T21 Jacob Bayer (Georgia Southern) 74 71 75 220
T34 Lindsey Cordell (Georgia Southern) 75 71 79 225
T40 Brock Hoover (Augusta ) 76 77 77 230
T46 Lucas Hopkins (Georgia Southern) 76 86 75 237
48 Wilhelm Berg Von Linde (Augusta ) 82 79 78 239
GOLFSTAT COLLEGIATE SCORING SYSTEM
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Par 3 Scoring
L. Jonsson App St 2.67 -4 
T. Tamardi App St 2.75 -3 
M. Copeland Wofford 2.75 -3 
B. Hamm Troy 2.83 -2 
B. Barron Ga South 2.83 -2 
B. Carr Ga South 2.92 -1 
J. Maples Ga South 2.92 -1 
M. Williams Ga South 2.92 -1 
R. Morrison Troy 2.92 -1 
L. Cordell Ga South 2.92 -1 
L. Dasher Ga South 3.00 E 
N. Borrmann Troy 3.00 E 
C. Bowles Ga South 3.00 E 
B. van Wyk Augusta 3.08 +1 
H. Wijkstrom Augusta 3.08 +1 
J. Vajda Augusta 3.08 +1 
W. Andress Ga South 3.08 +1 
M. Thompson Fr. Marion 3.08 +1 
R. Marter Wofford 3.08 +1 
B. Hoover Augusta 3.08 +1 
D. Lukes App St 3.17 +2 
A. Price Ga South 3.17 +2 
Par 4 Scoring
J. Maples Ga South 3.87 -4 
J. Vajda Augusta 3.90 -3 
M. Williams Ga South 3.93 -2 
B. Carr Ga South 3.93 -2 
B. Barron Ga South 3.93 -2 
A. van Wyk Augusta 3.97 -1 
B. Hamm Troy 3.97 -1 
J. Morgan App St 3.97 -1 
M. Thompson Fr. Marion 4.00 E 
R. Marter Wofford 4.03 +1 
B. van Wyk Augusta 4.03 +1 
M. Vance Fr. Marion 4.07 +2 
D. Lukes App St 4.07 +2 
D. Booth Augusta 4.07 +2 
C. Kennedy Fr. Marion 4.10 +3 
G. Sellers Fr. Marion 4.10 +3 
M. Copeland Wofford 4.10 +3 
W. Jones Wofford 4.10 +3 
J. Bayer Ga South 4.13 +4 
N. Willis Wofford 4.17 +5 
J. Burghardt Fr. Marion 4.17 +5 
C. Bowles Ga South 4.17 +5 
Par 5 Scoring
A. Price Ga South 4.42 -7 
M. Williams Ga South 4.42 -7 
A. van Wyk Augusta 4.50 -6 
C. Tooley W Kentucky 4.50 -6 
D. Sheehan Augusta 4.58 -5 
R. Morrison Troy 4.58 -5 
C. O'Toole W Kentucky 4.58 -5 
M. Thompson Fr. Marion 4.58 -5 
T. Bevington W Kentucky 4.67 -4 
R. Marter Wofford 4.67 -4 
W. Andress Ga South 4.67 -4 
S. Haraldsson App St 4.67 -4 
C. Kennedy Fr. Marion 4.67 -4 
M. Vance Fr. Marion 4.67 -4 
D. Booth Augusta 4.67 -4 
N. Borrmann Troy 4.75 -3 
J. Lane App St 4.75 -3 
T. Tamardi App St 4.75 -3 
C. Bowles Ga South 4.75 -3 
B. van Wyk Augusta 4.75 -3 
M. Larkin Wofford 4.75 -3 
B. Carr Ga South 4.75 -3 
Eagles 
C. O'Toole W Kentucky 2
S. Haraldsson App St 1
C. Tooley W Kentucky 1
D. Booth Augusta 1
D. Lukes App St 1
G. Sellers Fr. Marion 1
W. Andress Ga South 1
B. Carr Ga South 1
M. Williams Ga South 1
B. Hamm Troy 1
R. Morrison Troy 1
L. Fuller W Kentucky 1
Birdies 
J. Vajda Augusta 17
M. Thompson Fr. Marion 15
A. Price Ga South 15
M. Williams Ga South 14
J. Lane App St 14
T. Tamardi App St 13
A. van Wyk Augusta 13
C. Bowles Ga South 13
B. van Wyk Augusta 13
B. Carr Ga South 13
J. Maples Ga South 12
M. Copeland Wofford 12
B. Hamm Troy 12
B. Barron Ga South 12
L. Cordell Ga South 12
M. Vance Fr. Marion 11
R. Morrison Troy 11
S. Haraldsson App St 11
M. Larkin Wofford 11
R. Marter Wofford 11
H. Wijkstrom Augusta 10
N. Borrmann Troy 10
Pars 
B. Barron Ga South 38
D. McDaniel W Kentucky 38
J. Morgan App St 38
W. McFadden Troy 37
J. Maples Ga South 37
C. Kennedy Fr. Marion 37
D. Lukes App St 37
R. Marter Wofford 35
J. Bayer Ga South 35
M. Williams Ga South 35
L. Hopkins Ga South 35
A. van Wyk Augusta 34
L. Jonsson App St 34
L. Fuller W Kentucky 34
G. Sellers Fr. Marion 34
M. Copeland Wofford 34
W. Jones Wofford 34
W. Andress Ga South 33
N. Willis Wofford 33
J. Burghardt Fr. Marion 33
C. O'Toole W Kentucky 33
B. Hamm Troy 33
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Dates: Oct 19 - Oct 20 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, October 21, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
Final results attached. Action photos available upon request.  
 
LADY TOPPERS CLOSE CALLAWAY GARDENS WITH BEST ROUND 
 
PINE MOUNTAIN, Ga. – Lady Topper Golf consistently improved each team round over the 54-hole 
Callaway Gardens Invitational. WKU finished seventh as a squad after shooting its best round at 8-over 
292 in Wednesday’s final round in the South Alabama-hosted event.  
 
“I’m proud of our solid finish today at Callaway Gardens,” said head coach Adam Gary. “Megan (Clarke) 
had a solid performance all the way around and Teri (Doss) had a really good final round for us. We’ve 
got a few weeks to work on things before we are back in Georgia for our final event of the season.”  
 
Redshirt senior Teri Doss led the way for the Lady Toppers’ third and final round at the par-71, 6,006-
yard Callaway Gardens – Lake View Course. She tied the team’s best individual round of the event at 
even-par 71. She moved up 13 spots on the individual leaderboard to tie for 37th. 
 
WKU’s top overall finisher was senior Megan Clarke. The captain carded a final-round, 2-over 73 to 
conclude the Invitational. Her 54-hole total of 3-over 216 earned her a ninth-place finish. This is her first 
top-10 finish of the 2020 fall season and sixth in her career.  
 
Earning the Lady Tops’ second top-25 finish of the event was graduate senior Mary Joiner. She also 
carded a 2-over 73 on Wednesday to tie for 17th after 54 holes. The Franklin, Ky., native has recorded a 
top-25 finish in six of her last seven events.  
 
Freshman Rachel Rich rounded out scoring for the Red and White as she turned in a 4-over 75 for 
Wednesday’s final round. Sophomore Sarah Arnold was just behind Rich in the final round at 5-over 76. 
Rich finished in 52nd while Arnold tied for 48th.  
 
Senior Olivia Reed finished the event with a 12-over 83 to tie for 57th. Freshman Addie Westbrook 
completed her Lady Topper debut with her best round of the Invitational at 5-over 76. She placed 60th 
after competing as an individual.  
 
Lady Topper Golf will take a small pause prior to its final event of the fall season. WKU will compete in 
the Mercer Invitational in Macon, Ga., on November 9 and 10 to complete its autumn slate.  
 
Results – Final  
9. Megan Clarke – 72, 71, 73 – 216  
T17. Mary Joiner – 73, 75, 73 – 221  
T37. Teri Doss – 79, 76, 71 – 226  
T48. Sarah Arnold – 80, 75, 76 – 231  
52. Rachel Rich – 84, 74, 75 – 233  
T57. Olivia Reed – 77, 76, 83 – 236  
60. Addie Westbrook* - 81, 81, 76 – 238  
*competing as an individual  
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WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, November 8, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
MERCER INVITE TO CLOSE LADY TOPPER FALL SEASON  
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Women’s Golf is slated to finish its fall schedule at the Mercer Invitational 
on Monday and Tuesday in Macon, Ga. The event will round out the Lady Toppers five-event fall, setting 
them up to compete in at least three events in the spring to be eligible for NCAA competition.  
 
At the Lady Toppers most recent event, the squad finished seventh at the Callaway Gardens Invitational. 
Senior captain Megan Clarke led the troop in scoring, finishing ninth individually and notching her sixth-
ever top-10 finish.  
 
Leading off the top of WKU’s lineup at Mercer is graduate senior Mary Joiner. The Franklin, Ky., native 
leads the team in stroke average thus far in 2020 and has recorded a top-20 finish in each of the Lady 
Toppers’ four events.  
 
England native Clarke is set to follow Joiner in the lineup. She has finished in the top-25 in each of WKU’s 
fall tournaments.  
 
Senior Olivia Reed will take the third spot followed by redshirt Teri Doss in the fourth. The Lady Toppers 
will play with a traditional five-count-four lineup as sophomore Sarah Arnold finishes off the roster. 
Freshman Rachel Rich will compete as an individual.  
 
There are 10 teams in the field in Macon including three schools in Golfweek’s top-30; WKU is No. 27 on 
the list headed into the Invitational. BYU, Chattanooga, Coastal Carolina, East Tennessee State, Georgia 
Southern, Mercer, Southern Mississippi, Troy and Western Carolina will compete against the Lady Tops 
at the event.  
 
The Lady Toppers are scheduled to play 36 holes Monday followed by the final 18 on Tuesday at the par-
72, 6,218-yard Brickyard Golf Course. Due to COVID-9 precautions, the six Lady Toppers will split into 
two groups to play with just each other rather than other schools. Monday’s first round will be a 
shotgun start at 7 a.m. CT and live stats can be found here.  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, November 9, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
ARNOLD IN SECOND; LADY TOPS TIED FOR FIRST AT MERCER 
 
MACON, Ga. – Lady Topper Golf is tied for the lead at its final event of the fall while sophomore Sarah 
Arnold is in second, individually. With one round remaining, WKU is atop the leaderboard, tied with 
Chattanooga at 19-over 595 through 36 holes. The pair of teams hold a two-shot lead over host Mercer 
in third.  
 
WKU shot a team first-round of 6-over 294, tied for the best of any team round on the day. The squad 
shot 13-over 301 in the second round to tie with the Mocs after 36 holes.  
 
Arnold led the charge for the Lady Toppers as she shot even-par 72 and 1-under 71 amongst windy 
conditions at the par-72, 6,218-yard Brickyard Golf Course. She is tied for second, just one shot out of 
the lead with 18 holes to play.  
 
Two other Lady Toppers are in the top-15 individuals of the field: redshirt senior Teri Doss and graduate 
senior Mary Joiner. Doss finished 6-over on the day after an even-par round of 72 and 6-over round of 
78. She is tied for eighth on the leaderboard.  
 
Joiner shot 2-over 74 and 5-over 77 to combine for a 7-over 151 total. She is tied for 13th, one shot back 
from a top-10 finish. Joiner has finished in the top 20 at each of WKU’s fall events.  
 
Sitting in solo 22nd is senior captain Megan Clarke. The England native improved by three strokes over 
the day, following up her first-round 6-over 78 with a 3-over 75.  
 
Senior Olivia Reed’s first round counted for the Lady Toppers as she shot 4-over 76. Her 36-hole total of 
12-over 156 has her tied for 33rd.  
 
Freshman Rachel Rich competed for WKU as an individual at Mercer and is tied for 23rd after two 
rounds of 5-over 77.  
 
The Lady Toppers are set to tee off for the final round between 8:20 and 9 a.m. CT on Tuesday morning.  
 
Results – First and second rounds 
2. Sarah Arnold – 72, 71 – 143 
T8. Teri Doss – 72, 78 – 150  
T13. Mary Joiner – 74, 77 – 151  
22. Megan Clarke – 78, 75 – 153 
T23. Rachel Rich* - 77, 77 – 154  
T33. Olivia Reed – 76, 80 – 156  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, November 10, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
LADY TOPS CLOSE FALL WITH THIRD-PLACE FINISH 
 
MACON, Ga. – WKU finished third as a team at the Mercer Invitational on Tuesday, recording the fourth 
top-five team finish of the Lady Toppers’ five fall events. The Red and White shot 10-over 298 in the final 
round to end the event and fall season at 29-over 893 total.  
 
“The conditions in Georgia were tough and the team handled it as best they could,” said head coach 
Adam Gary. “The girls were about to put together multiple solid rounds over the two days. We’re 
headed into the offseason with a few things to work on. We’ll get better this winter and come back 
ready for the spring.” 
 
In the final round, senior Megan Clarke posted the best score for the Lady Toppers at even-par 72. The 
captain recorded three birdies on the back nine to earn the score at the par-72, 6,218-yard Brickyard 
Golf Course. She tied for 11th on the leaderboard.  
 
Sophomore Sarah Arnold notched the best individual finish for the Lady Toppers at fifth place, her first 
top-five finish of the season. She shot a final-round, 4-over 76 to conclude the Invitational at 3-over 219.  
 
Tying with Clarke at 11th was graduate senior Mary Joiner. She shot the team’s second-best final round 
at 2-over 74. Both Joiner and Clarke carded 54-hole scores of 9-over 225.  
 
Redshirt senior Teri Doss had the final counting score of the day for WKU. She shot a 4-over 76 in 
Wednesday’s final round. Doss tied for 16th, marking her third top-25 finish as a Lady Topper.  
 
Senior Olivia Reed rounded out the WKU lineup and shot 7-over 79 in the final round. She finished 34th 
individually. 
 
Newcomer freshman Rachel Rich competed as an individual and carded a 6-over 78 on Tuesday. She tied 
for 29th, the third top-20 finish of her young career.  
 
WKU will take the winter months as an offseason before starting spring competition in February.  
 
Results – Final 
5. Sarah Arnold – 72, 71, 76 – 219  
T11. Mary Joiner – 74, 77, 74 – 225  
T11. Megan Clarke – 78, 75, 72 – 225  
T16. Teri Doss – 72, 78, 76 – 226 
T29. Rachel Rich* - 77, 77, 78 – 232  
34. Olivia Reed – 76, 80, 79 – 235  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, November 11, 2020 
Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
GARY INKS MARTIN AND CRAIG TO 2021 SIGNING CLASS 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Women’s Golf head coach Adam Gary announced the signing of Faith 
Martin and Catie Craig to his 2021 signing class on Wednesday.  
  
Faith Martin of Bowling Green, Ky.  
  
“We’re really excited to have an excellent in-state golfer like Faith join our program,” said Gary on the 
signee. “She will be graduating early and joining the squad in January, so she’ll be able to learn from our 
veterans and upperclassmen before hitting the course for us in August. She has tremendous talent and 
she’s a great addition to our program.” 
  
Martin heads to The Hill from just down the road at South Warren High School where she was a five-
time District Champion on the women’s golf squad. She appeared in the KHSAA State Tournament on six 
occasions. She finished third in one of her six trips along with three other top-10 finishes over the years.  
  
The Bowling Green native recorded 16 high school invitational wins over her time as a varsity golfer. She 
was named First-Team All-State for three consecutive years. Martin also won five Hurricane Junior Golf 
Tour events as a junior golfer.  
  
Martin has had impressive performances on the amateur stage as well, finishing in the top 120 at the 
2020 North South Junior Amateur. She finished second at the 2019 Kentucky Junior Am and third in the 
2020 event.  
  
Catie Craig of Sautee Nacoochee, Ga.  
  
“Catie is one of the best junior golfers in Georgia and across the southeast,” said Gary. “She has 
numerous accomplishments on and off the course, making her a perfect fit for what we do here on The 
Hill. She will be bringing a lot of talent and skill to our team come next fall.” 
  
Craig is known as one of the best female junior golfers in the state of Georgia, having won Blitz Sports 
Golfer of the Year in each of her high school seasons thus far (2018, 2019, 2020). The White County High 
School golfer won the 4A State Championship in 2018 and finished as the runner-up in 2019.  
  
She was awarded the 2016 Triple A Award, awarding a student-athlete who represents the best in 
athletics, attitude and academics.  
  
As far as junior and amateur golf go, Craig has recorded numerous top finishes at American Junior Golf 
Association (AJGA) events as well as amateur events throughout the southeast.  
 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, November 11, 2020 
Men’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
HILLTOPPER GOLF SIGNS POPE TO NLI 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Men’s Golf head coach Chan Metts announced the NLI signing of Elliott 
Pope of Lugoff, S.C., on Wednesday afternoon.  
 
“Elliott has had a really solid junior career that included a win at the Carolinas/Georgia Junior this year,” 
said Metts. “He is an extremely hard worker on the course and in the classroom. I know he will be a 
great addition to our program in both areas.” 
 
The South Carolina native logged seven years as a varsity golfer at the Cardinal Newman School. He 
earned All-State accolades in 2019 in addition to three years on the SCISA Region III All-Region Team. 
Pope won the 2020 Carolinas/Georgia Junior Championship alongside three top-10 finishes in SCJGA 
events in 2019.  
 
In the classroom, Pope has been named to the Bishop Honor Roll in each year from 2016-2019. He is a 
member of the National Honor Society and has been given the Presidential Academic Excellence Award 
each of the last four years.  
 
In May 2020, Pope developed a fundraiser of his own kind for the American Cancer Society. He called it 
“Par For The Cure” and raised nearly $9,000 by walking and playing 101 holes in a single day.  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, November 18, 2020 
Men’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
METTS SIGNS TOP RECRUIT IN GRINDSTAFF 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU men’s golf head coach Chan Metts announced the National Letter of 
Intent signing of Riley Grindstaff on Wednesday afternoon.  
 
“Riley is a really good player and his game has continued to trend positively over the last 12-18 months,” 
said Metts on the signee. “He has been successful and able to win on junior tours and in high school golf. 
Riley’s work ethic and high character will allow him to make an immediate impact for our program, on 
the course and in the classroom.” 
 
Grindstaff is nationally ranked in the top-150 of the 2021 signing class per Junior Golf Scoreboard. He 
was the runner up in the TSSAA State Golf Tournament in October. Grindstaff is also a two-time member 
of the Tennessee Junior Cup.  
 
The Father Ryan High School golfer was named The Sneds Tour Player of the Year in 2016 and 2018. He 
was also the runner up in the Tennessee Boys Junior PGA Championship earlier this year. He has 
recorded 35 top-three finishes in the entirety of his junior golf career.  
 
The Franklin, Tenn., native attended Father Ryan High School, a college prep school, where he has been 
on the Honor Roll three times and academic Dean’s List twice. 
 
Grindstaff was also a participant in the American Junior Golf Association’s Tennessee Cup, a junior golf 
fundraiser benefitting St. Jude Children’s Hospital and the Snedeker Foundation.  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, December 8, 2020 
Men’s and Women’s Golf / Contact: Dana Brown, Media Relations Coordinator 
 
WKU HILLTOPPER AND LADY TOPPER GOLF ANNOUNCE SPRING SCHEDULES 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Men’s and Women’s Golf announced their spring schedules on Tuesday morning. Each 
program is currently scheduled for five events in the spring, meeting the minimum of eight total events required in the 
2020-21 season to be eligible for the NCAA Regionals and Championship. Schedules are subject to change and any 
updates can be found at wkusports.com.  
 
Lady Topper Golf Schedule 
 
After a strong fall performance playing all five of its scheduled events, Lady Topper Golf and head coach Adam Gary have 
five more tournaments lined up between February and April.  
 
WKU will open their spring schedule by co-hosting a new tournament with UNF. The First Coast Classic will be held on 
February 15 and 16. The Lady Toppers will then compete in the UNF Intercollegiate on March 8 and 9.  
 
For the fifth consecutive year, WKU will plan to host the Spring Break Shootout on March 15 and 16. The Red and White 
was preparing for the fourth-ever Shootout when the COVID-19 pandemic canceled all spring sports.  
 
Following their own event, the Lady Toppers will play in the UT Chattanooga Invitational for the first time ever on March 
29 and 30.  
 
The Conference USA Women’s Golf Championships will be held April 19-21 at the Verandah Club in Fort Myers, Fla. The 
Verandah Club has hosted the Women’s Championship every year since 2015.  
 
Hilltopper Golf Schedule 
 
WKU Men’s Golf competed in three events this past fall and the Hilltoppers and head coach Chan Metts currently have 
five tournaments on the slate for the spring.  
 
WKU will start its spring schedule with the Mobile Bay (Mobile Sports Authority) Intercollegiate, playing February 14-16. 
This will be the fourth consecutive spring the Hilltoppers have opened with the Mobile-based, 54-hole event.  
 
The Hilltoppers will travel to the Sea Palms Invitational on March 4-6. It is a new addition to the WKU schedule, hosted 
by Western Carolina.  
 
The Red and White will then take a month off before competing in the Mason Rudolph Championship hosted by 
Vanderbilt. The last time WKU competed in the Vandy event, former Hilltopper Billy Tom Sargent won the individual title 
in 2019. It was on WKU’s 2019-20 schedule prior to the cancellation of spring sports.  
 
WKU will play in the Health Plan Mountaineer Invitational on April 12 and 13. The West Virginia-hosted tournament was 
originally scheduled for this past fall but was rescheduled due to COVID-related issues.  
 
The Conference USA Men’s Golf Championships will be April 26-29, with the final day being match play between the top 
four teams. Texarkana Country Club in Arkansas has been the host of the Men’s Championships since 2015.  
 
